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Abstract—The ability of an optical fiber with axial losses to selectively suppress the fundamental HE11 mode,
as well as the TE and TM waveguide modes, and, simultaneously, to transmit optical vortices with almost zero
energy losses is considered. The attenuation coefficients for the corresponding eigenmodes and vortices are
determined. It is shown that such a fiber operates as a mode filter for the feeding beam. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Unique properties of the optical vortices represent-
ing a special form of the optical field have been studied
in many recent works [1, 2]. The ability of optical vor-
tices to capture microparticles and to transfer angular
momentum to these objects is not only of great impor-
tance in basic science but also enables the development
of a special class of devices for microelectronics and
genetic engineering [3]. Moreover, guided optical vor-
tices in a few-mode fiber gain new properties not typi-
cal of the free-space vortices and similar to those of a
mechanical gyroscope [4]. This, in turn, allows utiliz-
ing these structures in single-pass fiber gyroscopes and
thus abandoning complex ring interferometric schemes
introducing substantial errors in the measurement pro-
cedure.

At the same time, it is well known that small exter-
nal perturbations of a few-mode fiber cause the transfer
of a part of the energy of guided vortices existing in this
fiber [the so-called CV vortices representing a linear
combination of an even (e) and odd (o) hybrid mode:

CV ⇒  H  ± iH ] to other guided modes [5]. In
particular, the energy is most efficiently transferred to
the IV vortex (a linear combination of the transverse
electric and a transverse magnetic modes: IV ⇒  TE01 ±
iTM01) and to the fundamental HE11 mode. It should be
noted that, since the CV vortex and the TE01 and TM01
modes have identical cutoff frequencies [6], it is
extremely difficult to excite an isolated CV vortex in a
fiber. Obviously, developing sensors of physical param-
eters based on the properties of guided optical vortices
is inseparably linked with developing few-mode optical
fibers capable of transmitting an isolated guided optical
vortex.

The purpose of this work was to study the properties
of optical fibers capable of selectively suppressing both
the instable IV vortex and the fundamental HE11 mode,
while transmitting the CV vortex with almost zero
losses.

First of all, let us consider the fact that transverse
components of the wave function of the fundamental
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HE11 mode exhibit extrema at the optical axis [6],
whereas similar components of the CV and IV vortices
vanish at this axis. On the other hand, the longitudinal
field component of the CV vortex also vanishes at the
axis, whereas magnitudes of the z components of the
magnetic field of the TE mode and the electric field of
the TM mode are maximal.

Let the paraxial region of the fiber be lossy along the
whole length, which causes absorption of the energy of
guided modes. Assume also that there is no birefrin-
gence caused by anisotropic properties of the fiber
material or by deformations of the fiber cross section.
Then we may use the reciprocity theorem for fields in
an optical fiber [6].

1. First, we estimate the attenuation coefficients of
the fiber eigenmodes. To do this, we write the wave
equation for transverse components of the electric field
et in a lossless fiber with axisymmetric distribution of
refractive index n(r) [6] assuming that the fiber is
weakly guiding. Neglecting the right-hand side of the
wave equation, we obtain

(1)

where  is the mode propagation constant,  is the
transverse Laplacian, and k is the wave number. If the
fiber is lossy, the refractive index is a complex quantity:

n2(r) = (r) + i (r), where nR and nI are real quanti-
ties. Moreover, the mode propagation constant also
becomes complex: β = βR + iβI . As a result, the wave
equation for a lossy fiber takes the form

(2)

Now let us calculate dot products of Eq. (1) and 
(the asterisk designates the complex conjugate) and the
complex conjugate of Eq. (2) and vector . Next, we
integrate the difference of the dot products over an
infinite area S of the fiber cross section. In so doing,
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we  take into account that  – )dS =

∇ t  – ∇ t )dl = 0 due to finite values of the

fields and their first derivatives at infinity. After separat-
ing the real and imaginary parts, we obtain

(3)

Deriving expression (3), we assumed that nR @ nI ,  ≈
nR, and  ≈ et , which is quite reasonable in view of
small losses.

Estimate the obtained expression for the fiber with a

parabolic index profile: n2 = (1 – 2∇ R2), where R =
r/ρ, ρ is the characteristic radius of the fiber, and ∆ is
the height of the refractive index profile. Then the abso-
lute value of the wave function of the optical vortex can
be written in the following form [7]: | | = Fl =
Rlexp(−1/2VR2), where V is the waveguide parameter.
Let the imaginary part of the refractive index be given

by the formula  = exp(–αR2), where α describes
the steepness of the absorption profile. Then expres-
sion (3) can be written as

(4)

From this it follows that the greater the topological
charge l of an optical vortex, the smaller the attenuation
of the vortex in the fiber. The fundamental HE11 mode
with l = 0 exhibits the greatest losses.

Figure 1 presents the ratios of the absorption coeffi-

cients /  of an optical vortex with the topological
charge l and the fundamental HE11 mode. For example,
if the loss of an optical vortex with l = 1 is 2 dB/km and
the steepness α of the absorption profile is 3 × 104, the
loss of fundamental mode amounts to 6 × 104 dB/km.

Thus, the losses introduced into the fiber core so as
to be concentrated near the optical axis cause a selec-
tive absorption of the energy of the fundamental HE11
mode, while virtually not affecting the energy of the
optical vortex. However, expression (3) shows that both
the CV vortex and the TE and TM modes exhibit equal
losses, which is generally not true. Evidently, the
method used to derive expression (3) cannot solve the
problem. The matter is that, in the above calculations,
we assumed that the fiber is a weakly guiding structure
and neglected the longitudinal field components
responsible for the absorption of TE and TM modes. In
order to take into account this effect, we should return
to the original equations.
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2. The translational invariance of the fields existing
in an optical fiber allows us to write independent equa-
tions for the longitudinal and transverse field compo-
nents [6]. In particular,

For a weakly guiding fiber, we can neglect the right-
hand sides of these equations. Then we immediately
arrive at Eq. (2) with et replaced with either ez or hz . In

addition, we should remember that, in this case,  is
a scalar operator. Then, after transformations described
in Section 1, equations for ez (the TM mode) and hz (the
TE mode) give the following expression for the imagi-
nary part of the propagation constant:

(5)

The profiles of the longitudinal components of the TE

and TM modes are specified by the formula G1 =  +

F1 = (1 – VR2)exp – VR2 . Substituting this

expression into (5), we obtain the relationship

(6)
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Fig. 1. The ratios of the imaginary parts of the propagation
constants of the optical vortex and the fundamental HE11

mode /  versus the coefficient α appearing in the

imaginary part of the index profile : l = 1 (1), 2 (2), 3 (3),
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which formally coincides with expression (4) for l = 0.
Consequently, the HE11, TE, and TM modes exhibit
equal losses substantially exceeding those of the CV
vortices.

The results obtained indicate that, irrespective of the
way of excitation of an optical fiber with axial energy
losses, the major part of the output energy will be con-
centrated in a guided optical vortex.

3. Let us estimate the efficiency of excitation of the
CV vortices in a parabolic fiber fed with a right-hand
circularly polarized fundamental Gaussian beam whose
axis makes an angle ϑ with the fiber axis. We will use the
power excitation coefficients for the fiber modes [6]:

(7)

where  = exp exp(ikϑ sinϕ) is the x-compo-

nent of the fundamental Gaussian beam at the waist
z = 0 and w is the waist radius. Due to a small angle of
incidence, the x- and y-components will be excited with
equal efficiencies; therefore, it would suffice to esti-
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Fig. 2. The normalized excitation coefficient  of an opti-
cal vortex with l = 1 versus the angle of incidence ϑ  of the
feeding beam and the ratio ξ of the radii of the feeding beam
and the guided vortex. 

C̃1
T

mate only one of these components. For the CV vorti-
ces, we obtain the following expression:

(8)

where  is the Cl value normalized to the power of the
incident beam, ξ = /w, and  = ρ/V

 

. Figure 2 shows

the coefficients  as functions of the excitation angle
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The curves exhibit maxima at matched values of the
mode and beam radii (
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). In calculations, we took into
account that the Gaussian beam arrives from the
medium with 

 

n

 

 = 1 and assumed that 
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 = 4. For these

values, the optimum excitation coefficient  

 

≈

 

 0.3.
It should be noted that the Gaussian beam excites vor-
tices with 

 

l

 

 = +1 and –1 with equal efficiency. However,
the vortex with the right-hand circular polarization and
a negative topological charge is an instable

 

 IV 

 

vortex
which decays during propagation. Hence, the optimum

excitation coefficient is half as small:  

 

≈

 

 0.15.
Thus, an optical fiber with axial losses not only can

retain a guided optical vortex but also operates as a
mode filter for the exciting field.
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Abstract—Data on the damping of ultrasonic waves in the vicinity of the point of inversion of the first anisot-
ropy constant are reported for manganese–zinc spinel crystals grown by various methods. A low-frequency
maximum in the ultrasonic wave damping caused by the magnetoelastic interaction in the region of a magnetic
phase transition in the spinel is observed for the first time. A difference in the acoustic properties of crystals of
various types observed in the region of the phase transition is explained by the difference of internal fields
related to differences in the degree of macroscopic disorder and in the arrangement of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in the
spinel crystal lattice. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Magnetic phase transitions are usually accompanied
by anomalies in the acoustic properties of crystals [1–2].
In particular, the spin-reorientation phase transitions
(SRPTs) lead to a change in shape of the magnon-
phonon spectra, which is determined by the efficiency
of the magnetoelastic coupling and by the magnetiza-
tion relaxation parameter [2].

The cubic crystals of a nonstoichiometric mangan-
eze-zinc spinel MnaZnbFe2 + cO4 (a + b + c = 1) are char-
acterized by the existence of a temperature interval in
which the first magnetic anisotropy constant K1
changes sign while the second constant K2 remains neg-
ative, which is manifested by a change in the easy
magnetization direction from [100] to [111] with
decreasing temperature [3]. The transitions from one
magnetic phase to another must be first-order phase
transitions possessing a jumplike character. However,
the presence of a domain structure results in that the
SRPT, involving the growth of a new phase from the
domain walls, is smeared in a certain temperature inter-

val ∆T =  – . Featuring a transition domain struc-
ture, two magnetic phases with the easy axes oriented
in the [100] and [111] directions (below, [100]- and
[111]-phases, respectively) coexist in the interval

between  and .

It was previously established that the manganeze-
zinc spinel crystals grown by the Verneuil method (type
A samples) exhibit a sharp increase in the damping of
longitudinal ultrasonic waves in the frequency interval
from 15 to 40 MHz [1], while the crystals of a close

Tr' Tr''

Tr' Tr''
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composition grown by the Bridgman method (type B
samples) showed a much less pronounced peak of
damping, which was sometimes observed only after a
high-temperature annealing [4]. For this reason, it was
concluded [4] that no SRPTs take place in the unan-
nealed spinel crystals of type B.

In order to explain this behavior of the ultrasonic
wave damping, we have studied the manganeze-zinc
spinel crystals of types A and B in the 2.5–40 MHz fre-
quency range at temperatures from 100 to 350 K in the
absence of an external constant magnetic field. The
crystal samples had a cubic shape with an edge length
of 1 cm. The experiments were performed by a stan-
dard method [3] employing pulsed excitation and
measurement of the ultrasonic wave amplitude in the
samples.

Figure 1 shows the temperature variation of the
damping coefficient α(T) measured at various frequen-
cies of the longitudinal ultrasonic waves propagating in
a crystal of the A type (sample composition: a = 0.57,
b = 0.37, c = 0.06; saturation magnetization, Ms =
318 G). For this crystal, the damping exhibited a jump
with decreasing temperature at all frequencies. The
jump amplitude decreases when the cyclic frequency of
the wave ωa deviates from the intrinsic ferromagnetic
resonance frequency ω0 ≈ γHin , where γ is the gyromag-
netic ratio and Hin is the internal magnetic field strength
(representing a sum of the anisotropic and demagnetiz-
ing fields at the domain walls). At very low frequencies,
the conditions ωa < ω0 and ωr < ωa (ωr is the magneti-
zation relaxation frequency) are obeyed on both sides
of the transition region. In this case, the oscillations
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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belong to a weakly decaying branch of the magne-
toelastic wave spectrum [2]. As the ultrasonic wave fre-
quency increases, the above relationships change to
ωa ≥ ω0 and ωa < ωr and the magnetoelastic oscillations
acquire a relaxation character leading to a growth in α
(Fig. 1, curve 3). As a result, the high-frequency α val-
ues of the [111]-phase are close to those in the transition
region. At high temperatures, the M vector is directed
along the [100] axis. This direction is characterized by a
weak magnetoelastic coupling and the oscillations
acquire the character of a quasielastic mode.

Analogous temperature dependences were obtained
for the spinel crystals of type B (a = 0.57, b = 0.39,
c = 0.04; Ms = 382 G). However, the α(T) curves in this
case exhibit essential qualitative differences (Fig. 2). In
the phase transition region, large peaks of the longitu-
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Fig. 2. The temperature variation of the damping coefficient
α(T) for the longitudinal ultrasonic waves of various fre-
quencies f = 2.5 (1), 5 (2), and 11 MHz (3) propagating in
the [111] direction in a manganese–zinc spinel crystal of
type B. 
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Fig. 1. The temperature variation of the damping coeffi-
cient α(T) for the longitudinal ultrasonic waves of various
frequencies f = 6 (1), 22 (2), and 39 MHz (3) propagating
in the [100] direction in a manganese–zinc spinel crystal
of type A.
TE
dinal ultrasonic wave damping are observed at lower
ultrasonic wave frequencies (f < 6 MHz) as compared
to those in the crystal of type A. Averaged over the sam-
ples studied, estimates of the internal magnetic field
strength determined taking into account that the maxi-
mum damping α(T, ω) is observed at a frequency of
ωa ≈ ω0 yield Hin ~ 8 and 0.9 Oe for the samples of
types A and B, respectively. These values of the inter-
nal magnetic field are confirmed by experimental inves-
tigations of the coercive force of analogous samples,
which was close to the anisotropic field strength [5]. At
higher frequencies (Fig. 2, curve 3), the maximum of
α(T) in the region of inversion of the K1 sign is poorly
distinguishable on the high damping background at
temperatures far from the transition temperature. This
behavior can be related to the fact that, in comparison
with type A crystals, the samples of type B contain a
greater number of domains (due to the smallness of K1

in a broad temperature range) [1] and exhibit a less
sharp variation of the anisotropic field with the temper-
ature [5]. This must result in a relatively small change
in the angle (averaged over the domains) between the
ultrasonic wave propagation direction and the magneti-
zation vector M in the regions of the phase transition,
which is a factor determining the magnetoelastic inter-
action efficiency [6].

In order to check for the proposed difference in the
properties of type A and B crystals, we have studied
these spinels by X-ray diffraction. The results showed
that the crystal structures of the two samples were iden-
tical, the lattice parameters calculated by the X-ray data
being a1 = 8.48 ± 0.02 Å and a2 = 8.50 ± 0.03 Å for type
A and B crystals, respectively. However, the crystal of
type B exhibited a very small deviation from cubic to
tetragonal symmetry: a/c = 1.006 ± 0.002. In addition,
the diffraction intensity in the sample of type B
increased with the angle of diffraction to a greater
extent as compared to that in type A, which is evidence
of a greater macroscopic disorder of the crystalline sub-
stance in the former case. Thus, taking into account the
X-ray diffraction data and the values of the saturation
magnetization and internal field strengths determined
for the crystals of types A and B, we may conclude that
the observed difference in the magnetic and magne-
toelastic properties of manganeze-zinc spinels with
close compositions grown by different methods is
explained by a greater macroscopic disorder in the
crystals of type B and by the different arrangement of
Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in the octahedral and tetrahedral
voids of the spinel lattice. These distinctions are related
to differences in the crystal growth methods.
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Abstract—The compression of a planar heated gas layer by a moving liquid layer and the effect of turbulent
mixing at the liquid–gas interface on the character of gas compression were experimentally studied. The gas
compression by the liquid layer in the deceleration stage is accompanied by development of the Rayleigh–Tay-
lor instability and the turbulent mixing (TM). The liquid fragmentation in the TM zone leads to a sharp increase
in the heat transfer from hot gas to liquid. As a result, the gas compression dynamics significantly differs, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, from that observed in the case of a solid piston. The dynamics of a liquid layer
featuring the TM was compared to that of an analogous layer in the case when the TM development was fully
suppressed by increased layer strength. The level of the gas compression by the liquid layer exceeded (by a fac-
tor of up to ~1.5) the compression achieved with a solid piston. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The phenomenon of turbulent mixing (TM) of con-
tacting materials, developed as a result of the acceleration
of boundaries between differential density regions, may
significantly influence the process of energy accumula-
tion in layered systems [1]. This study is a continuation of
the previous model investigations of the effect of TM on
the process of energy conversion in a layered system com-
prising liquid layers separated by gas spacers [2, 3]. The
system described below differs from that reported in [3]
by a high initial temperature of the compressed gas.

The experiments were performed in a system sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 1. A liquid layer was placed
in an open transparent container capable of moving in a
vertical cylindrical channel with transparent walls. The
channel diameter was 5 cm; the total weight of the con-
tainer with a sample liquid in all experiments was 45 g.
The container separated the channel into two parts,
which were filled with different explosive gas mixtures.
The bottom part contained an acetylene–oxygen mix-
ture C2H2 + 2.5O2 (I), while the top part contained a
hydrogen–oxygen mixture 2H2 + O2 (II). The detona-
tion of both mixtures was simultaneously initiated by
electric spark discharge gaps.

The explosion of mixture I liberates a greater energy
as compared to that evolved from mixture II. Accord-
ingly, the pressure of the products of explosion in the
bottom part is higher than that in the top part and the
container initially moves with acceleration upward. In
this stage, a boundary between the liquid and the prod-
ucts of explosion of mixture II is stable. As the con-
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20108
tainer moves upward, the gaseous products in the top
part are compressed. At a certain time instant, the grow-
ing pressure begins to decelerate the container (the
acceleration is directed from the gas phase to the liq-
uid). This leads to development of the Rayleigh–Taylor
instability [4] and the turbulent mixing.

In order to establish the degree of the TM influence
upon the dynamics of gas compression, we performed
a series of comparative experiments with the liquid lay-
ers composed either of water (featuring the TM devel-
opment) or of a high-strength jelly (“stabilized” layers
in which the turbulent mixing is suppressed) The pat-
tern of acceleration and deceleration of the container
with a liquid layer was recorded with a high-speed
video camera of the VKF-13 type.

The results of our experiments are presented in
Fig. 2, showing the container displacement as a function
of time X(t) for the liquids of different types and for var-
ious initial volumes of the channel part filled with the
explosive acetylene–oxygen mixture I. A change in the
initial volume of mixture I alters the liquid layer dynam-
ics, the TM development, and the effect of thermal pro-
cesses in the TM zone on the efficiency of energy conver-
sion in the system. These variations are most clearly
manifested when the results are presented in a dimen-
sionless form. In Fig. 2, the experimental data are plotted
as X*(t*), where X* = X/Xmax, t* = t/T0 (Xmax is the max-
imum displacement of the stabilized layer, and T0 is the
time corresponding to Xmax in a series of experiments
with the same volume of mixture I). The X*(t*) curves
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for the stabilized layer are similar to that observed for the
air compression at room temperature [3]. This behavior
is described by a dome-shaped curve, according to which
the container with the stabilized liquid layer is deceler-
ated, stopped, and driven back.
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4

5

6
A

2H2 + O2
(2H2 + 1.5O2)

C2H2 + 2.5O2

6

6

6

3

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experiment on the com-
pression of hot gaseous products of explosion of mixture II
by a condensed layer accelerated by the hot compressed
products of explosion of mixture I: (1) pressure sensors;
(2) acceleration channel; (3) spark discharge gaps;
(4) accelerated liquid layer; (5) container; (6) gas inlet and
outlet channels; (A) video camera viewing direction. Dur-
ing the experiment, the gas channels 6 are blocked.
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Fig. 2. Time variation of the relative displacement X*(t*) in
the experiments with (1, 3, 5) water and (2, 4, 6) stabilized
(TM-free) liquid layer for various initial volumes of the
C2H2 + 2.5O2 mixture VI = 44 cm3 (1, 2), 78.5 cm3 (3, 4),

117.8 cm3 (5, 6); the initial volume of the 2H2 + O2 mixture

was VII = 165 cm3. 
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Compression of the hot gaseous products of explosion
of mixture II by the nonstabilized liquid (water) layer is
accompanied by the TM development and by the heat
transfer from these gaseous products to particles of the
liquid. This leads to qualitative changes in the compres-
sion dynamics. Initially, the container with water exhibits
deceleration similar to that with the stabilized liquid.
However, the acceleration sign is then inverted and the
container is accelerated again toward the compressed gas.
The depth of the TM zone penetration into water keeps
increasing for some time, but then the TM zone ceases to
grow. It should be noted that the total width of the TM
zone in water continues to increase. An increase in the ini-
tial volume of mixture I leads to a growth of the TM zone
and of the influence of thermal processes.

The above-described experimental setup for the hot
gas compression by a liquid layer ensured good reproduc-
ibility of the results. By varying the experimental arrange-
ment, it is possible to change the rate of physical pro-
cesses accompanying the compression. This is achieved
by using various substances in the liquid layer (water ver-
sus jelly layers of variable strength), which determines
the rate of TM at the unstable gas–liquid boundary, the
liquid layer fragmentation, and the intensity of thermal
processes. The experiments conducted under various con-
ditions revealed both quantitative and qualitative changes
in the motion of the container with the liquid layer.

The above results (i) show the need in describing
processes in the turbulent mixing zone in more detail,
rather than restricting the consideration to dynamics of
the size of this zone; (ii) offer clear illustration of the
effect of turbulent mixing on the physical processes
encountered in the attempts at obtaining high energy
densities in layered cumulative systems; and (iii) pro-
vide a basis for the experimental verification of numer-
ical methods for describing multiphase flows accompa-
nied by turbulent mixing and heat transfer. It is impor-
tant to note that the experimental procedure involves a
relatively small number of well-known physical pro-
cesses and employs substances with known physical
characteristics.
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Abstract—A practical solution is found for the problem of determining the cascade shower axis orientation,
which is based on using two lunar modules, each carrying three mutually perpendicular dipoles. The proposed
solution supplements the previous results concerning the possibility of determining the electromagnetic cascade
energy using the results of measurements of the RF component of radiation generated by the shower δ-elec-
trons. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
As is known, achievements in the physics of cosmic
rays in the ultrahigh energy range (W0 > 1019 eV) were
related predominantly to the development of traditional
detection methods [1]. However, the upper energy level
of these setups will not rise above 1020–1021 eV in the
nearest future. For example, a giant detector of the
Pierre Auger project will possess a total working area
of 600 km2 for both hemispheres [2], which corre-
sponds to the frequency of events on the order of
60 particles per year in the energy range W0 > 1020 eV.
Data on the cosmic rays of these energies available at
present are indicative of an insignificant variation of the
energy spectrum index [3]. Taking this fact into
account, the frequency of events with W0 > 1021 eV for
the aforementioned setup can be expected on the order
of one particle per year. In order to obtain reliable infor-
mation about cosmic rays, the frequency must be at
least one order higher. However, in order to retain the
registration rate on the level of 60 events per year for
cosmic particles with energies W0 > 1021 eV, the detec-
tor area has to be increased by almost two orders of
magnitude. These estimates show that a detector oper-
ating on the traditional principles with an effective area
of about 106 km2 cannot be constructed at present.

However, it seems that even now there is a possibil-
ity to increase the detector area up to 107 km2 with the
aid of a radiodetection method. The solution is based on
determining the characteristics of a radiation field gen-
erated by δ-electrons of a cascade shower in a gaseous or
condensed medium [4–6]. Especially good prospects are
offered by a radioastronomic method [7–10] and by the
high-energy particle detection on a lunar orbit [11, 12].

The radiodetection of cosmic rays involves a very
interesting circumstance. There was only one attempt at
experimentally determining the direction of arrival of a
cosmic particle [13]. This direction was determined
very roughly by measuring the relative delay of an RF
signal induced in a radiodetector by the Cerenkov com-
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20110
ponent of radiation from an extensive atmospheric
shower. As is known [14], this radiation component is
very weak outside a narrow shower radiation cone and
cannot be effectively employed in the radiodetection
method. Moreover, this technique is practically inappli-
cable for detecting ultrahigh-energy particles (W0 >
1021 eV) with the aid of lunar modules.

Below, it is demonstrated how the result can be
obtained provided that a shower is propagating in a
condensed nonconducting medium. In such a case, it is
possible not only to determine the direction of the par-
ticle arrival, but to estimate the particle energy as well
at an accuracy sufficient for practical purposes. Once
proved, these facts, together with the previously pub-
lished results on the mechanism of radioemission from
the cascade shower δ-electrons in the wavelength range
λ > L (where L is the effective cascade length), placed
on a principally new ground the method of radiodetec-
tion of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (W0 > 1021 eV) on
a lunar orbit.

Determination of the axis of a cascade shower is
performed with the aid of three mutually perpendicular
symmetric dipoles. As is known, the directivity pattern
of an insulated dipole with a length of 2a is described
by the expression

(1)

where m = 2π/λ and α is the angle between the dipole
axis and the observation direction n (see, e.g, [15]). The
simple antennas (and elements of the complicated sys-
tems) usually represent half-wave dipoles. However,
from the standpoint of a real detector arranged on a
lunar satellite orbit, the use of a half-wave dipole (a =
λ/4) with a length of 2a = 5 m (for an acceptable fre-
quency of ν = 30 MHz [9, 10]) may present certain
technical difficulties. Under these conditions, a solution
is offered by a shortened dipole with an inductance seri-
ally connected in the circuit to retain the resonance fre-

F α( ) ma αcos( )cos macos–
1 macos–( ) αsin

---------------------------------------------------------,=
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quency. As can be readily checked, expression (1) in
this case can be replaced to within a sufficient practical
accuracy by the simplest function F1(α) = sinα. For
example, upon changing the half-wave dipole for a
quarter-wave one (a = λ/8), a difference between the
directivity patterns would not exceed 2%.

Below we will use the normalized function F1(α) =
sinα to describe the directivity pattern of a receiving
antenna of the radiodetector. In addition, we will take
into account that the radioemission diagram of a
shower in the wavelength range λ > L is also approxi-
mately described by the same F1(α) function [4–6].
This implies that the radiation field strength at an arbi-
trary point is E = E0sinα, where α is the angle between
the emission direction n and the cascade axis. As is
known, the field strength vector E lies in the plane con-
taining the shower axis (or the dipole axis) and the
observation direction. In the far zone, the field is always
perpendicular to the emission direction (E ⊥  n).

For determining the cascade axis direction (and,
hence, the arrival direction of a cosmic particle), there
must be two modules on a lunar orbit, each carrying
three mutually perpendicular dipoles, with signal
amplifiers and emf meters for each antenna, and equip-
ment determining the position of the modulus relative
to a lunar system of coordinates (see the figure). In
order to reduce the error of determination of the signal
arrival direction for a given orbit altitude h, the distance
between the modules must not be much smaller than

S = 2 , where Rm is the radius of the Moon.

A cascade shower, produced in the soil by propaga-
tion of a charged ultrahigh-energy particle crossing the
surface of the Moon, will induce the emf (u1x , u1y , u1z)
and (u2x , u2y , u2z) at the antenna outputs of the first and
second lunar modules, respectively. These signals can
be expressed (see, e.g., [15]) through the field strength
E and the direction cosines of the angles φ, ξ, and η.
This leads to a system of eight equations for determin-
ing the direction cosines of the vectors E1 and E2 in the
system of coordinates of each modulus:

(2)

where l is the effective dipole length, i is the modulus
number, Ri is the distance from the ith modulus to
shower, and αi is the angle between the shower axis and
the vector Ri .
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Consider a straight line determined by intersection
of the planes A1 and A2 drawn through the origin of the
system of coordinates of each modulus. The direction
vectors in these planes are E1 and E2, the components
of which are proportional to the emf induced in the cor-
responding antenna:

(3)

If a radiation source is placed at an arbitrary point of the
line (3), the radiation directions n1 and n2 to each mod-
ulus will be perpendicular to E1 and E2, respectively,
for an arbitrary angle α. In other words, the cascade
shower (as a point) for a given set of (u1x , u1y , u1z) and
(u2x , u2y , u2z) values can occur only on the line (3). It is
known that cascade showers are possible only on the
surface of the Moon. Therefore, the point of intersec-

tion of line (3) with the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = , where
Rm is the radius of the Moon, uniquely determines the
shower coordinates x0, y0, z0 (see the figure).

According to the above considerations, the shower
axis belongs simultaneously to the planes containing
vectors R1, E1 and R2, E2. Thus, the direction of this
axis can be determined by drawing (a) the plane A3
through the coordinate origin O1(x1, y1, z1) of the first
modulus, the point (x0, y0, z0), and the direction E1; and
(b) the plane A4 through the coordinate origin O2(x2, y2, z2)
of the second modulus, the point (x0, y0, z0), and the
direction E2:

(4)

u1xx' u1yy' u1zz'+ + 0,=

u2xx'' u2yy'' u2zz''+ + 0.=

Rm
2

x x1– y y1– z z1–

x1 x0– y1 y0– z1 z0–

E1x E1y E1z

0,=

x x2– y y2– z z2–

x2 x0– y2 y0– z2 z0–

E2x E2y E2z

0.=
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+

A schematic diagram illustrating determination of a cascade
shower axis. 
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The straight line (4) determined by the intersection of
these planes coincides with the cascade axis direction.

Using this method for determining the direction of
motion of a cosmic particle, it is also possible to solve
the problem concerning the number N0 of electrons at
the cascade maximum. According to [4–6], the field
strength amplitude in the radiation pulse is E =
BN0sinα/R, where the coefficient B depends only on
the known physical constants. Thus, by determining the
direction cosines from (3) and the ratio sinα/R using
the above procedure, we can uniquely determine the
number of electrons N0 in the shower and, hence, the
energy W0 of the given cosmic particle.

Concerning the scheme of determining the particle
motion direction, it is necessary to note that Eqs. (2) for
i = 1, 2 determine the components , ,  of the
vector Ei in the coordinate system of the first (i = 1) or
second (i = 2) modules. In order to solve Eqs. (3) and
(4), it is necessary to express the projections , ,

 through Eix , Eiy , Eiz in the lunar coordinate system.
This can be done with the aid of a matrix of the vector
transformation upon rotation of the Cartesian coordi-
nate system. The components of this matrix at any time
instant can be obtained from the system determining
the orientation of modules: this technical task is readily
solved at present.
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Abstract—Separately bounded InGaAsP/InP laser heterostructures with two stressed quantum wells emitting
at a wavelength of 1.8 µm were obtained by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy. The laser diodes with a strip
width of 100 µm provide for an output radiation power of 1.2 W in the continuous operation mode at a temper-
ature of 20°C. A minimum threshold current density was 320 A/cm2 and a differential quantum efficiency was
ηd = 28% for a Fabry–Perot resonator length of 1.4 mm. The internal optical losses in the laser heterostructure
studied amounted to 5.6 cm–1. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Semiconductor lasers emitting in a wavelength
region of 1.8–1.9 µm are widely applied in practice. In
particular, these devices are used for pumping hol-
mium-doped crystal lasers, in laser diode spectroscopy,
and in medicine. Such laser diodes are created and
developed in a few laboratories reaching advanced met-
alorganic-hydride vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and
molecular-beam epitaxy technology levels [1–6]. The
laser diodes emitting at 1.8–1.9 µm are obtained using
InGaAsP [1–3] and AlGaInAsSb [4, 5] solid solution
systems. Possessing better technological properties, the
former system is preferred.

This work continues our previous investigations
[1−6] devoted to high-power semiconductor lasers
based on InGaAsP solid solutions, implementing sepa-
rately bounded laser heterostructures fabricated by
MOVPE [6–10]. The purpose of this study was to
develop the MOVPE technology of obtaining InGaAsP
heterostructures with stressed quantum wells emitting
in the wavelength region of 1.8–1.9 µm and create
lasers based on these heterostructures.

The separately-bounded InGaAsP laser heterostruc-
tures with two stressed quantum wells (SQWs) were
based on n-InP substrates. The InGaAsP solid solution
composition for SQWs was selected so as to obtain a
maximum (1.5%) possible lattice mismatch. This
ensured the formation of stressed layers with a high
intrinsic quantum yield and provided for a long work-
ing life of the laser diodes. [2]. Figure 1 shows an
energy band diagram of the laser heterostructure stud-
ied. The SQW solid solution composition in the active
region corresponded to a bandgap of Eg = 0.68 eV. The
SQW width was 90 Å and the intermediate waveguide
layer thickness between SQWs was 200 Å. The
waveguide layer with a thickness of D = 0.5 µm had
Egw = 1.03 eV. Neither the active region nor the
waveguide layers were intentionally doped.
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20113
The 1.5-µm-thick broadband n- and p-type emitters
were doped to 5 × 1017 cm–3. A contact layer with a
thickness of 0.3 µm had a hole concentration of 2 ×
1018 cm–3. The insulating SiO2 layer was photolitho-
graphically processed to obtain the strips with a width
of W = 100 µm. Finally, the heterostructures were pro-
vided with Au/Te and Au/Zn ohmic contacts. Then the
structure was divided into laser diodes with a resonator
length of L = 500–4000 µm and the resonator edges
were coated with Si/SiO2 high-reflection (HR) layers
possessing a reflection coefficient of R > 0.95 and with
antireflection (AR) layers possessing R < 0.08. The
laser diode samples were mounted on copper heat
exchangers and fixed with the aid of an indium-based
solder.
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Fig. 1. A schematic energy band diagram of the separately
bounded InGaAsP/InP laser heterostructure (solid profile)
and the calculated dopant concentration profiles for the
donor (Si, dashed line) and acceptor (Zn, dash-dot line)
impurities.
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The output power–current characteristics of laser
diodes of various length, operating in the continuous
operation mode at a wavelength of 1.8 µm, were mea-
sured at a heat exchanger temperature of T = 20°C
(Fig. 2). The laser diodes with a resonator length of
1.4 mm yielded a power of 1.2 W with a differential
quantum efficiency remaining unchanged (ηd = 28%) at
a pumping current of up to 4 A. The total efficiency was
η = 14.5%. Further increase in the resonator length was
unexpedient, since this was accompanied (because of
considerable internal losses) with a significant drop
in ηd. The reduced differential resistivity was 1.2 ×
10−4 Ω cm2. The onset of the power–current character-
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Fig. 2. The plots of (1) output power P, (2) voltage U, and
(3) total efficiency η versus pumping current I measured in
the continuous operation mode for an InGaAsP/InP laser
diode with the strip width W = 100 µm, a resonator length
of 1.4 mm, and the mirror (HR, R = 95%) and antireflection
(AR, R = 5%) dielectric coatings.
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Fig. 3. The plot of experimental inverse differential quantum
efficiency 1/ηd versus the Fabry–Perot resonator length L
(black circles) of the InGaAsP/InP laser diodes (λ = 1.8 µm)
with a strip width of W = 100 µm. The solid line shows a lin-
ear approximation of the experimental data.
TE
istic bending related to the active region heating was
observed at a pumping current of 8–10 A for all laser
diodes with a resonator length of 1.4–2 mm. In our
opinion, this was explained by a low level of the intrin-
sic quantum yield and high internal optical losses. The
threshold current density determined in four cleaved
samples was on the order of 300–350 A/cm2, which is
two times as great as the value for the laser diodes emit-
ting at 1.3 µm [6, 7].

Figure 3 shows a plot of the experimental inverse
quantum efficiency (black circles) versus the Fabry–
Perot resonator length. Using a linear approximation of
this dependence, it is possible to estimate the intrinsic
quantum yield of the laser diode. In our experiments,
the induced intrinsic quantum yield for the lasers emit-
ting at 1.8 µm was ηi = 50 ± 3%. The internal optical
losses determined for the laser diodes presented in
Fig. 3 was αi = 5.6 cm–1. The laser structure design can
be optimized so as to reduce the level of internal optical
losses in emitters of the n- and p-type. In particular, a
certain increase in the induced intrinsic quantum yield
is provided by using a step-divergent waveguide [11].

We have also determined the temperature depen-
dence of the threshold current density in the laser
diodes using the output power-current characteristics
measured in the temperature interval from 10 to 60°C.
The results of these measurements are presented in
Fig. 4. The characteristic temperature T0 varied,
depending on the laser diode resonator length, within
50–60°C. This almost coincides with the parameter T0
determined for the laser diodes operating at a wave-
length of 1.5 µm [12].

Thus, we have obtained laser diodes with an output
radiation power of 1.2 W in the continuous operation
mode at a wavelength of 1.8 µm. The differential quan-
tum efficiency of the diodes with a resonator length of
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the characteristics of
InGaAsP/InP laser diodes (λ = 1.8 µm) with a strip width of
W = 100 µm: (1, 2) threshold current density Jth measured
and 20°C and 60°C, respectively; (3) parameter T0. 
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1.4 mm was 28% for the internal optical losses not
exceeding 5.6 cm–1. Depending on the resonator length,
the total laser efficiency varied within 12–16%. The
characteristic parameter T0 determined in the tempera-
ture interval from 10 to 60°C was 50–60°C.
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Abstract—Equations describing a change in the thermodynamic parameters of a first-order phase transition in
para- and diamagnetic substances under the action of a homogeneous magnetic field are derived. It is shown
that the magnetic field effect on the phase transition parameters is negligibly small in the regions of the phase
diagram where the P–T curves vary monotonically. However, the applied magnetic field may significantly
change the Tf and Pf values in the regions where either Pf(T) or Tf(P) curves exhibit extrema. Substances in
which this effect can be observed are indicated. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Let us consider the equilibrium of two phases in an
isotropic substance (not possessing ferromagnetic
properties) exposed to a homogeneous magnetic field
with a strength H. The free Gibbs energy per mole of
the ith phase is given by the formula [1]

where Gi(T, P, H = 0) is the free Gibbs energy of the ith
phase (i = 1, 2) at a temperature T and pressure P in the
absence of the magnetic field; µ0 is the magnetic con-
stant; and χi and Vi are the magnetic susceptibility and
molar volume of the ith phase, respectively. Therefore,
a difference between the free Gibbs energies of the two
phases is

(1)

where ∆G0 is free energy difference in the absence of
the magnetic field.

A condition of the phase equilibrium for the first-
order phase transition is as follows [2]:

(2)

Using these relationships and Eq. (1), we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions for the jumps in the molar volume,
entropy, and magnetization upon this phase transition:

(3)

Gi T P H, ,( ) Gi T P H, , 0=( ) µ0/2( )χ iViH
2,–=

∆G ∆G0 µ0/2( )H2∆ χV( ),–=

∆G ∆ dG/dP( )T H, dP=

+ ∆ dG/dT( )P H, dT ∆ dG/dH( )P T, dH+ 0,=

∆ dG/dP( )T H, ∆V 0,≠=

∆ dG/dT( )P H, ∆S 0,≠–=

∆ dG/dH( )P T, ∆M– 0.≠=

∆V ∆V0 µ0/2( )H2∆ d χV( )/dP[ ] T H, ,–=
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20116
(4)

(5)

Here, ∆V0 and ∆S0 are the phase jumps of the molar vol-
ume and entropy for H = 0.

A simple analysis of Eqs. (2)–(5) shows that the
pressure of the isothermal first-order phase transition
varies under the action of the applied homogeneous
field as follows:

(6)

By the same token, the isobaric transition temperature
varies according to the equation

(7)

According to Eq. (2), the phase transition temperature
as a function of the pressure at any H = const is
described by the Clapeyron–Clausius equation [1–4]

(8)

Neglecting the terms related to the volume magneto-
striction effect in Eqs. (6) and (7) and integrating these
equations with respect to the field strength from 0 to H,
we obtain expressions describing a shift of the phase

∆S ∆S0 µ0/2( )H2∆ d χV( )/dT[ ] P H, ,+=

∆M µ0H∆ χV( ) µ0/2( )H2∆ χ dV /dH( )T P,[ ] .+=

dP f /dH( )T

=  µ0H/∆V( ) ∆ χV( ) H/2( )∆ χ dV /dH( )T P,[ ]+{ } .

dT f /dH( )P

=  µ0H/∆S( ) ∆ χV( ) H/2( )∆ χ dV /dH( )T P,[ ]+{ } .–

dT f /dP( )H ∆V /∆S=

=  ∆V0 µ0/2( )H2∆ d χV( )/dP[ ] T H,–{ } / ∆S0{

+ µ0/2( )H2∆ d χV( )/dT[ ] P H, } .
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transition point as a result of the magnetic field appli-
cation:

(9)

(10)

where P0 and T0 are the phase transition pressure and
temperature for H = 0.

It should be noted that Eqs. (9) and (10) were
derived without any restrictions concerning the values
of relative differences (∆V – ∆V0)/∆V0 and (∆S –
∆S0)/∆S0 (these quantities were assumed neither small
nor infinitely large). Assuming now that both ratios are
much smaller than unity and using the expansion
ln(1 + x) ≅  x – x2/2, we obtain in the first approximation
the results previously derived by Shklyar and Aleksan-
drov [5]:

(11)

(12)

It should be noted that these formulas were derived
in  [5] (to within the signs) for the effect of an applied
magnetic field on a first-order phase transition of the
crystal–liquid type.

Since the magnetic susceptibility of both para- and
diamagnetic substances varies very slightly on melt-
ing [4], Eqs. (11) and (12) can be rewritten as

(13)

where χs is the magnetic susceptibility of the solid
phase and dTf/dP is the slope of the melting curve. For
both para- and diamagnetic substances, we may
roughly accept that χs ≈ ±10–(5–6) [1, 3]. For a field
strength of H = 103 kOe, this yields PH – P0 ≈ ±(0.1–
0.01) bar. The melting curve slope in a first-order crys-
tal–liquid phase transition can be taken approximately
equal to dTf/dP ≈ ±(1–10) K/kbar [6], which leads to a
very small change in the melting temperature for H =
103 kOe: |TH – T0| ≈ 10–(3–5) K. In the case of normal
melting (dTf/dP > 0), the melting temperature will
decrease for the paramagnetic substances (χs > 0) and
increase for the diamagnetic substances [4]. The sub-
stances exhibiting anomalous melting will exhibit the
opposite trends. Note that, if the function χ exhibits
significant changes on melting, the Pf and Tf will no
longer be related to the susceptibility by simple
expressions (13). Then, the melting behavior has to be
described using Eqs. (3) and (10).

In view of the above numerical estimates, the prob-
lem of the magnetic field effect on the thermodynamic
parameters of the first-order phase transitions in para-

PH P0– ∆ χV( )/∆ d χV( )/dP[ ] T H,{ }–=

× 1 ∆V ∆V0–( )/∆V0[ ]+{ } ,ln

TH T0– ∆ χV( )/∆ d χV( )/dT[ ] P H,{ }–=

× 1 ∆S ∆S0–( )/∆S0[ ]+{ } ,ln

PH P0– µ0/2( )H2 ∆ χV( )/∆V0[ ] ,≅

TH T0– µ0/2( )H2 ∆ χV( )/∆S0[ ] .–≅

PH P0– µ0/2( )H2χs,≈
TH T0– PH P0–( ) dT f /dP( )H,–≈
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and diamagnetic substances might seem to be of little
importance. However, as will be shown below, the P–T
phase diagrams of some substances contain points
where the effect of the magnetic field can be very sig-
nificant. These are the points where either Pf(T) or
Tf(P) curves exhibit extrema [7, 8].

When an extremum is present in the Pf(T) curve,
this point obeys the conditions (dTf/dP)H = 0 = 0 and
∆V0 = 0. Application of the magnetic field to the sub-
stance occurring at this extremum point gives rise to a
jump in the molar volume, which is determined,
according to formula (3), by the formula

(14)

where β = –(dlnV/dP)T is the isothermal compressibil-
ity and Vf is the molar volume at the point where
∆V0 = 0.

Assuming that the susceptibility χ is constant
(because of ∆V0 = 0) at the point of extremum under
consideration and the pressure dependence of χ during
the phase transition remains the same, the experimen-
tally measured ∆V can be used to estimate the jump in
the compressibility and vice versa. For most sub-
stances, the isothermal compressibility on melting is
positive: ∆β > 0 [7, 8]. Therefore, the application of a
magnetic field to paramagnetic substances exhibiting
an extremum (typically, maximum) on the melting
curve Tf(P) must result in a positive jump in the molar
volume (∆V > 0). In this case, the field will shift the
extremum on the melting curve toward higher pres-
sures. This effect should be expected in substances such
as the alkali metals or barium [6, 9]. In diamagnetic
substances with an extremum on the melting curve
Tf(P), we can expect that the field application will lead
to a decrease in the molar volume (∆V < 0). This is pos-
sible in a series of substances such as graphite, As, Sb,
Se, and Te [6, 9], where the extremum on the melting
curve Tf(P) will shift toward lower pressures upon the
field application.

Judging by Eqs. (6)–(8), the extremum on the first-
order phase transition curve Tf(P) must show a strong
dependence of the phase transition pressure on the
applied magnetic field strength. The effect should be
more pronounced in the case of substances where the
point of extremum is characterized either by significant
changes in the magnetic susceptibility (∆χ) and the vol-
ume magnetostriction (∆[χ(dV/dH)T, P]), or by small
jumps in the isothermal compressibility (∆β) and the
magnetic susceptibility derivative with respect to the
pressure (∆(dχ/dP)T, H). If the χ value remains
unchanged at the phase transition point where ∆V0 = 0,
Eqs. (6) and (14) yield

(15)

∆V µ0/2( )H2V f ∆ χβ d χ/dP( )T H,–[ ] ,=

dP f /dH( )T

=  ∆ d V( )/dHln[ ] T P,{ } / ∆ β d χ( )/dPln( )T H,–[ ]{ } .
2
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As can be readily seen from this expression, the coordi-
nates of this point on the P–T diagram will not change
upon application of the magnetic field provided that the
volume magnetostriction exhibits no jump at the extre-
mum of the Tf(P) curve.

When an extremum is present in the Pf(T) curve of
the first-order phase transition, this point obeys the con-
ditions (dPf/dT)H = 0 = 0 and ∆S0 = 0. Application of the
magnetic field to the substance occurring at this extre-
mum point gives rise to a jump in the entropy, which is
determined by the formula [4]

(16)

where α is the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient

(17)

As can be readily seen from Eqs. (6) and (7), this
extremum of the phase diagram may exhibit a strong
dependence of the phase transition temperature on the
applied field strength H. This dependence will be more
pronounced in the substances possessing greater values
of the jumps ∆(Vχ) and ∆[χ(dV/dH)T, P] or a smaller
entropy change S according to Eq. (16).

Among all monoatomic substances, a minimum on
the Pf(T) curve of melting is observed only for the
helium isotopes 3He and 4He [6, 10]. As for the molec-
ular crystals, such a minimum was observed in a series
of substances indicated previously [7, 8] and in p-H2,
HD, o-D2 [11], and BN [12]. All these substances can
be expected to show a significant magnetic-field-
induced shift in the first-order phase transition temper-
ature.

A critical point of the liquid–gas or crystal–crystal
type (existing, e.g., in cerium [6]) corresponds to the
second-order phase transition and obeys the conditions

Application of the magnetic field to a substance occur-
ring at a critical point of this type may lead to jumps of
molar volume, entropy, and magnetization, as well as to
a change in the critical parameters (Vc, Pc, Tc). Assuming
that ∆χ = 0 at this critical point and using Eqs. (3)–(8),
one can readily obtain the relationships

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

∆S µ0/2( )H2∆ Vχ α η–( )[ ] ,=

α d V( )/dTln[ ] P H, ; η d χ( )dTln[ ] P H,– .= =

∆V0 0, ∆S0 0,= =

dP/dV( )T 0, dT /dV( )P 0.= =

∆V µ0/2( )H2Vc∆ dχ/dP( )T H,[ ] ,–=

∆S µ0/2( )H2Vc∆ dχ/dT( )P H,[ ] ,=

∆M µ0/2( )H2χ∆ dV /dH( )T P,[ ] ,=

dPc/dH( )T

=  χ∆ dV /dH( )T P,[ ]{ } / Vc∆ dχ/dP( )T H,[ ]{ } ,–

dTc/dH( )P

=  χ∆ dV /dH( )T P,[ ]{ } / Vc∆ dχ/dT( )P H,[ ]{ } ,–
TE
(23)

As is seen from the last inequality, the condition
∆[(dχ/dP)T, H] = 0 implies that ∆[(dχ/dT)P, H] = 0 and
vice versa. In this case, neither a shift of the critical
parameters (Vc, Pc, Tc) nor a change in the volume mag-
netostriction can take place at the critical point because
∆[(dV/dH)T, P] = 0. In contrast, when a substance at the
critical point is characterized by ∆[(dχ/dP)T, H] ≠ 0, the
inequality (23) implies that ∆[(dχ/dT)P, H] ≠ 0 as well.
In the case of ∆[(dV/dH)T, P] ≠ 0, the application of a
magnetic field to this substance at the critical point will
lead to the appearance of a critical curve on the P–V–T
diagram [3, p. 289]; this curve can be described by
Eqs. (18)–(23).

In conclusion, it should be noted that the form of
equations derived above is retained in the description of
a change in the thermodynamic parameters of the first-
and second-order phase transitions in an isotropic sub-
stance (not possessing ferroelectric properties) under the
action of a homogeneous electric field. It is only neces-
sary to change the notation in all formulas (1)–(23) as
follows: H  E (electric field strength); µ0  ε0
(dielectric constant); χ  χe (electric susceptibility);
and M  3 (molar electric polarizability).
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Abstract—The results of ground radio engineering tests on the thruster modules of a combined power unit for
Yamal-100 spacecraft are presented. A pulsed electromagnetic radiation component was detected, which is
explained by nonstationary processes of the electron emission from plasma of a hollow compensator cathode.
© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In connection with the use of stationary plasma
thrusters (SPTs) on the Yamal-100 geostationary com-
munication satellite [1], the ground tests included eval-
uation of the possible SPT contribution to the electro-
magnetic situation around the spacecraft and the inter-
ference immunity of receiving channels of the vehicle-
borne radio equipment. As is known, the sources of
microwave oscillations and electromagnetic radiation of
SPTs in the space radio communication frequency range
are concentrated in the ionization zone of the accelera-
tion channel, in the near-wall regions, and in the zone of
neutralization of the ejected plasma stream [2, 3].

The radio engineering test on the SPTs revealed a
pulsed microwave radiation component leading to
spikes in the noise background. The noise amplitude
was comparable to the useful signal level at the input of
receiving channels of the vehicle-borne radio equip-
ment. Such a pulsed microwave noise component is
most dangerous from the standpoint of interference
immunity of the vehicle-borne radio equipment receiv-
ing and retransmitting digital information on board a
communication satellite.

In order to elucidate the situation, we have per-
formed experiments on a ground SPT test system of the
ENERGIYA Rocket-Spacecraft Corporation. The
experiments employed SPT prototypes analogous to
those installed in the spacecraft. The individual mod-
ules of a combined power unit were based on an
SPD-70 thruster model developed by the FAKEL
Design Bureau and were operated in a nominal working
regime [1]. In these tests, we studied the conditions and
possible mechanisms of excitation of the active pulsed
noise in the space communication channels. The pur-
pose was to propose justified SPT operation regimes to
provide for an electromagnetic compatibility between
the power unit and the vehicle-borne radio equipment.
The results of our experiments are of special value for
the designers of spacecraft intended for interplanetary
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20119
flights, possessing a relatively low energy potential of
the vehicle-borne radio communication lines [4].

We measured the energy and temporal characteris-
tics of a microwave component of the SPT radiation in
the 5.7–6.2 GHz frequency band corresponding to the
receiver channel frequencies of the retransmitter
employed on board the spacecraft. The radio interfer-
ence signals accompanying the SPT operation were
detected both at the output of the vehicle-borne receiver
and by standard measuring receivers. In order to moni-
tor the electromagnetic situation related to the fre-
quency spectrum of intrinsic microwave radiation of
the SPT, the noise intensity was simultaneously mea-
sured in the 2.0–2.3 and 13–14 GHz frequency bands.
The experiments with the vehicle-borne receiver
allowed SPT noise variations to be measured at a time
resolution of up to 1 µs, which was of special impor-
tance from the standpoint of digital data transmission.

Possible changes in the electromagnetic situation
over a time period of up to 2 h were determined using
the measuring receivers with an output time constant on
the order of 0.1 s. Therefore, it was necessary to take
into account the smoothening action of the measuring
equipment on the radiation spike amplitudes in order to
obtain correct estimates of the pulsed microwave com-
ponent of the SPT radiation. The necessary corrections
were made using data on the receiver low-frequency
transmission band for a certain duration and repetition
rate of the radiation spikes. The absolute values of the
spectral density of electromagnetic radiation from the
SPT were obtained by a specially developed method of
calibration measurements using a standard gas-dis-
charge source of noise [3].

The results of our experiments showed that there are
various time scales of nonstationary processes respon-
sible for the generation of microwave oscillations and
spurious electromagnetic radiation of the SPT. On the
microsecond scale, the microwave radiation envelope
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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represents a limited number of pulses with a duration of
up to 1.5–2 µs and a characteristic repetition rate of
10−15 µs (Fig. 1a). It should be noted that the micro-
wave oscillations are predominantly manifested in the
SPT regimes with limited electron emission and small
gas consumption in the hollow compensator cathode.
One of the factors limiting the electron emission in the
cathode is the formation of an oxide film on the emitter
surface, which was explained by unfavorable techno-
logical factors and storage conditions. The presence of
such oxide films hinders the electron emission from
emitter surface to cathode cavity, increases the cathode
potential fall, and gives rise to short-time current spikes
2−5 times the nominal level. This may lead to break-
downs of the discharge regime in the acceleration chan-

T

T

2

2

Ch2 500 mV M 2.5 µs Ch2 1.06 V

Ch2 500 mV M 10 ms Ch2 1.06 V

2 min

(1)(2)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1. Envelopes of the spurious microwave radiation from
an SPT on various time scales: (a) 25 µs; (b) 100 ms (output
signal of a vehicle-borne radio equipment measured by a
digital oscillograph); (c) 7.5 min (output signal of a measur-
ing receiver processed by an analog registrator). The arrow
indicates the SPT start. Diagrams 1 and 2 show the micro-
wave field intensity in the vacuum chamber of the test setup
before and after thruster modulus start, respectively.
TE
nel, which requires (according to the technical condi-
tions on the SPT operation) repeated SPT starts.

An characteristic feature was that the microwave
radiation pulses appeared almost periodically with a
time interval of 10–20 ms (Fig. 1b), which corresponds
to the period of the ac current heating the cathode. The
observed periodicity in the microwave radiation pulses
agrees with the notions about the effect of the magnetic
field of the heater current on the electron emission in
the cathode region (see, e.g., [5]). According to this
concept, the magnetic field of the heater hinders elec-
tron emission into the plasma and the microwave gen-
eration corresponds to “zeros” of the magnetic field
strength. Indeed, for a cathode heater current of
10−12 A and an average potential fall of 20–30 V accel-
erating the electrons, the magnetic induction amplitude
at the heater spiral axis reaches up to 0.005 T and the
Larmor radius for electrons amounts to about 2.5 mm,
which corresponds to the size of localized plasma
regions at the cathode output hole. This mechanism
probably accounts for the electrons being “blocked” in
the cathode region by the magnetic field of the heater and
explains the limited duration of the intensive microwave
radiation spikes observed during the SPT test.

It should be noted that the pulsed microwave com-
ponent is observed on a stationary background related
to an equilibrium radiation from the plasma stream
ejected from the SPT acceleration channel (Fig. 1c). A
nonstationary character of the spurious radiation was
previously observed during long-term SPT tests [6]. In
our experiments, this effect was manifested in the ini-
tial 2-h stage of the test and was different for various
cathodes used in the thruster modules. Upon elapse of
this time, the pulsed noise generation ceased (Fig. 2)
and the SPT began to operate in a regime favorable for
the vehicle-borne radio equipment. However, the sub-
sequent SPT starts were also accompanied by the
microwave radiation spikes, most typically in the
13−14 GHz frequency band.

As can be seen from the results of our measure-
ments, the intensity of the pulsed microwave radiation
component is 6–7 orders of magnitude higher than the
equilibrium intensity level, which is evidence of a beam
instability development in the SPT plasma, probably
with accompanying nonlinear effects. We believe that a
source of the microwave radiation in the thruster
regimes studied is related to the plasma region local-
ized at the hollow cathode output. This hypothesis was
confirmed by the following experimental results and
estimates obtained during the SPT test.

The frequency range of microwave oscillations
determined from the electromagnetic radiation mea-
surements exceed by far the range of Langmuir oscilla-
tions in the acceleration channel and in the ejected
plasma stream. Based on the measured discharge cur-
rent, the cathode output hole size, and the cathode
potential fall (20–30 V), the electron concentration at
the hollow cathode output can be estimated at 1012–
CHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
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Fig. 2. Time variation of the (1) pulsed and (2) stationary microwave radiation components in the initial stage of SPT testing. The
measurements were performed at a frequency of (a) 5.98, (b) 2.11, and (c) 13.5 GHz.

×10–7
1013 cm–3. This estimate corresponds to a critical elec-
tron concentration for the frequency range of the exper-
imentally observed microwave radiation.

The energy and temporal characteristics of the
pulsed microwave radiation component agree with the
notions about a nonlinear stage of the beam instability
development in the cathode region and about the break-
down of oscillations within time intervals correspond-
ing to the Coulomb collision frequency. We proceed
from the well-known scenario of the beam instability
development in a plasma with electron current, which is
accompanied by the process of “thermalization” of the
plasma oscillation energy [7, 8] related to the nonlinear
effects leading to the transformation of oscillations
from longitudinal to transverse with a rapid phase mix-
ing. Apparently, this process is most intense in the
regions of “zeros” of the magnetic field generated by
the cathode heater.

As is known, the instability development (resulting
in that the energy of plasma oscillations reaches the
level of the primary energy of accelerated electrons)
takes from several tens to hundreds of the oscillations
periods. The possibility of such an instability develop-
ment in the plasma at the hollow cathode output follows
from the electric field strength significantly exceeding
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
the critical level ED ≈ 4.5 × 10–12(ne/Te) [9], which is not
higher than 10 V/cm. To estimate the field strength in
the regime with restricted electron emission into the
cathode cavity, let us consider a limiting case when the
main cathode fall is concentrated in the region with
dimensions on the order of the Larmor radius for elec-
trons in the magnetic field of the cathode heater. Taking
the magnetic induction ≤0.001 T (for which the emitted
electrons can be injected into the plasma stream), the
electric field strength in the cathode regions is esti-
mated at 100–500 V/cm, which significantly exceeds
the above critical value.

According to [9], the duration of the electron accel-
eration is determined by the time interval between two
sequential electron–ion collisions, which amounts to
5 × 10–6 to 10–5 s. This time also determines the repeti-
tion period of the microwave pulses corresponding to
“zeros” of the magnetic field strength. Note that, under
conditions of the localized plasma region formation at
the cathode output, the electron–ion collisions deter-
mine the characteristic times of the plasma instability
development. Indeed, the ratio of the effective fre-
quency of the electron–ion collisions to that of the elec-

tron–neutral collisions is v ei/v em ~ 10–2 (ne/nm) ≥ 10Te
2
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(here, ne and nm are the concentrations of electrons and
neutrals at the cathode output).
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Abstract—We observed a spatial effect of the light entrainment at a wavelength of λ = 0.63299 µm by an
optical disk with a radius of R0 = 0.06 m rotating at a frequency of ω = 25 Hz. A relative shift of the interference
pattern, monitored by the time of the interference band motion across the aperture of a photodetector for
the disk rotating in the opposite directions, amounts to ∆ = 0.0094 ± 0.0025 of the interference bandwidth.
© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The propagation of electromagnetic radiation in a
rotating medium is determined by superposition of the
primary wave and the secondary waves appearing as a
result of the interaction of the electromagnetic radiation
with atoms of the moving medium. By solving a disper-
sion equation, it is possible to determine the radiation
wavevector in any local region of the trajectory with
allowance for spatial distribution of the medium veloc-
ity [1]. The solution was repeatedly verified in experi-
ment, but the complexity of such investigations allowed
only certain particular cases to be studied such as the
longitudinal Fizeau effect [2, 3] and the normal velocity
break [4, 5], in which the light beam is affected by
either normal or tangential components of the medium
velocity.

Propagating in a rotating medium, an electromag-
netic wave is simultaneously affected by both normal
and tangential components of the motion. Therefore,
experimental observation of the spatial effect of the
light wave entrainment is verification for the total solu-
tion of the dispersion equation.

Below we present the results of a series of experi-
ments on the measurement of a shift of the light inter-
ference pattern in the scheme of a double-beam two-
pass disk interferometer (Fig. 1). In this scheme, the
light beam from laser 1 incident on a beam divider 2
was split into two beams. These beams entered the opti-
cal disk 3 to be reflected from flat mirror surfaces. The
exit beams reflected from angle prism 4 changed paths,
passed through the optical disk in the reverse direction,
and entered the divider again. Mixed on the divider mir-
ror, the beams passed through an objective lens 5 to dis-
play the interference pattern on a screen. The light
intensity was measured by photodetector 6 situated at
the center of the screen (a photodiode of the FD256
type operating in the generator mode).

The light source was an LGN-302 laser operating at
λ = 0.63299 µm and producing the beam with a power
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20123
of P0 ≈ 0.84 mW for both horizontal and vertical polar-
ization components. The rotating medium was a disk
with a diameter of 120 mm and a thickness of 30 mm
made of an LK5 grade glass (n = 1.4766 for λ =
0.63299 µm). In order to increase the optical pathlength
by multiple reflections, the disk edge surfaces were
mirror coated so as to provide for the reflection coeffi-
cient R = 0.9.

Reversal of the disk rotation direction resulted in
inversion of the sign of the phase shift between interfer-
ing light beams and, accordingly, of the direction of the

1 2

34

5

6

7

l

ω

2r

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the interferometer with
rotating disk. In order to increase the optical pathlength in
the rotating medium, a reflecting coating was deposited
onto the disk front central part and rear flat edge surfaces.
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shift of the interference pattern. Since the optical
scheme is such that the interfering light beams travel by
the same path, the interferometer is not sensitive to
vibrations, stationary displacements, elastic deforma-
tions, or wedge distortions of the disk.

At the same time, the observed shift of the interfer-
ence pattern is influenced by the photoelastic effect,
which can also change magnitude depending on the
disk rotation velocity and direction. In order to exclude

2 7
3

8

ω

(a)

(b)

2
3

ω

7

8

27

27

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the beam path from divider 2
to screen 8 for different positions of mirror 7 in the scheme
of Fig. 1. A change in the mutual arrangement of the inter-
fering beams results in (a) downward or (b) upward shift of
the interference pattern for the disk rotating in the same
direction.
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Fig. 3. Time variation of the relative photodetector output
signal voltage. 
TE
this factor, we performed several series of experiments
with the disk rotating in the forward and reverse direc-
tion for various mutual arrangement of the beams
(Fig. 2), which was provided by adjusting the position
of mirror 7. For the disk rotating in one direction, the
photoelasticity phenomenon led to a shift of the inter-
ference patterns in the same direction, while the spatial
light entrainment effect shifted the interference patterns
in opposite directions for the alternating relative beam
positions.

By adjusting the mirrors and beam divider, it was
possible to obtain an interference pattern in the form of
contrast parallel fringes of equal inclination. The rota-
tion of the disk produced a shift of the interference
bands, whereby three interference bands passed across
the photodetector aperture first in one and than in the
reverse direction. A shift of the interference pattern
related to the phase shift of the interfering light beams
(caused by the spatial entrainment effect or by the pho-
toelasticity phenomenon), rather than to the kinematic
motion of the disk, has to change the time period between
the interference band passages across the photodetector
aperture depending on the direction of rotation.

Figure 3 shows the time variation of the photodetec-
tor output voltage for the optical disk rotating clock-
wise and the mutual arrangement of beams such as
those depicted in Fig. 2. These patterns were obtained
using oscillograms recorded by an S1-118A oscillo-
graph with the temporal instability of sweep not
exceeding 0.02(T + 4) × 10–9 s, where T is the sweep
duration. The oscillograms were digitized with the aid
of a Kodak DC240 camera possessing a resolution of
1344 × 971 pixel. The time coordinates of the points in
the oscillogram were determined graphically on a Pen-
tium II PC. The distance between points 13 and 15 in
Fig. 3 in various series of measurements corresponded
to a conditional time interval t15–t13 ≈ 800–1000 pixel.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the region of points 14
and 6, 7 correspond to a moment when the interference
pattern shift is suspended (band stop) and the direction
of rotation is reversed. This was checked in the regime
of manual disk rotation at a 1° step. The signal ampli-
tude difference between points 8 and 20, 10 and 18, and
12 and 16 is explained by rotation of the interference
bands, whereby different parts of the same band passed
across the photodetector aperture in the forward and
reverse directions.

A deviation of the rotation period Ti in each series of
measurements, which was monitored by the difference
of coordinates between the identical points 3 and 18,
4 and 19, or 5 and 20, did not exceed 0.5% of the station-
ary value. The experimentally measured quantities were
the coordinates t13, t15 and t12, t16 determining the width,
relative position, and shift of the interference band.
CHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
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In a nonrelativistic limit, a shift of the interference
pattern in the scheme employed is given by the formula

(1)

where l is the projection of the light beam pathlength in
the optical beam on the flat edge surface, ul = ωr is the
projection of the medium velocity onto the l direction,
ω is the disk rotation frequency, and r is the distance
from the line l to the axis of the disk rotation. For the
parameters employed in our experiments (l = 0.087 m,
r = 0.0225 m, n = 1.4766, ω = 25 Hz, and λ =
0.63299 µm), formula (1) yields a theoretical estimate
for the band shift relative to the immobile disk: ∆ =
0.001217.

The method of determining a shift of the interfer-
ence pattern using variations of the time of the interfer-
ence band passage across the photodetector aperture
significantly increases the experimental accuracy. First,
the shift of the interference pattern is measured for the
disk rotating in opposite directions, which leads to a
twofold increase in the measured ∆ value. Second, the
experimentally measured quantity t15–t13 represents a
doubled shift value. Third, the measurements are con-
ducted for various mutual arrangements of the interfer-
ing beams, which results in a shift of the interference
pattern in opposite directions for the same rotation
direction, which also increases the resulting shift of the
interference pattern by a factor of 2. Thus, the experi-
ment is expected to give the value ∆p = 8∆ = 0.0097 of
the bandwidth.

The experimental series included the measurement
of U(t) curves at a resolution sufficient for which the
t12–t16 part of the pattern to fall within each shot;
25 shots were made for each of the two directions of
disk rotation and each mutual arrangement of the inter-
fering beams. The quantity ∆ti = t13, i – t12, i + t16, i – t15, i
gives the time width of the interference band (i =

). The quantity δti = t15, i – t13, i determines the time
position of the band relative to the instant of band stop
at point 14 for a given direction of rotation and mutual
arrangement of the beams. The ratio of these values
determines the relative position of the interference pat-
tern expressed in fractions of the bandwidth, which
eliminates the possible period variations from shot to
shot. After calculating the time coordinates δti and ∆ti ,
we determined the relative spatial coordinates charac-
terizing the interference band positions and widths δxi

and ∆xi , respectively.
The relative position of an interference band closest

to the instant of band stop at point 14 corresponds to

(2)

∆
4lul n2 1–( )

λc
----------------------------,=

1 25,

∆i

δxi

∆xi

--------.=
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Upon averaging over 25 shots, we obtain four quantities
determining the required shift of the interference band:

(3)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two different
mutual arrangements of the interfering light beams and
the signs “+” and “–” refer to the clockwise and coun-
terclockwise directions of rotation, respectively.

The experimental data processing yielded the fol-
lowing value for the relative shift of the interference
pattern (at confidence probability of 0.9):

 bandwidth.

As can be seen, the above ∆p value falls within the
confidence interval. The results of calculations per-
formed for the given incidence angle (ϑ0 = 67°) rotation
frequency (ω = 25 Hz), disk radius (R0 = 0.06 m), and
refractive index (n = 1.4766), a deviation from Snell’s
law due to the transverse light entrainment would lead
to a shift of the interference pattern about ten times as
small as the ∆] value [6]. The level of sensitivity nec-
essary for the observation of this effect can be provided
by increasing ω and/or R0.

It should be noted that formula (1) was derived
assuming that a shift of the interference pattern is deter-
mined by the projection of the linear velocity vector of
the medium onto the electromagnetic wavevector at
each point of a three-dimensional light beam trajectory.
The results of our experiments confirmed the validity of
this approach. Further increase in the interferometer
sensitivity will allow us to study the deviations from
formula (1) related to a violation of the law of refraction
and to a deviation of the light from rectilinear trajectory
in a rotating medium.
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Abstract—The influence of the metal surface doping on the contact stability of adsorbed fullerene molecules
at room temperature was observed for the first time. The C60 fullerene molecules decompose at room tempera-
ture both on a pure (100)W surface and on a tungsten surface containing carbide (WC), while the presence of
a surface silicide of the same stoichiometry (WSi) produces passivation of the metal surface, thus preventing
the fullerene molecules from decomposition. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The laws of interaction between fullerenes and sol-
ids play a key role in any application of these highly
interesting molecules in physical technologies. Among
the most important stages of this interaction are the ini-
tial steps and, in particular, the contact stability of C60
molecules adsorbed on the solid surface. It was found
that C60 molecules, while adsorbing without decompo-
sition on silicon and on many transition metals [1, 2],
decompose already at room temperature on the surface
of tungsten. It was therefore important to study whether
this effect can be suppressed by doping the metal sur-
face with some foreign atoms. 

Experimental methods. The experiments were per-
formed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber (P ~
1 × 10–10 Torr) of a high-resolution (∆E/E ~ 0.1%)
Auger electron spectrometer with a prism electron
energy analyzer [3]. The samples were prepared from
thin tungsten ribbons cut to 1 × 0.02 × 40 mm, which
were thoroughly purified from impurities by high-tem-
perature heating in an oxygen atmosphere and under
UHV conditions. The tungsten ribbon texture was char-
acterized for more than 99.5% by a (100) crystal orien-
tation. The sample surface was homogeneous with
respect to the electron work function, which amounted
to eϕ = 4.65 eV. 

The fullerene molecules were deposited onto the
sample surface in UHV from a Khudsen cell with an
absolutely calibrated flux. The doping impurities (car-
bon or silicon) were injected from special sources gen-
erating cluster-free flows of C and Si atoms [4]. The
absolute atomic flow densities were determined as
described elsewhere [5, 6]. 

Sample surface doping. In order to provide for
reproducible surface doping conditions, we employed a
method of forming the surface compounds tungsten
carbide and silicide [5, 7]. When silicon atoms are
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20126
deposited onto a tungsten surface at 1110–1400 K, all
Si atoms striking the metal surface are retained until
reaching a certain surface concentration N* and all Si
atoms deposited above this level are dissolved in the
bulk. The N* value depends neither on the temperature
nor on the other deposition conditions. This parameter
reflects the formation of a special compound—a sur-
face silicide with the composition WSi and the
adsorbed silicon concentration N* = 1 × 1015 cm–2. This
surface silicide is stable at T < 1400 K, and the stoichi-
ometric composition is independent of the total amount
of silicon dissolved in the bulk [5]. A surface carbide
with the composition WC is formed in a similar manner
and characterized by the same concentration of
adsorbed species [7]. 

Results and discussion. The transformation of C60
molecules upon adsorption was studied by monitoring
the shape of the CKVV Auger line recorded at high res-
olution. It was found that C60 molecules are character-
ized by a special shape of this Auger line, observed at
an energy of 269 eV (Fig. 1, spectrum 1), differing from
the shapes of analogous signals from all other types of
the surface carbon such as graphite films, carbides, and
chemisorbed clusters. This characteristic line shape is
observed for C60 molecules in deposited films with a
thickness of several tens of molecular layers—and the
same shape is characteristic of the fullerenes adsorbed
on the (100) surface of silicon, where fullerene mole-
cules were reported to occur in a nondeformed state [1].
We used the shape and energy of this line as qualita-
tively indicating whether the C60 molecules retain their
structure upon adsorption on a solid surface. 

Adsorption of the fullerene molecules on a pure
tungsten surface at 300 K was accompanied by partial
decomposition of the adsorbate, as manifested by the
Auger line significantly shifted (by ~ 2 eV) in energy
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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and a top part noticeably modified in shape (Fig. 1,
spectrum 2). Rather unexpectedly, the formation of a
surface silicide on (100)W was found to inhibit decom-
position of the C60 molecules at temperatures up to
750 K. Formed on tungsten with the dopant (silicon)
concentration NSi = 1 × 1015 cm–2, the surface silicide
covers no more than 25% of the metal surface and, as it
might seem at first glance, can hardly prevent the
adsorbed fullerene molecules from contacting with sur-
face atoms of the metal substrate. It is interesting to
note that a surface carbide, formed instead of silicide on
tungsten with the same surface concentration of the
nonmetal dopant (carbon), does not protect the
adsorbed fullerene molecules from decomposition pro-
ceeding as if the metal surface were pure. 

Taking into account quite close physicochemical
properties of the surface carbide and silicide, including
isoelectron and isostructural characteristics as well as
the ability of entering into competition and forming
mixed surface compounds, this result is rather intrigu-
ing. Apparently, this behavior is related to complex,
still incompletely clear quantum-chemical differences
in the electron structures of pure and doped metal
surfaces. 

A possible explanation of the observed effects is
based on the concept of a mechanical blocking of the
metal surface with respect to the contact between
fullerene molecules and tungsten atoms. The adsorbed
silicon atoms are capable of hindering the close chem-
ical contact between C60 molecules and the surface
atoms of tungsten, thus preventing the fullerene from
transformation as a result of the adsorbate–substrate
interaction. Indeed, proceeding from the structural
considerations (Fig. 2), we may suggest that large
spherical C60 molecules adsorbed on a (100)W surface
bearing the surface silicide layer cannot approach the
metal atoms to distances characteristic of the chemical
contact. On the contrary, this possibility seems to be
retained when the silicide is replaced by the surface
carbide, apparently because the diameter of the car-
bon atom is only about half that of the silicon atom.
Of course, this rough estimation ignores the surface
reconstruction accompanying the formation of surface
compounds but, in all probability, the reconstruction
is  not very significant in the system under consider-
ation [8]. 

The observed influence of the surface doping on the
contact stability of adsorbed fullerene molecules prob-
ably is of a rather general nature. It will be interesting
to study whether the tungsten surface will be passivated
with respect to the fullerene decomposition upon the
formation of surface compounds with other adsorbates
such as sulfur, oxygen, and phosphorus. 
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
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Fig. 1. The high-resolution CKVV Auger electron spectra of
C60 molecules adsorbed at 300 K on different substrates:
(1) a multilayer film on (100)Si; (2) a monolayer film on
pure (100)W. 
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagram showing C60 fullerene mole-
cules adsorbed over a surface silicide layer on tungsten. 
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Abstract—The conditions favoring stable manifestations of the wearless friction in aluminum–tin and alumi-
num–lead antifriction alloys were studied. Special features of this phenomenon in the alloy systems studied are
determined and the prospects for practical application of this effect are estimated. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.
The phenomenon of wearless friction offers an
example of dissipative structure formation under condi-
tions of thermomechanical action, whereby the shear
stresses in the surface layer of a material sharply
decrease and the deformation process is not accompa-
nied by accumulation of defects. The wearless friction
effect was studied sufficiently well in the case of a
selective transfer taking place in some special lubricant
media, providing for the formation of a protective copper
film on the friction surface. The cases of wearless friction
were also thoroughly studied in various lubricating
media for the steel–copper alloy couples in which no
such protective films are formed [1]. 

Recently [2] we have demonstrated that a stable dis-
sipative process involved in the wearless friction phe-
nomenon, which is just what provides for the external
force action being spent predominantly for the plastic
deformation of the surface metal layer, is developed
due to the kinetic phase transition to a more ordered
regime of deformation. Below we demonstrate the pos-
sibility of the wearless friction manifestations in alumi-
num–tin and aluminum–lead alloys, which were previ-
ously never considered among the systems featuring
this phenomenon. 

The process of deformation of a surface metal layer
during friction proceeds by the dislocation–vacancy
mechanism [3], which provides for the intensive inter-
action and scattering of dislocations with the formation
of a large number of vacancies continuously disappear-
ing from the surface layer. Stability of the wearless fric-
tion effect is related to the stable operation of this dis-
location–vacancy mechanism of deformation of the
surface layer. Alloys of the aluminum–tin and alumi-
num–lead systems are susceptible to the formation of a
surface oxide layer on the friction surface [4], which
impedes emergence of the continuously formed dislo-
cations at the surface, thus hindering realization of the
dislocation–vacancy mechanism and the wearless fric-
tion effect. 
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 0129
We have studied conditions favoring stable manifes-
tations of the wearless friction in aluminum–tin and
aluminum–lead alloys, determined special features of
this phenomenon in the systems studied, and estimated
prospects for the practical application of this effect. 

The experiments were performed in air and in an
inert gas atmosphere on an SMTs-2 friction test
machine operating in the boundary lubricating regime.
An aluminum–tin alloy of the AO20-1 grade was
obtained by a conventional melting technology, while
the aluminum–lead alloy (containing 20 wt % Pb and
1 wt % Cu) was prepared by the chemical dispersion
technique [5]. The inert atmosphere was represented by
argon or nitrogen. The tests were conducted on alloy
samples weighing about 10 g. The intensity of wear was
evaluated by weighing the samples before and after the
test. Before the test, the samples were lapped under
conditions close to the main test regime. The quality of
lapping was evaluated by stabilization of the friction
force moment. The duration of lapping in air was about
1 h, while the same process in an inert atmosphere
required about 3 h. The main test duration was initially
about 6 h and above, but then the time was reduced to
2 h for each loading regime. The range of applied loads
was selected taking into account the conditions of real
alloy operation in internal combustion engines. 

The results of our experiments are presented in
Figs. 1 and 2. As can be seen from these data, the inten-
sity of wear for the aluminum–tin (Fig. 1) and alumi-
num–lead (Fig. 2) alloys decreases by an order of mag-
nitude in an inert gas atmosphere as compared to that in
air. This fact, as well as a longer time required for the
preliminary lapping in the former medium, indicate that
friction in the inert atmosphere leads to removal of the
oxide film and provides for the free escape of vacancies
from a near-surface layer, thus ensuring deformation of
this layer without accumulation of defects. Therefore, a
sharp decrease in the intensity of wear and a stably low
wear level maintained in the system (with a linear wear
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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intensity amounting to 10–10 [6]) in a broad range of
applied loads are indicative of the wearless friction
manifestations. 

The ability of the surface layers of copper-contain-
ing alloys to deform without fracture so as to maintain
the wearless friction conditions was explained [1] by
the presence of a porous structure that provides for a
large number of degrees of freedom for the bending and
rotational deformation modes. According to this con-
cept, the porous structure formation was related to spe-
cial features of the lubricating medium. In the case of
heterophase alloys of the aluminum–tin and alumi-
num–lead systems, in contrast to the copper-based anti-
friction alloys, the friction process leads to the forma-
tion of a surface layer containing only the “soft” alloy
component (i.e., tin and lead, respectively). Indeed,
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Fig. 1. The plots of wear intensity versus specific load for
an Al–20% Sn alloy tested in (1) air and (2) an inert atmo-
sphere. 
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Fig. 2. The plots of wear intensity versus specific load for
an Al–20% Pb alloy tested in (1) air and (2) an inert atmo-
sphere. 
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according to the results of the electron-microscopic
investigations [4], the plastic crystals of tin and lead form
the basis of the surface layer formed during friction. 

Lazarev et al. [7] described the deformation of sol-
ids on a microscopic level within the framework of a
quantum-statistical model and estimated the structural
stability of crystals loaded in the “pressure plus shear”
scheme. According to this model, the crystal lattice
loses stability when the external action reaches a cer-
tain level, after which the system passes into a strongly
nonequilibrium coherent state. With respect to the char-
acter of this transition, the materials can be divided into
“brittle” and “plastic.” In the plastic materials, the
above transition is accompanied by the formation of a
dissipative structure characterized by the plastic defor-
mation proceeding in a hydrodynamic regime. This
process is essentially a transition to a more ordered
state with decreasing entropy. The “brittleness–plastic-
ity” transition can be described by a parameter R [7],
the threshold value of which is R = 1.0. In particular,
this parameter for lead is R = 0.650. This implies that
lead—and, by analogy, tin—must pass to the hydrody-
namic regime of plastic deformation, thus providing for
a stable deformation of the surface layer during the
wearless friction process. 

A sharp decrease in the intensity of wear (Figs. 1
and 2) was observed in both argon and nitrogen atmo-
sphere. In the final stage of experiments, we attempted
to create the nitrogen atmosphere in the test chamber
with the aid of selective membranes. The results
showed that this approach offers a simple, reliable, and
promising way to realize the wearless friction in inter-
nal combustion engines. 
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Abstract—We have studied the formation of a liquid electrolyte film as a result of melting caused by the Joule
heat evolution on the surface of an ice core at the end of a capillary by which the electrolyte containing a sub-
stance to be analyzed is supplied to the discharge system of a mass spectrometer. It is shown that the character-
istic thickness of this film is ~1 µm and the radius of curvature at the tip of the emitting protrusion (formed due
to realization of the film instability with respect to the surface charge) is ~10 nm, which provides for the inten-
sive field evaporation of clustered and stripped ions from the protrusion tip. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperi-
odica”.
Introduction. The initial stage of the ion beam for-
mation in the mass spectrometry of nonvolatile and
thermally unstable organic substances (usually of bio-
logical origin) employs the phenomenon of electrohy-
drodynamic dispersion of the sample solution in a weak
electrolyte [1–4]. The charged surface of this liquid is
subject to the development of instability. As a result,
small, strongly charged drops of the sample solution and
clusters containing several sample molecules are emitted
from the tips of emitting protrusions formed at the final
stage of the instability development. The further evolu-
tion of the emitted drops and clusters is accompanied
either by leakage of the excess charge, by realization of
the film instability with respect to its own charge, or by
the field evaporation of small ion clusters [2, 4–6]. 

The charged clusters can be ejected directly from the
tip of an emitting protrusion formed on the free surface of
the solution, provided the curvature of the protrusion tip
is sufficiently large [7, 8]. The curvature of the tip of the
emitting protrusion also affects the size of drops emitted
during the instability development and, hence, influences
the subsequent evolution of these drops. Depending on
the initial radius and viscosity, a drop can either decay as
a result of emission of a large number of very small
(radius R ≤ 0.1 µm) but strongly charged droplets or
divide into two parts of comparable size [4, 9]. 

In this context, it was of interest to study the forma-
tion of such emitting protrusions in mass spectrometers
operating at low temperatures, that is, under the condi-
tions when an aqueous sample solution may freeze at
the end of a capillary supplying the solution to the dis-
charge system. The emission of drops and clusters pro-
ceeds from the surface of a thin solution film formed on
the ice surface as a result of the Joule heat evolved dur-
ing the discharge current passage. The thickness of this
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20131
film would naturally influence the geometry (i.e., the
height and the curvature radius) of the emitting protru-
sion formed as a result of the electrohydrodynamic
instability development [10, 11]. 

The purpose of this study was to describe, within the
framework of an idealized model, the process of a liq-
uid film formation due to melting of the ice surface
under the action of heat that evolved as a result of the
current passage. 

Model description. Consider an ice plate (compris-
ing a frozen aqueous NaCl solution) with a length a,
width b, and thickness h in contact with a thermostat at
a temperature of T0. The surrounding medium (vac-
uum) is bounded at a large distance by walls occurring
at the same temperature T0. At the initial time instant
(t = 0), the upper surface of the plate, bearing a solution
film of negligibly small thickness ξ0, is connected to a
source of current with the internal resistance r and the
emf ε in the direction of x axis (Fig. 1). The current
passing through the electrolyte leads to a heat evolution
according to Joule’s law. We assume that the heat Q lib-
erated per unit time of the current passage through the
electrolyte be spent for (i) a radiative heat exchange
between the free solution film surface and the surround-
ing medium according to the Stefan–Boltzmann law,
(ii) a conductive heat transfer in depth of the ice plate,
and (iii) the melting of ice. Let us describe variation of
the melted electrolyte layer thickness ξ as a function of
time ξ = ξ(t) and determine the liquid film thickness in
the stationary state ξ = ξ(∞) = (t), assuming the

thermal properties of the electrolyte to be unchanged
and the heat of the phase transition κ to be known. In
order to simplify the considerations, we will assume
that the temperature of the electrolyte film is indepen-

ξ
i ±∞→
lim
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dent of the thickness and retains a constant value equal
to the phase transition temperature T∗ . 

A mathematical model of the above process can be
written in the form of a thermal balance equation 

(1)

with the initial condition 

(2)

where q =  is the heat flow from the internal source

(Joule’s heat evolution) through the ab area per unit

time, Q is the heat source power,  is the rate of the

electrolyte film thickness variation, λa is the heat con-
ductivity of ice, ρe is the electrolyte density, and σ is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant. 

Stationary solution. Using Joule’s and Ohm’s laws,
we readily obtain an expression for the heat flux q: 

where γ is the electrolyte resistivity. Using this expres-
sion Eq. (1) can be written as follows: 

(3)

Putting  = 0 in Eq. (3), we obtain a relationship

for the stationary electrolyte film thickness: 
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Fig. 1. A model of icicle melting as a result of Joule’s heat
evolution. 
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In a zero-order approximation with respect to the
ξ/h ratio, this relationship yields a quadratic algebraic
equation for the stationary solution film thickness, 

the solutions to which are as follows: 

(4)

The second root has no physical sense within the
framework of our problem, since this value corresponds
to the film thickness growing with increasing heat loss
and decreasing ε, which can hardly be realized in prac-
tice. The value of the first root will be estimated for the
following parameters: a = b = 100 µm; γ = 0.06 Ω m;
∆T = 200 K; T∗  = 273 K; h = 100 µm; r = 106 Ω; ε =
1000 V; λa = 2.2 W/(m K); and ρe = 1040 kg/m3. Here,
the characteristic linear dimensions were selected so as
to correspond to a typical diameter of the capillaries
used to supply the sample solutions to the discharge
system of a mass spectrometer. Accordingly, the other
values were also selected so as to correspond to the ion–
cluster beam formation in a mass spectrometer. Substi-
tuting the above values into the expression for ξ1, we
obtain ξ1 ≈ 1.4 µm (ξ2 ≈ 2.6 × 10–3 µm). 

Time-dependent solution. Now let us determine the
time variation of the electrolyte film thickness. Integrat-
ing Eq. (3) with the boundary condition (2), we obtain 

(5)

where ξ1 and ξ2 are given by formulas (4).
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The function determined by formula (5) is transcen-
dental, nonperiodic, and monotonic (i.e., exhibits no
extrema). A plot of this function has two asymptotes:
ξ(+∞) = ξ1 and ξ(–∞) = ξ2 (Fig. 2). 

Discussion. The development of instability in a thin
film with respect to its own surface charge in an exter-
nal electric field leads to the formation of emitting pro-
trusions by superposition of shortwave modes [10, 12].
The experiments [10, 13] with an electric discharge in
an inhomogeneous electrostatic field showed the for-
mation of an emitting protrusion in the form of a soliton
on the surface of a melting icicle. The soliton formed in
the region of a weak field, propagated in the direction
of increasing field strength, and stopped on arriving at
the point of maximum field strength, after which a dis-
charge in the form of a diffuse glow was initiated at the
soliton tip. The soliton height was greater by at least
one order of magnitude as compared to the liquid film
thickness. 

An analogous situation takes place in the ion source
of a mass spectrometer, where a discharge also occurs
at the surface of a melting icicle and it can be naturally
expected that the emitting protrusion would be of a soli-
ton shape. Within the framework of our analysis, it
would be of interest to estimate the radius of curvature
of the soliton tip because this value determines the field
strength in the vicinity of the discharge initiation site
(i.e., in the vicinity of the point of emission of strongly
charged droplets and clusters). 

According to [14], an analytical expression describ-
ing the shape of a soliton with the height H formed in a
layer of liquid with the thickness h is as follows: 

where ξ = ξ(x, t) = x – Vt and V is a constant (having the
dimensionality of velocity). The radius of curvature r at
the soliton tip is given by the formula 
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Fig. 2. A qualitative time variation of the melted film
thickness. 
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Taking  ~ 0.1, we readily obtain an estimate of

r ~ 10–2h. For the conditions in a mass spectrometer
(h ≈ 1 µm), this yields r ~ 10 nm. Thus, even for ε =
100 V the field strength at the emitting protrusion tip
will reach ~10 V/nm, which implies intensive field
evaporation of both stripped and clustered ions [2, 5, 6].
The size of strongly charged droplets that can be also
ejected from the tip of the emitting protrusion [9] are on
the order of the curvature radius: R ~ 10 nm. According
to [5], such a drop will also lose the charge as a result
of the field evaporation of clustered and stripped ions. 

Conclusion. Formed on the surface of thin liquid
films unstable with respect to the surface charge, the
tips of the emitting protrusions possess a characteristic
radius of curvature sufficiently small to generate an
electric field with a strength of up to ~10 V/nm, which
gives rise to intensive field evaporation of stripped ions
and ion clusters. 
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Abstract—Exact solutions to the scalar Helmholtz wave equation describing nonparaxial high-order mode
beams are considered. To match these solutions to those of the parabolic wave equation, soft approximate
boundary conditions are formulated. According to these conditions, in the paraxial limit kz0 @ 1, paraxial and
nonparaxial wave beams transform into each other either far off the focal caustic (at z @ z0) or near it. The
behavior of the mode beams with different azimuthal and radial mode indices is described. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The possibility of a paraxial transformation of the
wave functions describing high-order paraxial and non-
paraxial mode beams was mentioned as early as in the
1970s and 1980s [1–5]. However, a more detailed anal-
ysis revealed that this problem has no evident solutions.
In particular, Sheppard and Saghafi [6] pointed out that
this relationship cannot be derived by simple methods. 

Nevertheless, we have recently demonstrated that
the paraxial transformation can be derived for slightly
reformulated approximate boundary conditions: the
nonparaxial beams have to be matched to eigenmodes
of the optical fiber only near the waist plane (where the
input of the optical guide is located) [7]. This matching
of the free-space and fiber modes indicates that we can
use a somewhat softer formulation of the approximate
boundary conditions according to Davis [8]. On the
other hand, paraxial mode beams cannot be represented
in terms of unit wave fields satisfying the Helmholtz
wave equation; nor can their combination be used to
obtain the paraxial correspondence along the whole
optical axis because of the difference in topological
phases [9].

The purpose of this work was to study features of
the high-order nonparaxial optical beams and to deter-
mine conditions for the transformation of these beams
into their paraxial counterparts.

Let us consider the scalar Helmholtz wave equation

. (1)

The solution to Eq. (1) can be written as [1, 2]

(2)

where (cosθ) are the associated Legendre polyno-
mials, jm(kR) are the mth order spherical Bessel func-
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tion of the first kind, R =  is the

complex radius, cosθ = ,  is the normaliza-

tion factor, k is the wavenumber, and ϕ is the azimuthal
angle. 

Let us require that, in the paraxial approximation
kz0 @ 1, a superposition of wave functions (2) of a non-
paraxial singular beam would transform into the wave
function of a paraxial beam:

(3)

where 52 = , ξ = 1 – i , r2 = x2 + y2, and general-

ized Laguerre polynomials have the form

(4)

The associated Legendre polynomials appearing in
wave function (2) can be written as
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The above expressions show that not all partial solu-
tions (2) to Eq. (1) can be used to construct the required
wave function (3). The matter is that the associated
Legendre polynomials (5) are expressed in terms of the
argument (cosθ)m – l – 2N, whereas the argument of the

Laguerre polynomials (4) contains the variable  ∝

 = sin2θ. Hence, to construct the wave function of

a combined beam, we should use such indices l and m
that allow us to express the Legendre polynomials (5)
in terms of sinθ. These indices must satisfy the wave
function selection condition: 2p + l = m and l = q. This
fact substantially restricts the spectrum of nonparaxial
beams satisfying the chosen boundary conditions. The
latter relationship (l = q) is nothing but the conservation
law for the topological charge in a point-focused singu-
lar beam.

Let us expand the beam complex radius R into a

power series in terms of :

(6)

On substituting R into the Bessel functions, it is a usual
practice [7] to retain two terms of the Taylor expan-
sion (6) of the complex radius R in the arguments of
trigonometric functions, while only the first term R ≈
z + iz0 is retained in the denominator. Then, in the
paraxial asymptotics, we obtain

(7)

for the whole optical axis. It should be noted that these
relationships are well satisfied even for relatively small
values of the beam waist radius: kz0 ≥ 10 or z0 ≥ 1 µm.

The above expressions enable the direct comparison
of a superposition of the associated Legendre polyno-
mials and the generalized Laguerre polynomials. For
“nonsymmetric” wave functions, arguments of the Leg-
endre polynomials must be real quantities. This condi-
tion is satisfied with rather good accuracy in the follow-
ing regions: (i) in a small part of optical axis located

near the waist plane z = 0 at z + iz0 ≈ i w =

i ρ  and (ii) in a substantial part of the opti-

cal axis at z @ z0, where z + iz0 ≈ ±aw = aw (a =
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radius can be treated as two types of the soft boundary
conditions.

Let us write now the wave function of a nonparaxial
beam as

(7a)

and require that the approximate identity would be
valid:

(8)

Below, we consider several cases important in
practice.

1. Let l = 0 and p be an even number. Using approx-
imate identity (8) and expression (7), we consider the
boundary conditions of the first type for the mode
matching in the waist plane. For example, p = 1. Then

 = 1 – 2 ,  = 1, and  = – 2 – 3 .

From identity (8), we find coefficients C0 = 1 – C2 and

C2 = kz0.

Figure 1 presents distributions of the field intensity,
amplitude, and phase corresponding to the wave func-
tion of this nonparaxial beam. It should be noted that,
for relatively small Rayleigh lengths kz0 < 5, the height
of the second maximum becomes comparable to that of
the principal maximum. Moreover, the principal zero
has different coordinates in the nonparaxial and parax-
ial beams. As the Rayleigh length increases (kz0 > 5),
the intensity and phase distributions in the nonparaxial
beam rather closely fit to the intensity and phase pro-
files of the Laguerre–Gauss beam.

2. Let l and p be odd numbers, for example, p = 1
and l = 1. Using identity (8) and the approximate
boundary conditions of the second kind, we obtain

 = –2 1 – ,  = , and  = – 4 –

5 . Then, the wave function coefficients are given by

Figure 2 illustrates evolution of the amplitude profile of
this wave function.

3. Now, let l and p be an odd and even number,
respectively: for example, l = 1 and p = 2. We solve this
problem for the approximate boundary conditions of
the first type and consider the beam matching near the
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It should be noted that, as indices p and l increase,
the discrepancy between the results obtained using the
paraxial and nonparaxial approaches increases. This is
manifested by the fact that curves 1 and 2 (Fig. 2c–2f)
corresponding to the nonparaxial (curve 1) and paraxial
(curve 2) cases almost coincide with each other at
rather large distances from the waist (Fig. 2e) for small
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mode indices (l = p = 1). At the same time the discrep-
ancy between beam profiles increases near the focal
plane (Fig. 2c), where profiles of the mode beams with
higher indices agree rather poorly. This fact is clearly
demonstrated in Fig. 2d, where a partial correspon-
dence between beams with p = 2 and l = 1 can only be
noticed from coinciding coordinates of zeros in their
intensity distributions. In order to obtain a good corre-
spondence between beams with higher mode indices,
we should move away from the focal plane at a suffi-
ciently large distance (kz @ kz0) ranging from several
hundred to several thousand wavelengths (Fig. 2f).
Note that, for kz0 > 50, the degree of correspondence
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
between paraxial and nonparaxial beams becomes
almost independent of the Rayleigh length.

In conclusion, we can note that, due to the mode dis-
persion of the optical beam states, elementary beams
involved in the wave function possess different phase
velocities along the z axis. Therefore, we can obtain a
rigorous correspondence between the paraxial and non-
paraxial wave functions only within small segments of
the optical axis. To all appearances, there is no method
based on linear transformations that would allow
matching the paraxial and nonparaxial beams in the
entire space.
2
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Abstract—An approach to the processing of images obtained by atomic force microscopy is proposed. An
example of determining the parameters of InAs clusters formed on the vicinal surface of a GaAs crystal is pre-
sented. Using the proposed technique within the framework of the previously developed spherical cluster
model, it is possible to determine the energy levels of electrons and holes in InAs quantum dots. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Introduction. Properties of the self-organized
arrays of InAs quantum dots (QDs) formed during the
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) of InAs on a GaAs sur-
face were extensively studied [1]. Such arrays are usu-
ally obtained on the GaAs surface representing a vici-
nal crystal plane [2] inclined at a small angle (e.g., 6°)
relative to the (100) crystallographic plane. An impor-
tant feature of the QDs grown by MBE on a vicinal
GaAs surface is that the distribution of InAs clusters
with respect to diameter is much more homogeneous as
compared to that observed on the (100) plane. 

A direct examination with the aid of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) showed that InAs clusters formed
on the (100)GaAs surface exhibit agglomeration simi-
lar to that observed for liquid droplets merging due to
the surface tension. No such effects take place on the
vicinal plane, which is probably related to the fact that
this plane is not an atomically smooth surface. In fact,
this plane represents a stepped surface in which terraces
coinciding with the (100) planes are oriented at a small
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20139
angle relative to an imaginary surface plane. Appar-
ently, the agglomeration of clusters does not take place
because the motions of adsorbed In atoms on the vicinal
surface in the course of epitaxy is more difficult than
the analogous motions on the (100) surface. 

AFM image. Figure 1a shows an AFM image of a
region on the vicinal GaAs surface bearing QDs. For
the comparison, Fig. 1b presents an image of the
(100)GaAs surface with analogous clusters showing a
clear evidence of the agglomeration process. Below we
will demonstrate that visual examination of the AFM
images allows many important characteristics of the
QD arrays to be determined, including (i) the surface
density N of QDs, (ii) the average surface area S per
cluster, (iii) the average cluster diameter D = 2R, and
(iv) the average QD thickness b. The last quantity can
be found provided the number nM of monolayers (ML)
required for the obtaining of a given cluster array is
given. This number can be determined from the dura-
tion of epitaxy, which is usually known. However, the
100 nm 100 nm
3ML InAs 3ML InAs

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. AFM images of the QD arrays grown (a) on a vicinal GaAs surface inclined by 6° relative to the (100) plane and (b) on the
(100)GaAs surface. 
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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total MBE process time usually corresponds to a some-
what greater quantity 

(1)

where nW is the number of monolayers necessary to

form a wetting layer; in our case,  = 2.9 ML.
According to [3], we will assume that nW = 1.7 ±
0.2 ML. Thus, we arrive at the estimate of nM = 1.2 ±
0.2 ML. 

QD array parameters. Let us estimate the values
of the aforementioned QD array characteristics using
the AFM image presented in Fig. 1a. 

(i) The surface density of QDs. To determine this
parameter, it is sufficient to count the number of QDs
(180 clusters) observed in the AFM image and deter-
mine the size of the imaged area (17 × 104 nm2). This
yields N = 1.06 × 1011 cm–2. The relative error of this

estimate being 1/  = 0.08, we finally obtain N =
(1.06 ± 0.08) × 1011 cm–2. 

(ii) The average surface area per cluster. This param-
eter is calculated as 

(2)

(iii) The average QD diameter. Direct measurement
yields D = 20 ± 4 nm (R = 10 nm). 

(iv) The average cluster thickness. This parameter is
determined using the number of monolayers required to
form a given cluster array on the surface; the product of
this and the monolayer thickness hM equals the total
layer thickness. If all the substance falling within the
area S would concentrate on a smaller area πR2, the
average cluster thickness would increase by a factor of
S/πR2 = 3.03 ≈ 3. Then the average cluster thickness b
is given by the formula 

(3)

Taking into account that, according to relationship (1),
nM = 1.2 ML, and adopting that hM = 0.3 nm, we obtain
b = 1.08 nm. 

QD shape parameters. Let us approximate the
cluster shape by the spherical segment depicted in

nM
tot nM nW,+=

nM
tot

180

S 1/N , S 0.95 10 11–  cm 2– .×= =

b nMhMS/πR2.=

D
Spherical segment

Cylindrical base
Wetting layer

Fig. 2. A QD model for InAs clusters on a GaAs substrate,
comprising a wetting layer (1.7 ML thick), a cylindrical
base (1 ML thick), and a spherical segment with the curva-
ture radius determined by the average QD thickness. The
energy spectrum of the inscribed sphere models that of the
charge carriers in the QD. 
TE
Fig. 2. The segment can be characterized by two
parameters, including the cluster height a and either the
curvature radius RS or the base radius R, since the RS
and R values are related as 

(4)

A simple algebra yields an expression for the average
cluster height:

(5)

Using this expression and the above parameters, we can
estimate the height of the spherical segment as a =
2.1 nm. 

For calculating the energy levels in the cluster, we
replace the spherical segment on a base substrate (wet-
ting layer) by a sphere inscribed into the cluster [4, 5].
Obviously, the diameter d of the inscribed sphere
equals a sum of the segment height and the wetting
layer thickness: 

(6)

Using the values determined above, we obtain d =
2.6 nm. This estimate is somewhat greater than the
value (d = 2.2 nm) we used previously [6]. We can
approach the latter value by adding a one-monolayer
cylindrical base under the spherical segment as
depicted in Fig. 2. Then, the average thickness b should
be replaced by a corrected value bC = b – 0.3, from
which it follows that bC = 0.78 nm. According to for-
mula (5), this yields the final segment height a =
1.56 nm and d = 2.4 nm. This diameter of a sphere mod-
eling the QD will be used below. 

Carrier energies in the spherical cluster model.
The energy levels of electrons and holes in a cluster can
be calculated using the spherical cluster model
described in [4, 5]. In this model, a smooth envelope
can be used even with a nonquadratic approximation of
the electron dispersion law [4]. Solving a wave equa-
tion with the boundary conditions stipulating continuity
of the wave function and its derivative on the spherical
surface with r = d/2, we obtain the well-known relation-
ships for discrete values of the wavevector k: 

(7)

(8)

where q is a parameter describing the decay of the wave
function outside the cluster, m2 is the effective carrier
mass outside the cluster, ∆E is the break at the edge of
the conduction or valence band, and E(k) is the disper-
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sion law for carriers inside the potential well. For holes,
we adopt an isotropic quadratic dispersion law 

(9)

where mv = 0.4m0 is the standard effective mass of a
heavy hole in InAs (we ignore a corrugation of the
isoenergetic hole surface). Previously [4], we demon-
strated the importance of taking into account a nonqua-
dratic character of the dispersion law for electrons in
the InAs clusters and selected a phenomenological for-
mula for this law: 

(10)

where m1 = 0.06m0 and E1 = 0.4 eV are the mass and
energy fitting parameters, respectively. In order to solve
Eq. (7), we must also know the band edge breaks.
Selecting these according to the conventional rule,
∆Ec = 0.65∆Eg and ∆Ev = 0.35∆Eg (where ∆Eg is the
bandgap width), we obtain with sufficient precision
∆Ec = 0.7 eV and ∆Ev = 0.4 eV. In this approximation,
we ignore an increase in the bandgap width related to a
possible contraction of the cluster. Taking the square of
Eq. (7), we arrive at the following equation for elec-
trons: 

(11)

(12)

Using the values of parameters determined above, we
obtain Ed1 = 0.44 eV and Ed2 = 0.407 eV. Solving
numerically the transcendental equation (11) with
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respect to x, we obtain x = 1.84 and the ionization
energy for electrons Ie = 0.099 eV. By the same token,
the dispersion equation for holes takes the following
form: 

(13)

In this case, the heavy hole masses inside and outside
the cluster are m1 = 0.40m0 and m2 = 0.41m0, respec-
tively; ∆Ev = 0.4 eV is the valence band break at the
cluster boundary. Using the above values, we obtain the
hole energy parameters Ed1 = 0.0645 eV and Ed2 =
0.0587 eV. A solution to the dispersion equation (13) is
x = 2.125, with the ionization energy for holes Ih =
0.106 eV. Then, the photon energy (with neglect of the
electron–hole interaction) is 

(14)

The experimental photoluminescence spectra of a QD
array show a maximum at a photon energy of "ωmax =
1.33 eV. A discrepancy of 0.02 eV falls within the inter-
val of uncertainty of the calculation. 
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Abstract—The dependence of the spectral resolution of a focusing X-ray diffractor on the shape and curvature
of the reflecting crystallographic faces in the plane perpendicular to the focusing circle plane is theoretically
studied in the point source approximation. The curvature parameters ensuring the best spectral resolution are
determined for ellipsoidal and toroidal types of the crystal bending. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
X-ray radiation is usually monochromatized with
the aid of perfect and mosaic crystals (quartz, silicon,
germanium, mica, graphite, etc.). The traditional crys-
tal diffraction schemes were developed and described
in sufficient detail [1–4]. The spectral resolution is con-
ventionally defined as a dimensionless ratio ∆E/E or
∆λ/λ, where E is the X-ray quantum energy and λ is the
corresponding wavelength. For θ denoting the Bragg
angle between the incident radiation beam and the tan-
gent to the corresponding crystallographic plane, the
Bragg diffraction law stipulates that the admitted range
of the Bragg angle variation ∆θ is related to the spectral
resolution as 

(1)

and depends primarily on the following factors: the
mosaic imperfection of the crystal, the method used for
the X-ray radiation expansion into the spectrum, and
the size of the Bragg zone on the reflecting surface of a
crystal diffractor. 

At present, X-ray radiation is frequently monochro-
matized by reflection from flat or bent crystals. The lat-
ter diffractor type is usually employed with the point
radiation sources (i.e., those with dimensions not
exceeding the crystal curvature radius multiplied by the
spectral resolution ∆λ/λ) to focus the primary X-ray
beam with a given wavelength on the detector entrance
window. Previously [5], we described an algorithm and
presented the results of the computer simulation of the
shape of the Bragg zone on the surface of a bent crystal. 

Let us study the spectral resolution of a focusing
X-ray diffractor as a function of the crystal curvature in
the plane perpendicular to the focusing circle plane. A
schematic diagram showing mutual arrangement of the
radiation source S, the crystal diffractor K, and the
detector D in the focusing circle plane is depicted in the
figure, where XYZ is the coordinate system and O', O

∆λ /λ ∆θ/ θtan=
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20142
are the centers of the focusing circle and the crystal cur-
vature in the YOZ plane, respectively. Below, r denotes
the length of the O'A segment representing the focusing
circle radius. Thus, the focusing circle in the XOY plane
passes through the source S, the diffractor apex A, and
the detector D. 

Let us consider the toroidal and ellipsoidal types of
crystal bending. The cylindrical and spherical types can
be considered as special variants of the ellipsoidal
bending. The XOY and YOZ planes are the symmetry
planes of the crystal. For any point P (except the dif-
fractor apex A) on the crystal surface in the YOZ plane,
the angles θ1 and θ are not equal. In other words, for the
Bragg diffraction in the YOZ plane, a beam originating

θ1

θ

S

Z
Y

X
O

O'

D

A

P
K

A schematic diagram showing mutual arrangement of the
radiation source S, the bent crystal K, and the detector D in
the focusing circle plane of a diffractor. 
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from point S strikes the point P at a somewhat different
angle relative to the tangent as compared to the analo-
gous angle at the center of the bent crystal. Obviously,
the longer the distance from point P to the crystal apex,
the greater the difference between angles θ1 and θ. 

Thus, the deviation ∆θ = θ1 – θ of the diffraction
angle θ1 from the true Bragg angle θ depends on the z
coordinate of point P. For a fixed z, the ∆θ value
depends on the radius of crystal curvature in the YOZ
plane. Let us denote by b the radius of curvature of the
crystal in the YOZ plane for the toroidal type of bending
or the corresponding semiaxis for the ellipsoid of revo-
lution. We will study behavior of the function ∆θ(b) on
the set b ∈  (0, ∞) at a fixed value of z ≠ 0 (for z = 0,
θ1 = θ and ∆θ(b) = 0). 

First, let us consider the case of a crystal with toroi-
dal bending. Now we will demonstrate that the function
∆θ(b) defined (for z ≠ 0) on the set b ∈  (0, ∞) acquires
zero value at the points 2r and 2rsin2θ of this interval.
The crystal cross section by the YOZ plane represents
an arc with the center at point O and the radius OA = b.
The equation of a torus section in the YOZ plane can be
written as y2 + z2 = b2. 

As is known, diffractors employed in the X-ray
spectroscopy are characterized by small values of z/b
(typically |z/b| ≤ 10–2). To within the second-order
terms, we can approximate the expression y =

 = b  as y ≈ b – z2/(2b). Taking into
account this approximate expression and using the
coordinates of points P, O, and S, we readily obtain
expressions for the vectors PS and n (the normal to the
crystal atomic plane at point P): 

(2)

We can also express sinθ1 through the scalar product
of vectors PS and n: 

(3)

Taking into account that ∆θ = θ1 – θ ≈ sinθ1 – sinθ and
using expressions (2) and (3), we obtain an approxi-
mate expression 
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The function in the right-hand side of Eq. (4) becomes
zero when the numerator is zero. The roots of the qua-
dratic equation b2 – 2r(1 + sin2θ)b + 4r2sin2θ = 0 are 

(5)

Note that, for these b values, the denominator of the
ratio in Eq. (4) is not zero since θ ∈  [20°, 60°] and
r @ |z|. 

Evidently, a minimum value of |∆θ| in the case of
toroidal bending is achieved for the b values satisfying
the condition (5). Since ∆θ determines the spectral res-
olution (1) of the diffractor, the best spectral resolution
at an arbitrary point P(0, y, z) in the YOZ plane is pro-
vided by this very condition. 

As is known, the optimum (from the standpoint of
the spectral resolution) crystal curvature radius in
the focusing circle plane is 2r. Then, according to con-
dition (5), the ratio of the curvature radii RH and RV in
the XOY and YOZ planes, respectively, in the case of
toroidal bending is 

(6)

Now let us proceed to the case of a diffractor crystal
with ellipsoidal bending. We will demonstrate that the
function ∆θ(b) defined (for z ≠ 0) on the set b ∈  (0, ∞)

acquires zero value at the points  and sinθ.
The crystal cross section by the YOZ plane represents
an elliptic arc with the center at point O and the semi-
axes a and b (along the Y and Z axes, respectively). The
equation of ellipse in the YOZ plane can be written as
y2/a2 + z2/b2 = 1. 

By analogy with the considerations for the case of
toroidal bending, we can approximate the expression

y = a  as y ≈ a – (z2a)/(2b2). Taking into
account this approximate expression and using the
coordinates of points P, O, and S, we also readily obtain
expressions for the vectors PS and n: 

(7)

Expressing sinθ1 by formula (3) as in the case of tor-
oidal bending, taking into account that ∆θ = θ1 – θ ≈
sinθ1 – sinθ and using expressions (3) and (7), we
obtain an approximate expression 
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The function in the right-hand side of Eq. (8) turns
zero when the numerator is zero. The roots of the biqua-
dratic equation b4 – 2ra(1 + sin2θ)b2 + 4r2a2sin2θ = 0
are {b2 = 2ra; b2 = 2rasin2θ}. Taking into account that
b > 0, we obtain 

(9)

For these b values, the denominator of the ratio in
Eq. (8) is not zero since θ ∈  [20°, 60°] and r @ |z|. Evi-
dently, a minimum value of |∆θ| in the case of ellipsoi-
dal bending is achieved for the b values satisfying the
condition (9). Since ∆θ determines the spectral resolu-
tion (1) of the diffractor, condition (9) actually provides
for the best spectral resolution at an arbitrary point
P(0, y, z) in the YOZ plane. 

Since the ellipsoid cross section by the XOY plane is
an arc of the circle with the center at point O and the
radius 2r (a = 2r is the radius of curvature in the focus-

b 2ra; b 2ra θsin=={ } .
TE
ing plane), the optimum ratio of semiaxes in the XOY
and YOZ planes according to condition (9) is 

(10)
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Development of the Rayleigh–Taylor Instability
in Finite-Strength Media. 
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Abstract—The instability development in plane-parallel jelly layers of various strength accelerated by a com-
pressed gas flow is studied. The character of the perturbation variations significantly depends on the strength of
the accelerated layer. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
When a boundary between two media moves with
acceleration directed normally to the interface from a
lighter to a heavier component, the boundary exhibits
instability of the Rayleigh–Taylor type [1]. The
strength of one (or both) of these media is a factor sta-
bilizing the interface, while not completely hindering
the development of instability and turbulent mixing.
The finite strength implies the existence of critical val-
ues of the amplitude and wavelength of the initial per-
turbation, above which the perturbation can exhibit
unlimited growth (see, e.g., [2]). 

A convenient method for the investigation of non-
stationary hydrodynamic flows is offered by the jelly
technique [3], which is especially suited for studying
the instability development in finite-strength media [4].
Indeed, the strength can be controlled within broad lim-
its by varying the concentration C of a solution from
which the jelly is prepared, since the jelly strength
monotonically increases with the concentration. 

In our experiments, the 6-mm-thick layer of a jelly
representing an aqueous gelatin solution was acceler-
ated by the pressure (~1 MPa) of gaseous products of a
gaseous explosive mixture (a stoichiometric acetylene–
oxygen composition) in a square (4 × 4 cm) vertical
channel with transparent walls. In the initial position,
the jelly layer separated the channel into two parts, the
combustion chamber and the acceleration channel, and
was maintained in this position by adhesion to the chan-
nel walls. In order to reduce the layer sagging caused by
its own weight, the interface was additionally rein-
forced by a thin (5 µm) mylar film, so that the sag did
not exceed 1 mm. 

The combustion chamber was closed, while the
acceleration channel was open. The closed chamber
was filled with a stoichiometric acetylene–oxygen mix-
ture (C2H2 + 2.5O2). Detonation of the mixture was ini-
tiated simultaneously at 64 points uniformly distributed
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20145
over the channel cross section. No initial perturbation
was set on the lower (unstable) boundary of the layer.
The initial perturbation was provided only by the three-
dimensional perturbation due to the detonation wave
(from the initiation system) and the subsequent nonsta-
tionary shock wave development as a result of the
reflection of the detonation wave from the jelly layer.
The pattern of the jelly layer acceleration was moni-
tored with a high-speed camera. 

Three series of shots, illustrating the results of an
experiment with jelly layers prepared from solutions
with the concentrations C = 17.6, 26.4, and 52.8% are
presented in the figure. The figure shows images of the
accelerating layer obtained simultaneously in two pro-
jections. The bottom part of each shot corresponds to
the side projection (the viewing direction is perpendic-
ular to the direction of motion). The top part of each
shot represents the frontal projection (as if the camera
were facing the oncoming layer; these images were
obtained with the aid of a mirror mounted at the end of
the accelerating channel and inclined at 45° to the chan-
nel axis). 

Here, of most interest are the frontal images. The
pattern of perturbation of the unstable boundary for the
layer with C = 17.6% is virtually the same as that typi-
cally observed at the gas–liquid interface [5]: the gas
penetrates into the liquid by forming a system of com-
peting rounded “bubbles” (the coarsest bubbles grow at
the expense of suppressed smaller neighbors), while the
liquid protrudes into the gas in the form of streams thin-
ning toward the ends. This pattern is clearly seen in the
side view. 

The character of the observed pattern sharply
changes for the layer with C = 52.8%. Here, the gas
penetrates into the jelly by forming strongly extended
bent cavities (in the side view, resembling fat smooth
caterpillars). Thus, the pattern of perturbation (albeit,
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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A

J

J
A

t = 0.06 ms 0.23 ms 0.29 ms 0.36 ms 0.45 ms 0.61 ms

(a)

(b)

(c)

t = 0.13 ms 0.36 ms 0.42 ms 0.48 ms 0.61 ms 0.71 ms

t = 0.03 ms 0.39 ms 0.45 ms 0.52 ms 0.61 ms 0.71 ms

A sequence of shots illustrating the acceleration of a thin jelly layer (J) with the concentration C = 17.6 (a), 26.4 (b), and 52.8% (c)
by the products of combustion of a gaseous explosive mixture. The time is measured from the moment of detonation. Top rows show
the frontal shots through the jelly layer; bottom rows show the side view through the transparent channel walls. 
strictly speaking, still being three-dimensional) acquires
a two-dimensional character. The streams are practically
not distinguished. In all cases, the near-wall layer
appears as smeared over the wall of the acceleration
channel. 

In our opinion, the change in the pattern of perturba-
tion as described above is consistent with the following
well-known facts: (a) in media possessing no strength,
the three-dimensional perturbations grow at a greater
rate than do two-dimensional ones; (b) in media with
finite strength, the situation is the opposite [2]. 

In all cases, the initial perturbations are provided by
a three-dimensional detonation wave containing a reg-
ular component (from the points of detonation) and a
random component (related to the scatter of the detona-
tion moments). Apparently, the regular component
dominates in the case of a low-strength layer, thus
determining a three-dimensional scenario of the pertur-
T

bation development in the form of bubbles (the arrange-
ment of bubbles generally resembles that of the detona-
tion points). In the case of a higher strength, the random
component seems to prevail with the spectrum contain-
ing quasi-two-dimensional structures in the form of
“caterpillars.” 

An interesting pattern was observed in the case of
C = 26.4%, which seems to represent an intermediate
case between the two mechanisms considered above.
Here, both types of the initial perturbations are present,
including bubbles of the quasi-rounded shape and of
the “caterpillar” type. However, as the perturbations
grow with time, the former character begins to prevail
and the rounded bubbles dominate. Based on the photo-
graphic evidence, we may suggest that development of
the turbulent mixing zone at the interface of a finite-
strength medium always involves an initial stage when
the perturbations develop by the “caterpillar” mecha-
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
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nism (with a two-dimensional character). As the char-
acteristic perturbation scale grows with time, the mech-
anism gradually changes to that leading to the forma-
tion of quasi-rounded bubbles (purely three-
dimensional type). 
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Abstract—It is found that the perovskite phase of yttrium–barium ceramics with the composition
[(Y,Ba)CuO3 – ∆/3]3 under normal conditions is metastable and exhibits atmospheric degradation with time.
This degradation results in the formation of an orthorhombic YBa2Cu3O7 – δ phase characterized by the
superconducting transition at Tc = 91 K. As a result of the degradation, the conductivity type changes from
mixed metallic-semiconductor (ρ(T ) = const) to purely metallic in the temperature interval from 100 to
300 K. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Previously [1, 2], we demonstrated that yttrium–
barium ceramics contain a highly symmetric
[(Y,Ba)CuO3 – ∆/3]3 cubic perovskite phase belonging to
the space group Pm3m. The unit cell of this phase has a
simple cubic structure, characterized by a statistical
distribution of barium and yttrium atoms in the cationic
sublattice and by an oxygen nonstoichiometry in the
anionic sublattice. The latter nonstoichiometry, as well
as the general ability of materials with a perovskite
structure for the reversible absorption and liberation of
oxygen, suggests that the perovskite phase of yttrium–
barium ceramics under normal conditions must be
unstable. This implies the possibility of degradation
with the transition to a stabler structural state. 

Below we report the results of experimental moni-
toring of the structural degradation and the variation of
conducting properties of the [(Y,Ba)CuO3 – ∆/3]3 ceram-
ics in the course of long-term passive storage under
normal ambient conditions.

The storage test was conducted using pellets of the
[(Y,Ba)CuO2.85/3]3 ceramics with a diameter of 10 mm
and a thickness of 0.6 mm characterized by the oxygen
nonstoichiometry ∆ = 0.15 and the lattice parameter
ac = 0.4051 nm, which were prepared by sintering as
described previously [1, 2]. The structural characteris-
tics of the pellets were determined by X-ray diffraction
measured on a DRON-UM1 diffractometer using
CuKα radiation with λ = 0.1542 nm. The temperature
dependence of the resistivity was studied by the con-
ventional four-point-probe technique in the tempera-
ture interval from 77 to 300 K. The samples were pas-
sively stored for more than four months in air at room
temperature and a relative humidity of ~50%. 

The kinetics of degradation of the perovskite phase
in the samples of yttrium–barium ceramics is illustrated
in the figure. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-sin-
tered sample fully conforms to the space group Pm3m
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20148
with the lattice parameter ac = 0.4051 nm (diffracto-
gram (a)). After a one-month storage of the sintered sam-
ples, the diffraction pattern exhibited splitting of the
main structural lines of the perovskite phase (in particu-
lar, of the (100), (200), (210), (211), and (310) peaks),
except for the peaks of reflections of the (HHH) type
(such as (111) and (222) peaks, see diffractogram (b)).
The splitting of the selective reflections (110) and (220)
was somewhat less pronounced as compared to the
other peaks. After storage for 2.5 months, the degrada-
tion of the phase structure ceased and the X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern corresponded to the orthorhombic
YBa2Cu3O7 – δ phase with δ = 0.05 possessing super-
conducting properties (diffractogram (c)). 

The conductivity of the as-sintered sample exhibited
a mixed metallic-semiconductor character (ρ(T) < const)
with the experimentally measured values ρ(100) =
8.53 × 10–2 Ω cm and ρ(300) = 8.71 × 10−2 Ω cm. In
contrast, a ceramic sample with the composition
YBa2Cu3O6.95 exhibited the superconducting transition
at Tc = 91 K and showed a metallic conductivity in the
temperature interval from 91 to 300 K. Additional stor-
age of this superconducting sample for about one
month showed stability of the structure under normal
ambient conditions (1 atm and RH ~ 50% at 300 K). 

The observed change in the symmetry of the initial
cubic phase of the yttrium–barium ceramics as a result
of the long-term structural transition can be explained
by the loss of oxygen and by the behavior of the central
atom in position (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) of the unit cell. As is
known, the perovskite structure contains infinite linear
chains of the –M–O–M–O– type (M and O denoting the
metal and oxygen atoms, respectively) along each axis of
the unit cell. The intersection of these chains at the cat-
ionic positions leads to the octahedral coordination [3].
The positions of yttrium and barium cations are coordi-
nated to 12 anionic sites situated at a distance of 21/2xac .
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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The kinetics of atmospheric degradation of the [(Y,Ba)CuO3 – ∆/3]3 perovskite phase at 300 K as illustrated by the X-ray diffraction
patterns of (a) as-sintered sample and of the same stored for (b) 1 month and (c) 3.5 months. 
Since the ion volume of Y3+ is smaller than that of Ba2+

(VY = 4.5 × 10–3 nm3 versus VBa = (12–17) × 10–3 nm3

for the covalent radii of yttrium and barium being 0.102
and 0.142–0.160 nm, respectively [4]), it can be
expected that oxygen anions surrounding the yttrium
cations are more displaced toward the center of the
polyhedron. As a result, the cubic subcell around the
central position (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) of yttrium is contracted
along the c axis, whereas that around the barium posi-
tion is extended. This deformation probably renders the
presence of oxygen atoms in positions (0, 0, 1/2) favor-
able for the barium subcells and unfavorable for the
yttrium ones. 

Thermal fluctuations drive oxygen atoms to leave
positions (0, 0, 1/2) in the yttrium subcells. As a result,
these subcells become still more contracted in the
direction of the c axis. This, in turn, induces a shift of
oxygen atoms in the adjacent barium subcells and even
of the barium ion (from the initial ideal position) in the
same direction. The shift of the barium atom in the
intrinsic subcell breaks the equivalence of the Ba–O
bonds (characteristic of the cubic cell), whereby the
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
Ba–O bonds on the side of the yttrium subcell become
stronger, while the bonds on the opposite side weaken.
This factor, together with the oxygen nonstoichiometry
(∆) observed in the perovskite phase of the yttrium–
barium ceramics, probably renders positions (0, 1/2, 0)
energetically unfavorable for oxygen atoms as com-
pared to positions (1/2, 0, 0). Therefore, the oxygen
atoms may partly leave positions (0, 1/2, 0) as a result
of the thermoactivated hopping diffusion [5]. 

The appearing oxygen vacancies reduce the coordi-
nation number from 12 to 8 for Y3+ cations and from 12
to 10 for Ba2+ cations. As a result, there arises a possi-
bility of the ordered arrangement of Y3+ and Ba2+ cat-
ions in positions (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) by the scheme –Y–Ba–
Ba–Y– along the c axis. This order of the A-cations is
characteristic of the superconducting 123-phase of the
yttrium–barium ceramics. Based on the above data, the
observed atmospheric degradation of the perovskite
phase in the yttrium–barium ceramics studied can be
described by the quasi-chemical reaction 

Y,Ba( )CuO3 ∆/3–[ ] YBa2Cu3O7 δ– 1 δ+( )O2↑ .+⇒
2
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Thus, the atmospheric degradation of the
[(Y,Ba)CuO3 – ∆/3]3 perovskite phase in the yttrium–bar-
ium ceramics stored under normal conditions is accom-
panied by the loss of oxygen and leads to the formation
of an orthorhombic YBa2Cu3O7 – δ phase characterized
by the superconducting transition at Tc = 91 K. The pro-
posed mechanism of transformation of the cubic per-
ovskite phase into the superconducting phase may play
a dominating role in the synthesis of high-Tc ceramics,
melt-grown crystals, and laser-ablation-grown films. 
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Abstract—The nature of the electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) of europium atoms from an oxidized tung-
sten surface for the electron energies of Ee = 50 and 80 eV and some features of the yield of Eu atoms as a func-
tion of their surface concentration on this surface are discussed. It is shown that the ESD of Eu is related to the
electron transitions from the core 5p of 5s shells of a surface tungsten atom to the outer unoccupied 2p level of
oxygen. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Previous investigations of the electron-stimulated
desorption (ESD) of europium atoms from a tungsten
surface coated with a monolayer of oxygen (O/W) [1, 2]
showed that, first, dependence of the yield of Eu atoms
(q) on the energy of bombarding electrons (Ee) exhibits
a pronounced resonance character and, second, depen-
dences of the yield q on the O/W surface coverage Θ by
adsorbed europium atoms are characterized by the
presence of concentration thresholds Θ*. For example,
the q(Ee) peaks corresponding to Ee = 50 and 80 eV
(referred to below as peak 50 and peak 80, respectively)
are characterized by the thresholds at Θ* = 0.07 and
0.035: no desorption of Eu atoms is observed for the
coverages below the threshold level (Θ < Θ*). As for
the q(Ee) peak corresponding to Ee = 33 eV (peak 33),
the coverage dependence exhibits two thresholds,

 = 0.03 and  = 0.35, with q(Θ) ≠ 0 in the interval

 < Θ < . 

The results reported in [1, 2] were theoretically ana-
lyzed in [3–5], where the electron state of Eu adatoms
on the O/W surface was considered [3] and various
ESD mechanisms were discussed [4, 5]. In particular, a
model proposed in [5] elucidated the nature of the q(Ee)
and q(Θ) behavior for the ESD peak 33. As will be
demonstrated below, an analogous model is applicable
to description of the features of behavior observed for
the europium desorption peaks 50 and 80 as well. 

An analysis of the experimental data showed that
the ESD of Eu atoms for Ee = 50 and 80 eV is related to
the creation of vacancies in the 5p and 5s shells of the
surface tungsten atoms, respectively [1, 2, 4]. Let us
consider the following set of electron energy levels in
the Eu–O/W system: (i) an excited 2p level of the oxy-
gen adatom with the energy εp(Θ), which is initially

Θ1* Θ2*

Θ1* Θ2*
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20151
empty (before the appearance of a hole in the core shell
of the surface tungsten atom) and finally (after the hole
creation) occupied by one electron; (ii) a one-electron
6s level of the europium adatom with the center of grav-
ity corresponding to the energy ε(Θ), the occupancy of
which is n(Θ) < 1; (iii) a 5p or 5s level of the surface
tungsten atom, which is occupied in the initial state and
empty in the final state. Note that the selected set of lev-
els is analogous to that employed in the model proposed
in [5] (the difference was that previously a 5p level of
Eu was considered instead of the internal levels of W
and a 6p empty level of Eu adatom was taken instead of
the 2p level of oxygen). The energy of the proposed
three-level system in the initial (vacancy-free) state is 

(1)

where εi is the energy of the internal level (5p or 5s).
Here and below, the energy is measured from the Fermi
level. 

Let us consider, by analogy with the approach used
in [5], two possible scenarios for the creation of vacan-
cies in the core shells of tungsten. According to sce-
nario 1, the ejected electron is transferred to a free
quasi-level of oxygen, which represents an interatomic
transition (in contrast to the intraatomic one considered
in [5] for peak 33). In this case, the potential energy of
the excited system is 

(2)

where U is the energy of repulsion between electrons
localized on the oxygen and europium atoms and G is
the energy of attraction between the ejected electron
(localized on the oxygen) and the hole (localized on

E0 Θ( ) ε Θ( )n Θ( ) εi,+=

E1 Θ( ) = ε Θ( ) 1 n Θ( )+[ ] Un Θ( ) G 1 n Θ( )+[ ] ,–+
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tungsten). For simplicity, we assume that the energies
εp(Θ) and ε(Θ) are equal.1 

According to scenario 2, the electron is ejected from
the tungsten shell into a vacuum. The potential energy
of this excited state is 

(3)

In the case of scenario 1, ionization to the same energy
Ee as in scenario 2 would require the excess energy to
be carried away by plasmons (for details, see [5]). 

For further analysis, it is necessary to consider a dif-
ference of the energies of excited states 1 and 2: 

(4)

If ∆W < 0, scenario 1 is energetically more favorable
than scenario 2, while ∆W > 0 implies the inverse situ-
ation. Taking into account the resonance character of
peaks 50 and 80, as well as of the corresponding thresh-
olds [1, 2], we may suggest that the ESD of Eu atoms is
related to scenario 1, since the yield of Eu atoms at
higher electron energies Ee is zero (according to sce-
nario 2, the ionization would still take place). Note also
that, in the limit of a zero width of the oxygen quasi-
level, the condition ∆W < 0 corresponds to this level
being occupied by a single electron, which is also con-
sistent with scenario 1. The condition ∆W = 0 may
imply both the onset and termination of the ESD pro-
cess (see [5, Fig. 4]). 

Taking into account relationship (4) and the sign of
∆W, we conclude (see Appendix) that the condition 

(5)

corresponds to the onset of ESD (i.e., to the passage
from ∆W > 0 to ∆W < 0), whereas the opposite sense of
this inequality implies breakdown of the ESD process.
Thus, relationship (5) (together with the condition

∆W = 0) determines the concentration process ,
while a relationship inverse to (5) gives the threshold

. In deriving inequality (5), we took into account
(for details, see [5]) that 

(6)

Here, ξ is the dipole–dipole interaction constant for Eu
adatoms, NML is the concentration of Eu adatoms for a
monolayer coverage, 2λ ia the surface dipole arm,

1 Strictly speaking, we deal with a surface band 1 formed by the
states of tungsten and oxygen with a width of 4–5 eV [3]. At a
small adsorbate concentration Θ, the quasi-levels of Eu adatoms
overlap with this band, while at large Θ, a quasi-two-dimensional
band 2 is formed, which is built into band 1. Therefore, we may
well assume that εp(Θ) = ε(Θ). This simplification is not of a
principal significance, since otherwise the problem would only
acquire an additional parameter.

E2 Θ( ) ε Θ( ) G–[ ] n Θ( ).=

∆W E1 E2–≡ Un Θ( ) ε Θ( ) G.–+=

∂n Θ( )
∂Θ

--------------- 3
2
--- Θξ 1 n Θ( )–[ ]

U ξΘ3/2+
-----------------------------<

Θ1*

Θ2*

ε Θ( ) ε0 ξΘ3/2 1 n Θ( )–[ ] ,–=

ξ 2e2λ2NML
3/2 A.=
TE
A ≈ 10 is a coefficient weakly dependent on the adlayer
geometry, and ε0 is the energy of the 6s quasi-level of a
Eu adatom at a zero coverage. Taking into account [5]
that 

(7)

where Γ is the half-width of the above quasi-level, we
can reduce relationship (5) to a simpler condition of the
ESD onset: 

(8)

Here, ρ(Θ) is the density of states on the Fermi level of
Eu adatoms. The inverse inequality, ρ(Θ)U > 1, corre-
sponds to the ESD breakdown. 

Let us obtain some numerical estimates using the
results of theoretical calculations [5]. Taking ε0 = 1 eV,
ξ = 24.89 eV, and Γ = 0.25 eV for the coverages Θ* =
0.07 (peak 50) and 0.35 (peak 80), we obtain the fol-
lowing occupancies and energies of the Eu quasi-level:
n = 0.14, ε = 0.63 eV (peak 50); n = 0.76, ε = –0.26 eV
(peak 80). For a monolayer europium coverage Θ = 1,
we obtain n = 0.92 and ε = –0.99 eV. Since the inter-
atomic electron repulsion parameter U is identical to
the matrix element V = 0.74 eV determined in [4], the
condition ∆W = 0 yields the values G = 0.73 and
0.40 eV for peaks 50 and 80, respectively. The value
ρ(Θ*)U is 0.13 for peaks 50 and 0.45 for peak 80,
which implies that, in agreement with the experimental
data, the coverages Θ* = 0.07 and 0.35 correspond to
the ESD onset for these peaks. At a monolayer cover-
age, ∆W = –1.04 and –0.71 eV for peaks 50 and 80,
respectively, which implies that no ESD breakdowns
take place for this coverage—also in agreement with
experiment [1, 2]. 

For comparison, let us consider the analogous char-

acteristics for peak 33. For  = 0.03, we obtain n =
0.9 and ε = 0.88 eV. The U and G values can be deter-

mined from the condition that ∆W = 0 for  and ,
which yields U = 1.72 eV and G = 1.04 eV. Using these

values, we obtain ρ( )U = 0.16 and ρ( )U = 1.04.
The fact that we obtained somewhat higher values of
the Coulomb parameters for peak 33 is quite reason-
able, since in this system we deal with intraatomic
(rather than interatomic) interaction. 

Thus, an analysis of the concentration thresholds for
the ESD of europium atoms from the oxidized tungsten
surface showed that the ESD peaks 50 and 80 corre-
spond to the interatomic electron transition from a core
shell of the surface tungsten atom to an initially vacant
outer p level of oxygen, whereas the process responsi-
ble for the appearance of peak 33 is related to the intra-
atomic electron transition from a core shell of europium
to an outer level of the same atom. 

In concluding, let us briefly discuss a difference of
the concentration dependence q(Θ) for peak 33 from

n Θ( ) π 1– ε Θ( )/Γ[ ] ,arccot=

ρ Θ( )U 1, ρ Θ( )< π 1– Γ
ε Θ( )2 Γ2+
--------------------------.=

Θ1*

Θ1* Θ2*

Θ1* Θ2*
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those for peaks 50 and 80 [2]. In the author’s opinion,
the behavior of q(Θ) for peak 33 is determined by a
probability of the first stage of the ESD process, involv-
ing the electron transition from 5p to 6p level of
europium. Indeed, the fact that the theoretical curve of
∆W(Θ) ([5, Fig. 4, case 1b]) resembles the experimen-
tal curve of q(Θ) ([2, Fig. 2, case 1]) suggests that
q(Θ)∞|∆W|α, where α is an exponent. At the same time,
q(Θ) for peaks 50 and 80 is well described in [4] within
the framework of the recharge theory [6, 7]. The latter
circumstance implies that the concentration depen-
dence of the yield of Eu for Ee = 50 and 80 eV is deter-
mined by the final stage of the ESD process involving
the electron exchange between desorbed particle and
the substrate. 
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stimulating discussion. This study was supported by the
Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project
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APPENDIX

Since the adatom occupation number n(Θ) is deter-
mined by Eqs. (6) and (7) (see, e.g., [5]), one can
readily show that 

(A.1)∂n Θ( )
∂Θ

---------------
3
2
--- Θρ Θ( )ξ 1 n Θ( )–[ ]

1 Θ3/2ρ Θ( )ξ+
------------------------------------------,=
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where the density of states on the Fermi level ρ(Θ) is
given by formula (8). At the same time, proceeding
from expression (4) and the condition of the ESD onset
(∆W < 0), we obtain 

(A.2)

Substituting (A.1) into (A.2), we arrive at relationship (5). 
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Abstract—We have studied the effect of microwave radiation (frequency, 2.45 GHz; specific power density,
1.5 W/cm2) on the relaxation of internal mechanical strains in the (i) n–n+-GaAs structures, (ii) Au–Ti–n–n+-
GaAs diode structures with Schottky barriers, and (iii) GaAs-based Schottky-barrier field-effect transistors
(SFETs). It is shown that exposure of the samples to the microwave radiation for a few seconds leads to relax-
ation of the internal mechanical strains and improves the quality of the semiconductor surface layer structure.
This results in improved parameters of the GaAs-based device structures of both (diode and SFET) types, as
manifested by increased Schottky barrier height, reduced ideality factor and back current in the diode structures,
and increased gain slope and initial drain current in the SFETs. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
In recent years, the special attention of researchers
has been drawn to the effect of microwave processing
on the properties of semiconductor material, device
heterostructures, and devices [1–10]. This is related
both to the search for new technologies and to the inves-
tigation of mechanisms responsible for the degradation
of semiconductor devices under the action of various
external factors (temperature, strong magnetic fields,
ionizing radiation, and microwave fields).

An important factor influencing the properties of
semiconductor materials and the parameters of related
devices is the relaxation of internal mechanical strains.
The influence of a microwave radiation on the residual
deformation of the surface layers of silicon was
reported in [3]. However, to our knowledge, no such
investigations were reported for the device heterostruc-
tures with potential barriers and ohmic contacts. Previ-
ously [11, 12], we showed that the relaxation of internal
mechanical strains not always leads to degradation of
the heterostructures and related devices. Below we
present some new data on the effect of microwave radi-
ation on the parameters of Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs diode
structures and Shottky-barrier transistor structures and
on the relaxation of internal mechanical strains in the
plates with an n–n+-GaAs structure and the Schottky-
barrier field-effect transistor (SFET) topology and in
the Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs diode structures.

The experiments were performed with the n–n+-
GaAs(100) structures obtained by vapor-phase epitaxy
under commercial conditions, the related Au–Ti–n–n+-
GaAs Shottky-barrier diode structures, and GaAs-
based SFETs with a Shottky-barrier gate formed by
Au−Ti metallization. The ohmic contacts on the device
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20154
structures of both types were obtained by applying an
Au−Ge eutectic composition. The diode structure
diameter was 500 µm.

Both before and after the microwave treatment (irra-
diation in a free space in a magnetron operating at
2.45 GHz at a specific power density of 1.5 W/cm2 for
0.5−10 s), the samples were characterized by measur-
ing the current–voltage (I–U) characteristics (for the
diode structures and SFETs), the plate curvature
radius R, and the surface-barrier electroreflectance
(SBER) spectra (for the n–n+-GaAs structures). The
SBER spectra were used to determine the collisional
broadening parameter Γ. The curvature radius R was
either measured on a P201 profilometer–profilograph
or determined from the X-ray diffraction data. The pro-
filograms were measured on the side of the film or the
device structure topology without damaging the sample
surface. The internal mechanical strains were calcu-
lated by the Stoney formula [11] using the radius of
bending of the n–n+-GaAs sample structures. The
room-temperature SBER spectra were measured by an
electrolytic method in the photon energy range from 1.2
to 2.0 eV at a spectral resolution of 3 meV. The spectra
were interpreted in terms of the weak-field theory using
a three-point technique.

The experimental parameters of the diode and tran-
sistor structures and the plate curvature radii measured
before and after the microwave treatment are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. As can be seen from these data, the
microwave irradiation even for a few seconds leads to
significant changes in the parameters of diode struc-
tures correlated with even more pronounced changes in
the bending radii of the plates bearing the device struc-
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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tures. The irradiation-induced changes include (i) an
increase in the Schottky barrier ϕB , (ii) a decrease in the
ideality factor n, and (iii) a more than tenfold decrease
in the thermoactivated back current Ib of diodes and an
increase in the gain slope and initial drain current of
SFETs.

The process of structural relaxation in the GaAs
plates with a SFET topology significantly depends on
the level of structure perfection and bending of the sam-
ples (Table 2). For example, a 5-s microwave process-
ing of a sample (plate 1) featuring no initial bending
(R = ∞) resulted in a curvature radius of R = 2.9 m and
impaired the SFET parameters (the initial drain current
and the gain slope decreased). After a 10-s irradiation
of the initially stressed plates with opposite signs of the
surface bending, it was found that one of the samples
(plate 2) changed both magnitude and sign of the cur-
vature and the other sample (plate 3) completely
relaxed (to R = ∞), while both structures showed
improved SFET parameters. In the plates with R = ∞,
changes in the device parameters were more significant
than in the other samples. Maximum changes in the
parameters of diode and transistor structures were
observed upon the complete irradiation-stimulated
relaxation (R = ∞) of the stressed state.

The observed effects can be explained by taking into
account that the microwave treatment can stimulate the
gettering of defects in the active region of the device
structure, which is related to the relaxation of internal
mechanical strains. Previously, the effects of stress
relaxation and the related defect gettering were
observed in the samples subjected to thermal, radiation,
field, and ultrasonic treatments [11, 12]. An analysis of
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
the bending radii measured with the profilometer on the
n–n+-GaAs structures before and after a 0.5–10-s
microwave, together with the calculated mechanical
strains σ (Fig. 1, curve 1), shows that the σ value in the
microwave-irradiated samples decreased approxi-
mately by half an order in magnitude. The parameter Γ
estimated for the same samples from the SBER spectra
(Fig. 1, curve 2) decreased after irradiation by a factor
of about 1.5. This quantity characterizes the structural
perfection of a surface layer of the n–n+-GaAs struc-
ture: the smaller the Γ value, the more perfect the semi-
conductor surface layer. According to [13], the
observed decrease in Γ provides evidence of an
increase in the Hall mobility in the surface layer and,
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Fig. 1. Time variation of the (1) level of internal mechanical
strains σ and (2) collisional broadening parameter Γ in the
course of the microwave treatment of GaAs-based hetero-
structures.
Table 1.  Parameters of the Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs diode structures measured before and after microwave treatment

Parameter
Microwave treatment time, s

0 0.5 1 2 3 5 6 10

ϕB , V 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72

n 1.35 1.35 1.3 1.22 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15

Ib , A (Ub = 4 V) 4 × 10–8 4 × 10–8 2 × 10–8 4 × 10–9 10–9 10–9 10–9 10–9

R, m 6.0 12.0 19.0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 2.  Bending radii and parameters of the GaAs-based Schottky-barrier field-effect transistor structures measured before
and after a 10-s microwave treatment

Parameter

R (initial), m R (final), m

Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3

R1 = ∞ R2 = –2.82 R3 = 4.53 R1 = 2.9 R2 = 11.9 R3 = ∞

I2/I1 1 1 1 0.8 1.08 1.3

S, mA/V 42 35 37 36 37 42

Note: I2/I1 is the ratio of initial drain currents of the irradiated and initial SFET; S is the transistor gain slope.
2
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hence, of the defect gettering in this layer. Changes of
this type were also observed in the plates bearing the
SFET topology and in the Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs Schottky-
barrier diode structures. In accordance with an increase
in the carrier mobility, the SFET structures exhibited
increasing gain slope and drain current, while the diode
structure showed a decrease in the thermoactivated
back current.

An analogous information concerning changes in
the curvature radius and the relaxation of internal
mechanical strains in the device structures was
obtained by X-ray diffraction measurements. Figure 2
shows changes in the profiles of atomic planes on the
surface of n–n+-GaAs and Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs struc-
tures as a result of the microwave treatment. As can be
seen, a 5–10-s exposure to the microwave radiation can
provide for a complete relaxation of internal strains in
the samples of both types. By the data of topographic
investigations based on the anomalous X-ray transmis-
sion effect, the dislocation density distribution in the
n−n+-GaAs structure has a weakly-pronounced
W-shaped character not affected by a microwave treat-
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Fig. 2. Changes in the profiles of atomic planes on the sur-
face of (a) n–n+-GaAs and (b) Au–Ti–n–n+-GaAs structures
as a result of the microwave treatment.
TE
ment in the indicated regimes. Separate dislocations are
generated and then propagate along the slip planes from
the edge into bulk of the substrate. The contrast due to
microscopic inclusions tends to vanish, which is evi-
dence of the decay of these inclusions. Changes in the
dislocation structure are accompanied by an intensive
rearrangement of the fields of elastic deformations,
resulting in their more uniform distribution over the
samples. In the device structures with both diode and
transistor structures, these changes correlate with an
increase in the useful yield of devices with identical
parameters.

Thus, the results of our investigation showed that
relaxation of the internal mechanical strains in GaAs-
based device structures with Schottky barriers, stimu-
lated by an 0.5–10-s exposure to a microwave radiation
with a frequency of 2.45 GHz and a specific power den-
sity of 1.5 W/cm2, is accompanied by pronounced
structure–impurity ordering in the surface layer of
GaAs that ensures an increase in the parameters of
diode and transistor structures with Schottky barriers.
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Abstract—An optimum operation regime of a plane magnetostatic mirror analyzer is established with a homo-
geneous field and increased transmission provided by the second-order focusing. In contrast to the well-known
mass spectrometer scheme with the half-circle focusing, both the source and detector of charged particles are
arranged outside the field. For the spectrograph operation mode, we have determined the coordinates of the
focus line on which the detectors should be located. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
There are many types of charged-particle mass ana-
lyzers employing both homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous fields, as well as of prism mass spectrometers. In
practice, most widely used are the instruments employ-
ing 60% and 90% sector homogeneous magnetic fields.
In addition, some instruments intended for the chemical
analysis employ the simplest mass analyzers of the
magnetostatic mirror type with plane-parallel poles cre-
ating a homogeneous magnetic field and ensuring a
180° deviation of the charged particle beam. The parti-
cle beam is injected perpendicularly to the magnetic
field lines and the angular focusing is provided at the
field edge. A disadvantage of this mass spectrometer
scheme is that both the source and detector of charged
particles have to be arranged in the field. Moreover,
these instruments possess a relatively small transmis-
sion because only a rough angular focusing of the
diverging beam is provided by the scheme. 

In this study, we have determined the optimum
parameters for a mass spectrometer with a homoge-
neous field operating with the beam entrance angles
different from 90° (Fig. 1). An interval of the beam
entrance angles was determined in which the first-order
focusing is provided for the particle source and detector
arranged outside the field. The optimum beam entrance
angle was found which ensures the second-order focus-
ing in the plane of dispersion of the mass spectrometer. 

The radius of curvature of the charged particle tra-
jectories in a homogeneous magnetic field is deter-

mined by the well-known formula ρ = c/H ,
where m and e are particle mass and charge, respec-
tively, Φ is the accelerating potential, c is the speed of
light, and H is the magnetic field strength. Expressions
for the main system parameters in the plane of disper-
sion of a mass analyzer operating in the plane mirror
regime can be obtained in a simple analytical form in
terms of the radius of curvature and the beam entrance
angle. For example, the mass analyzer base (i.e., the

2mΦ/e–
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 0157
distance from source to detector, see Fig. 1) is L = 1 +
(h + g) , where l = 2ρsinθ is the spacing between
the entrance and exit points of the central trajectory of
a beam injected at an angle θ. 

The condition of the first-order focusing with
respect to the beam divergence angle (±α) determines
the sum of distances from the source (h) and detector
(g) to the point of entrance into the field: h + g =
2ρsin2θcosθ. As is seen from this expression, the
focusing takes place at the field edge for θ = 90° [1] and
inside the field for θ > 90°. However, the latter case is
of no interest from the standpoint of the most favorable
arrangement of the source and detector. For the first-
order focusing, the second-order aberration coefficient

is C2 = 1/2∂2L/∂θ2 = ρsinθ(2  – 1). This value
becomes zero for the central trajectory entrance angle

θ0 =  = 54.74°, in which case h + g = 0.770ρ
and L = 2.177ρ. This regime is optimum from the stand-
point of using maximum beam divergence angles
responsible for instrument transmission. 
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the mass analyzer with a
homogeneous field. The curves show the particle trajecto-
ries in the plane mirror operation mode. 
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For the regime of mass spectrometer operation with
the second-order focusing, it is of interest to determine
the third-order aberration coefficient. This characteris-
tic, given by the formula C3 = 1/6∂3L/∂θ3 = –2ρcosθ0 =
–1.155ρ, determines the beam image expansion. For a
mass analyzer operating in the plane mirror regime, the
coefficient of linear dispersion in a homogeneous field
is Dm = ρsinθ, which yields Dm = ρ for θ = 90° (see [1]).
In the aforementioned optimum regime with second-
order focusing, the linear dispersion coefficient is
somewhat lower Dm = 0.8165ρ. However, the specific
dispersion (determining the system resolution in the
case of a point source) equal to the ratio of the disper-
sion coefficient to the highest aberration term (δ =
0.707/α3) is significantly greater than that for the tradi-
tional instruments with the half-circle focusing
(θ = 90°, δ = 1/α2) since the beam divergence angle is
α ! 1 rad. It should be noted that the specific disper-
sion is also greater in the regime employing only the
first-order focusing for the beam entrance angles 90° >

θ > 45°, since δ = 1/[(2  – 1)α2] > 1/α2. The most
interesting region is that near the optimum angle θ0
(50° ≤ θ ≤ 60°), where the specific dispersion is more
than twice as large as that of an instrument with the
half-circle focusing. 

A comparison of the proposed mass spectrometer
with the optimum beam entrance angle to the sector
type instruments [1] showed that, for the same resolu-
tion, the beam divergence angle of a point source of
ions can be increased (due to the high-order focusing)
by a factor of 3–4. 

It was also of interest to consider the aforemen-
tioned mass analyzer with plane-parallel poles operat-
ing in the spectrograph mode, since such instruments
are frequently employed in various investigations of
charged particles, in particular, for the plasma diagnos-
tics (see, e.g. [2]). Figure 2 shows a diagram of trajec-

θcot
2

1

2

3

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the multichannel mass spec-
trograph with a central trajectory entrance angle θ0 = 54.7°:
(1) ion source; (2) detectors; (3) focus line. 
TE
tories in such a spectrograph with the optimum central
trajectory entrance angle θ0 = 54.7° for the charge par-
ticle mass varying by a factor of 16. In the field-free
space of each channel, the system provides for the sec-
ond-order focusing with the focus line representing a
straight line with the coordinates 

(the origin of coordinates is located at the entrance
point of a base trajectory with the curvature ρ0 for the
particle mass m0 = 1). It should be noted that the posi-
tion of the source can be varied within 0 < h < 0.770ρ0,
whereby the focus line would exhibit a parallel shift by
0.770ρ0 < g0 < 0 (since h0 + g0 = 0.770ρ0). 

Operation in the above spectrograph mode with the
source and detector arranged outside the field ensures,
in addition to improved focusing conditions, a higher
transmission as compared to that in the traditional
schemes. For example, a commercial mass spectrome-
ter of the MX-1330 type for the chemical analysis of
multicomponent organic mixtures [1] is characterized
by a mass resolution (at the peak base) of R = 9000,
which is achieved for the source and detector slit widths
s1 = s2 = 0.1 mm and a beam divergence angle of 2α ≈
0.7°. For the same slit width and the trajectory curva-
ture, the same resolution in a spectrograph operating in
the proposed regime is achieved at a significantly
greater beam divergence angle (2α = 3.4°). For the
same slit width and the beam divergence angle, the
mass resolution in the proposed system increases by a
factor of 1.5 because of a significantly smaller total
expansion of the entrance and exit slit images, which is
related to a correction of the second-order aberrations. 

Thus, we have found an optimum operation regime
for mass analyzers of the plane magnetostatic mirror
type. This regime provides for an increase in the mass
resolution and/or transmission of the instrument. In
contrast to the traditional schemes of mass spectrome-
ters with the half-circle focusing, both the source and
detector of charged particles are arranged outside the
field. 
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Abstract—A new scheme for the acceleration of ions by a traveling distributed virtual cathode boundary is pro-
posed. Operation of the scheme is based on the phenomenon according to which an electron beam with a den-
sity exceeding a certain threshold exhibits a transition into the so-called compressed state. This state is charac-
terized by a small velocity, a large electron density, and the developed turbulence of the opposite flows. The
results of numerical calculations are presented. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The collective ion acceleration in high-current
beams of positively charged particles is most frequently
provided by the devices employing electron beams with
virtual cathodes, such as reflex triodes [1, 2], gas-filled
vircators [3, 4], and vacuum vircators with ion extrac-
tion from an anode (Luce diode, plasma-anode virca-
tor) [5, 6]. 

An obvious disadvantage of the reflex triodes is that
the virtual cathode is, on the average, immobile. There-
fore, the overall acceleration energy on approaching the
virtual cathode is small even for a sufficiently high rate
of ion acceleration. This circumstance probably
explains the fact that these schemes did not attract the
attention of researchers in the past decade. 

The vircators of the two types mentioned above
employ moving virtual cathodes and are operated so as
to provide for a maximum synchronism between the
virtual cathode and the accelerated ions. However, the
driving force of a directed virtual cathode motion in a
vircator is the gradual neutralization of a negative space
charge of the virtual cathode by the supplied ions. In
other words, the virtual cathodes in these schemes
would be also immobile on the average in the absence
of ions. This circumstance does not favor creation of
the collective ion accelerators with controlled accelera-
tion rate. Therefore, it would be important to develop an
acceleration scheme in which a virtual cathode would
be capable of moving at a controlled velocity indepen-
dently of the ion beam. 

For this purpose, Lymar’ et al. [7] suggested accel-
erating ions by the edge field of a traveling distributed
virtual cathode boundary, thus providing for the wave
of switching from the “state with virtual cathode” to
“the state with fully transit current.” At the same time,
Latsko et al. [8] put forward an almost analogous idea
to create a chain of several virtual cathodes along the
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20159
acceleration axis with the aid of a series of electron
diodes. As the ion beam propagates along the accelera-
tion axis, an external device is used to switch every
electron gap from the state with a virtual cathode to the
state without such a cathode. It is possible to provide
that the trailing front of the chain would move synchro-
nously with the accelerated ion beam. The synchronism
of the collective acceleration and the modular design of
the accelerator can basically allow the ions to be accel-
erated practically to any energy. However, there is one
technical feature complicating these schemes. The
problem is that, according to [7, 8], the directions of
motion of the accelerated ion beam and the electron
beams creating the virtual cathode are mutually perpen-
dicular and, hence, the conventional magnetic systems
of beam tracing are inapplicable. This problem casts
doubt as to the very possibility of constructing long
accelerating channels using the aforementioned
schemes. 

Below we propose a new scheme for the accelera-
tion of ions in the regime of a traveling distributed vir-
tual cathode boundary and present the results of the cor-
responding calculations. 

The principle of operation of the new scheme is
based on a phenomenon [9] according to which elec-
tron beams with a density exceeding a certain threshold
limit exhibit a transition from the two-flow state into
the so-called compressed state. The compressed beam
state is characterized by a small velocity, a large elec-
tron density, and a developed turbulence of the opposite
flows. It was also established that the compressed beam
state development in a foil-free magnetically insulated
vircator, representing a long tube with a stepwise
change in the diameter and a cathode situated in the
narrower section, exhibits a wave character. The wave
of switching from double-flow beam state (DBS) to
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. The geometry of a magnetically insulated vircator
with a traveling distributed virtual cathode (VC) boundary
(figures indicate dimensions in centimeters). 
T

compressed beam state (CBS) propagates from virtual
cathode to cathode, that is, in the direction opposite to
injection. The velocity of the DBS–CBS switching
wave was estimated at ~10 cm/ns. In order to explain
this phenomenon, a theory was developed based on the
balance of moments of the pressure forces in the cross
sections on various sides of the tube diameter step. In
fact, CBS is a virtual cathode distributed in the drift
space. 

It should be noted that the attaining of CBS is
accompanied by the accumulation of an additional
charge and the velocity of the DBS–CBS switching
wave is determined by the rate of charge accumulation,
that is, by the ratio of a beam current to the threshold
current. 

The dynamics of CBS development was studied
in [10–12]. It was found [10] that the rate of CBS devel-
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Fig. 2. Evolution of (left column) the beam phase portrait and (right column) the charge distribution along the vircator axis illus-
trating the wave character of the compressed beam state development: (1) DBS, (2) CBS. 
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opment decreases if a foil is placed (or a thin plasma
layer is formed) at the diameter step of a magnetically
insulated vircator. In the scheme of a magnetically
insulated vircator with a magnetic plug proposed
in [11], where the CBS is attained between the virtual
cathode and the plug, the switching wave may propa-
gate in the opposite direction (away from the cathode). 

Since the switching wave front features a significant
change in the electron density, this region is also char-
acterized by a strong longitudinal electric field acceler-
ating the positive ions. The dynamics of the switching
wave and the related electric field was calculated using
a 2D(rz) variant of the KARAT (Version 80007win)
program package [13] representing a fully self-consis-
tent relativistic electromagnetic PIC code. The system
geometry (Fig. 1) and the electric parameters of the
magnetically insulated vircator (current, 10 kA; accel-
erating voltage, 750 kV; homogeneous axial magnetic
field, 50 kG) were approximately the same as reported
in [9]. 

The presence of a compressed beam state in the sys-
tem can be readily established using an instantaneous
beam phase portrait. Figure 2 shows the calculated
dynamics of the CBS switching wave motion, illus-
trated by several beam phase portraits and the synchro-
nous instantaneous electron space charge profiles.
These profiles confirm that the CBS–CBS switching
wave front is characterized by a significant change in
the electron density. 

We have also calculated the dynamics of the longi-
tudinal electric field distribution at a radius equal to the
external beam radius. The spatiotemporal pattern of
this field is shown in Fig. 3. The results of these calcu-
lations indicate that the electric field amplitude at the
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Fig. 3. Spatiotemporal dynamics of the longitudinal electric
field in the model system. 
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DBS–CBS switching wave front is approximately con-
stant, amounting to several fractions of MV/cm. The
velocity of the switching wave is readily controlled by
varying, for example, the channel radius or the rate of
electron density accumulation in CBS (i.e., the beam
current). If the DBS–CBS switching wave is charged
with an ion bunch, this charge can be accelerated for a
relatively long time at a very high rate. The magnetic
field and the radial potential well created by electrons
provide for the transverse stability of the ion beam. 

Thus, we have proposed a scheme for the collective
acceleration of ions, which is free of disadvantages
inherent in the other known schemes and allows stably
operating accelerators to be created. 
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Abstract—Special purity grade metallic gallium in the melted state was centrifuged for the first time at various
accelerations in the range from 1000g to 12000g. The crystallized metal exhibits a small change in the lattice
period and a significant increase in the microhardness with increasing acceleration. The previously observed
effects of the centrifugal acceleration upon the structure, composition, and properties of multicomponent sys-
tems are confirmed for the first time in a one-component liquid metal system (with point defects probably play-
ing the role of the second component). © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
To our knowledge, no investigations of the centrifu-
gation of low-melting metals in the melted state were
reported so far. It was commonly accepted that such
processes cannot lead to significant changes in the
structure and properties of metals. Below we will dem-
onstrate for the first time that the centrifugal accelera-
tion acting upon melted gallium leads to crystallization
of the metal with changed structural characteristics and
significantly modified properties.

The samples were centrifuged under the conditions
analogous to those used to study the crystallization of
ionic compounds in the course of centrifugation [1].
Melted gallium of the special purity grade (99.99997%
Ga) was heated to ~80°C and centrifuged for 30 min at
various accelerations (1.3, 6.2, or 11.8) × 103g. After
this treatment, a part of the gallium melt that remained
in the liquid state was decanted. The crystallized parts
were extracted from tubes and studied.

The crystalline samples were characterized by con-
ventional methods with respect to the lattice period
(DRON-2 diffractometer using FeKα radiation with λ =
1.93597 Å) and microhardness (PMT-3 device with the
Knoop pyramid indentor; experimental error, 7%). The
lattice periods of the initial metal and the samples crys-
tallized under various acceleration regimes (1.3, 6.2, or
11.8) × 103g were determined with an experimental
error of (2–4) × 10-4 nm using (420), (403), and (234)
reflections. The experimental results are summarized in
the table.

As can be seen from data presented in the table, the
metal structure formed in the centrifuge is slightly dis-
torted as compared to that of the reference samples—
the initial gallium (published data) and the metal ther-
mally treated by approximately the same scheme as the
centrifuged specimens (g = 1 in the table). On the
whole, we may conclude that the lattice constant a in
the centrifuged samples decreases (below g = 11.8 ×
103), while the lattice constants b and c tend to increase
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20162
(for g indicated in the table). This change in the struc-
ture leads to a very significant growth in the microhard-
ness with increasing acceleration. This is confirmed by
the HK values measured for three indentor loads (except
for the value obtained under a load of 98.1 mN for the
sample treated at 6.2 × 103g, where the HK versus accel-
eration curve exhibits a break). The observed consistent
increase in the microhardness measured for all the
indentor loads employed cannot be accidental. The
effect is due to a certain deformation of the crystal
structure which consists, as is seen from the table, in a
small decrease of the constant a at an increase in the b
and c values.

Now it is not possible to specify details of this defor-
mation pattern (increased dislocation density, stressed
chemical bonds, etc.). Elucidating these questions
would require special investigations, including neutron
or X-ray diffraction measurements, determination of
the dislocation density in the samples treated at various
accelerations, etc. A significant experimental difficulty
is related to the fact that the surface of a gallium ingot
cannot be oriented in a certain crystallographic direc-
tion: for any cleavage, the slip system is not revealed
and a sample exposes a fracture surface passing
through several crystallographic planes. This behavior
explains why the results of the microhardness measure-
ments performed with the aid of the Knoop pyramid are
presented in the table without indication of the corre-
sponding crystal plane. Another experimental difficulty
is related to the low melting point of gallium (28.79°C),
which hinders the preparation of metallographic sec-
tions with a certain crystallographic orientation for the
microhardness measurements and the study of other
properties and characteristics.

A hypothesis that the centrifugation may lead to the
formation of a glassy sate is confirmed neither by the
X-ray diffraction measurements (all the centrifuged
samples behaved as “single crystals” or as materials
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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The results of measurements of the lattice parameters (a, b, c) and the microhardness (HK) for three indentor loads P of the
initial and centrifuged gallium samples at 20–23°C

Acceleration g
(1g = 9.81 m/s2)

a, nm b, nm c, nm HK, MPa
(P = 19.6 mN)

HK, MPa
(P = 49.0 mN)

HK, MPa
(P = 98.1 mN)

Publ. data 0.4530 0.4500 0.7632 – – –

1 0.4535 0.4516 0.7645 111 135 59

1.3 × 103 0.4524 0.4522 0.7649 250 236 176

6.2 × 103 0.4520 0.4524 0.7652 272 240 131

11.8 × 103 0.4528 0.4516 0.7653 384 292 202
composed of a few coarse grains) nor by the experi-
ments on the material melting in a differential scanning
calorimeter. Investigations of the density of samples by
the method of hydrostatic weighing revealed no signif-
icant difference between the samples prepared at g = 1
and g = 11.8 × 103.
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Abstract—Luminous formations initiated by electric discharge appear differently depending on the intrinsic
luminosity, external illumination, and the background color. These formations simultaneously exhibit four col-
ors: red, yellow, violet, and blue. These colors are known to be typical of the ball lightning (BL) possessing,
according to the available statistics [1], a short lifetime. At the same time, it was stated [2] that there is BL of
two types: short- and long-lived. Based on the results obtained, it is suggested that the short-lived BL must also
exhibit all four colors simultaneously.1 © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1This study continued with the investigations of
plasma formations initiated by an erosive discharge [3–6].
The author agrees with Avramenko et al. [6] in believ-
ing that these objects represent “a laboratory analog of
ball lightning.” On the other hand, the appearance of
erosive plasma formations (Avramenko streams) gener-
ated as described in [3–6] is far from resembling natural
ball lightning (BL). The purpose of this study was to
obtain, under erosive discharge conditions, a luminous
formation that would be close to BL in both size and
appearance. 

The base electric scheme of an erosive plasmatron [4]
with stored energy increased up to 7.5 kJ allowed a
luminous formation to be obtained which resembled
that reported in [4]: “Formed in the head part of a long-
living energy-consuming plasmoid was a “furry” plas-
moid possessing an ellipsoidal shape with a diameter of
~7 cm and a length of <10 cm.” The furry plasmoid
observed in our experiments also possessed a diameter
of ~7 cm and a length of ~9 cm (Fig. 1). By changing
the plasmatron polarity and reducing the anode–cath-
ode spacing, we obtained a luminous formation with a
diameter of <9 cm and a lifetime of 0.5–1 s (Fig. 2).
The results were fully reproducible. Thus, we have suc-
ceeded in obtaining luminous formations in the erosive
discharge, the dimensions and appearance of which
were close to those known for natural BL. 

In some experiments, the surface of a luminous for-
mation was touched with the end of a wire freely sus-
pended on dielectric threads, which resulted in the ejec-
tion of a substance from the object. In [3–6], it was sug-
gested to distinguish the “core” and “shell” parts in the

1 A good illustration to this study is offered by the first BL obser-
vation described by Stakhanov [2]. In that case, all data (includ-
ing the diameter, velocity, and trajectory) communicated by two
observers between which the BL traveled coincided, except that
one reported it was yellow, while the other described it appearing
as a “red-hot coal.” The most probable reason for this discrepancy
is that the BL was observed on a different background.
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20164
Avramenko streams. It was believed [4] that these are
two interpenetrating plasma structures, one of which is
“similar to a usual heated gas and, accordingly, can be
readily blown out by an air flow from a long-lived
energy-consuming plasmoid.” Suggesting that this
component represented for the most part the products
of erosion of the material (stearin and wax) covering
the plasmatron channel [4], we used the plasmatron
channel made of quartz without any coating. To provide
for the maximum suppression of the erosive process,
we also replaced the iron cathode by a graphite unit. As
a result, the luminosity of the plasma formations
sharply dropped so that it was possible to observe the
objects by the naked eye. Note that the appearance of
luminous formations observed in these experiment
resembles descriptions of the autonomous formation as
reported in [7]: “a not very bright yellow ball 1–1.5 mm
in diameter, with visibly constant luminance and a dis-
tinct spherical boundary, noiselessly vanishing approx-

Fig. 1.
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imately 1 s after appearance.” The only significant dif-
ference is that the diameter of a luminous formation
observed in our experiments reached more than 10 cm
in diameter (Fig. 3); that is, it was two orders of magni-
tude greater than the object reported in [7]. 

For making photographs of the luminous forma-
tions, each experiment was repeated: the object was
photographed with and without flash. Photographed
with the flash, the luminous formations obtained in the
quartz plasmatron exhibited unusual optical properties.
An observer viewing the object against the background
of a dark (night) window described it as a transparent
violet formation with a weakly luminous shell. Indeed,
this object appeared as “transparent”: the leaves of a
plant and the opposite wall are well distinguishable
through the formation.2 The lifetime of the object was
~0.5 s; the diameter reached ~10 cm. The luminous for-
mation appeared as yellow on a green background and
seemed white against a white wall. Against a green and
white background, the shell region appears red. We do
not present a color photograph here because all signifi-
cant information is lost when reproduced in black and
white. 

The unusual combination of optical properties of the
luminous formation and the simultaneous presence of
violet, yellow, and red in the same object (depending on
the observation conditions) resembled the descriptions
given in [1], where the following correlation between
the color and lifetime was pointed out. “A nontrivial
feature was a nonmonotonic relationship between the
lifetime of the luminous formation and the luminosity
and color. Confirmed by a greater volume of informa-
tion, these data may be evidence for the existence of
two types of luminous formations.” The observed col-
ors of our luminous objects agree with those reported
for BL characterized by short lifetimes on the correla-
tion plot presented in [1]. Therefore, it is possible to
relate these colors to BL called short-lived in [2], where
BL was classified only between two groups. We
observed three colors simultaneously present in the
same luminous formation and revealed under various
observation conditions. All these colors belong to the
same object, probably BL, representing the short-living
type. Note that, in addition, a blue color was also
reported in [1] as belonging to BL with a short lifetime. 

Another series of experiments was devoted to
attempts at separately observing the existing colors.
This task has proved to be rather difficult. Many rather
contradictory remarks about colors were made previ-
ously [3–7]. Indeed, it was pointed out that “half of the
emission falls within the infrared range” [3] and refined

2 The transparency is not unusual for BL. For example [2]: “An
interesting property of BL is the transparency in the visible range.
Communications that the surrounding objects can be seen
through BL (of course, provided that the intrinsic emission from
BL is not intensive so as to hinder the observer’s ability of look-
ing directly at BL) can be found in reviews and in answers to our
questionaries.” Note the valuable remark concerning the intrinsic
BL luminosity.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
that “the red and ultraviolet emission was concentrated
within a narrow (on the order of 0.1 mm) frontal part of
the shell” [5], while the same shell was reported as
“blue-violet” in [4] and “pale yellow” in [7]. 

The difficulties in visually determining the observed
color spectrum are related to specific features of color
perception by humans. These features are well illus-
trated by the relative photopic luminous efficiency
curve, from which it follows that the efficiencies of red
and yellow colors under daylight conditions are Kλ =
0.004 and 0.995, respectively. This implies that, under
otherwise identical conditions, red is detected by less
than 0.5% relative to yellow. Under twilight illumina-
tion conditions, the sensitivity with respect to red drops

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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by another two orders of magnitude. Thus, the observa-
tions of a certain color in BL depend on the luminosity,
external illumination conditions, and background. 

The presence of red was confirmed by the experi-
ments performed under daylighting conditions with
screens and under twilight conditions in the presence of
steam. The red shell was observed almost in all color
photographs. There were also no problems with observ-
ing yellow, which was also present in all photographs
(the luminous formation in Fig. 3 was completely yel-
low). It was more difficult to detect violet and blue
(mentioned in [1]). These colors were best detected
under low illumination conditions, mostly in twilight.
According to the photopic luminous efficiency curve,
these colors are characterized by Kλ ~ 0.1 and ~0.5,
respectively. A mixture of violet and blue colors was
well distinguished in a photograph made against a
white wall near window (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4.
T

Conclusions. (1) A “nonmonotonic” relationship
between the BL lifetime and color [1] is explained by
the fact that red, yellow, violet, and blue belong to BL
of the same type (short-lived). Moreover, all these col-
ors belong to the same object, but the level of detection
of each particular color depends on the intrinsic lumi-
nance, external illumination level, and background on
which the object is observed. 

(2) The first point confirms the existence of BL of
two types, as suggested in [1] and affirmed in [2]. 
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Abstract—Using numerical modeling methods, we have reproduced the experimental effect of decrease in the
efficiency of a cooling gas screen with increasing boundary layer thickness in the vicinity of a body stream-
lined by a hot gas flow. The simulation results allow the effect to be rationalized on a physically rigorous
level, avoiding simplifications common in analytical descriptions and undesired in technical applications.
© 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Introduction. Various problems of hydrodynamics
and gasdynamics encounter the problem of cooling
bodies streamlined by liquids and gases. The most
effective means of solving this task is to create a cold
gas screen in the vicinity of the body by injecting a
stream of this gas into the hot medium flow [1–3]. The
cooling gas screens formed by tangential slit injection
of a coolant through the protected body surface into a
turbulent boundary layer were sufficiently well studied
by analytical and empirical methods. The practical
application of screens is usually characterized by a
broad spectrum of perturbing factors acting upon the
boundary layer, including nonisothermicity and com-
pressibility of the gas flow, pressure gradient, wall per-
meability, chemical reactions, etc. 

In contrast to the case of the gas stream injected
through a tangential slit, the coolant injected through a
sloped channel in the protected solid wall in the general
case forms a system of submerged near-wall streams,
instead of creating a continuous screening film [4]. In
this case, we can only speak of a certain layer featuring
the coolant mixed with the main flow, with the parame-
ters of this mixture determining the state of the screen.
These parameters are determined, in turn, by the condi-
tions of interaction between the main and injected flows.
This interaction depends, albeit in an empirically unpre-
dictable manner, on the presence and the state of a
boundary layer at the wall. The analytical and semiem-
pirical calculation methods also cannot take into account
every variety of the interaction conditions. Therefore, it
was of interest to study the role of the boundary layer in
the gas screen formation by numerical methods. 

Calculation methods. In order to analyze the pattern
of flow arising upon forming a gas screen by a series of
equidistant cooling streams injected into the main trans-
verse flow, we have developed a special program for cal-
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 0167
culating a three-dimensional turbulent flow. The program
is based on a complete system of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions (averaged according to Reynolds), which can be
written in the following dimensionless form [5]: 

Here, h is the gas enthalpy; p is the dynamic pressure
related to the dimensional pressure p' as p = (p' –

p0)/(ρ0 ); V, ρ, and T are the gas velocity, density, and
temperature, respectively; µ* is the effective viscosity

equal to a sum of the molecular and turbulent viscosi-
ties; k is the kinetic energy of the turbulent flow oscilla-
tions; ε is the rate of dissipation of the kinetic energy of
turbulent oscillations; Snm is the deformation rate ten-
sor; and q is the thermal flux density vector (symbol
“div” denotes the tensor field divergence operator). 

∂ρ
∂t
------ div ρV( )+ 0,=

∂
∂t
----- ρV( ) div ρVnVm( ) grad p

2
3
---ρk+ 

 + +

+
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2
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The scaling factors entering into the above system
of equations are determined by the conventional
expressions

Here the subscript “0” indicates the scaling values of
the physical quantities characterizing the main flow at
the entrance of the spatial region studied: L0 is the linear
scale; Re0 is the Reynolds number; Pr0 is the Prandtl
number; M0 is the Mach number; Cp and Cv are the heat
capacities at constant pressure and volume, respec-
tively; λ0 is the thermal conductivity; γ0 is the adiabate
exponent; and R is the universal gas constant. The sys-
tem of equations is closed by a low-Reynolds k−ε Chen
turbulence model [6]. 

Model description. Let us consider a gas screen
formed by submerged streams of a coolant injected into
the main hot flow through a system of holes in a solid
wall. Taking into account the translational symmetry of
the problem, we may restrict the consideration to a sin-
gle elementary cell comprising one cooling stream.
This will imply the use of a periodic boundary condi-
tion at the side walls of the cell. The configuration of
the spatial region studied (elementary cell) is depicted
in Fig. 1. The length, width, and height of this cell
(expressed in units of the diameter d of a hole through
which the stream is injected) amount to X* = 3d, Y* =
26d, and Z* = 11.4d, respectively. The solid wall at
which the screen is formed coincides with the plane
Z = 0. The axis of the stream (ejected from a side chan-

Re0

ρ0V0L0

µ0
-----------------, Pr0

µ0Cp

λ0
------------,= =

M0

V0

γ0RT0

-------------------, γ0

Cp

Cv

------.= =

Z

I J

Y
L K

αVb

V0

CB

X*

Z
*

A D
X

Y*

d

Fig. 1. Calculated flow cell configuration. 
T

nel) makes an angle α with the wall, deviating down-
stream toward the Y axis direction. 

At the entrance of the calculated cell (ABCD plane),
we set the distributions of dimensionless temperature,
density, velocity, and turbulence characteristics of the
main flow. The initial temperature ratio of the main and
injected flows was T0/Tb = 2. The exit cross section
(IJKL plane) was characterized by soft boundary condi-
tions (with zero first derivatives of all parameters in the
longitudinal direction). The side edges of the cell (ABIL
and DCJK) obeyed periodic boundary conditions. The
top boundary (BIJC) was characterized by imperme-
ability, while the bottom (solid wall) was described by
the conditions of adherence and zero turbulent viscosity.
The condition of impermeability on the top edge is
selected in order to provide for the flow core integrity:
the heat and mass exchange processes in real systems are
localized in the vicinity of the protected wall surface.
The pressure was set at point I and restored in the inner
points of the spatial region studied in accordance with
the main equations. The entrance cross section obeyed
the condition of zero second derivative of the pressure,
the side edges were characterized by periodic conditions,
and all other edges were characterized by zero first deriv-
ative of the pressure [5]. A difference scheme was
obtained using the conventional methods of control vol-
umes, compressibility scaling, and splitting. The prob-
lem was solved using a method based on the vector trials.
The difference scheme provided accuracy up to the sec-
ond order with respect to the spatial variable and to the
first order with respect to time. 

Taking into account adiabaticity of the wall and
restricting the consideration to small Mach numbers of
the incident flow (M0 = 0.3), we may assume that no
boundary temperature layer is present at the wall in
front of the channel output. Owing to the boundary con-
ditions (adherence), the boundary layer is formed under
the conditions of the main flow compressed by the
injected stream. The injected stream was characterized
by the parameter m = ρbVb/ρ0V0 representing the ratio
of current densities of the injected and main flows. The
calculation was performed for Re0 = 3330, using the
hole diameter d as the linear scale. The purpose of the
calculation was to determine the temperature distribu-
tion Tad at the adiabatic wall, from which the efficiency
parameter of the cooling screen can be calculated by the
formula θ = (T0 – Tad)/(T0 – Tb) 

Results and discussion. Using the methods of
numerical modeling with controlled boundary condi-
tions, it is possible to study any variant of interacting
flows. We will illustrate the influence of a boundary
layer on the efficiency of a gas screen formed by a
series of cooling streams in the case of injection at α =
90° with the parameter m = 1. When a flow is incident
on a cylindrical body standing with its edge on a plate,
a three-dimensional boundary layer formed on the plate
exhibits breakdown with the formation of near-wall
horseshoe-shaped vortices [7]. Prior to the breakdown,
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
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the boundary layer exhibits certain variations. In partic-
ular, the pressure in the flow symmetry plane (meridi-
onal plane of the cylinder) across the whole boundary
layer increases as a result of the flow drag on approach-
ing the cylinder. This leads to a deformation of the lon-
gitudinal velocity profile, which varies slower in the
direction of normal to the surface. A similar deforma-
tion of the boundary layer takes place in the flow inci-
dent on a submerged stream injected from a wall chan-
nel into the main flow [8]. However, the boundary layer
exhibits virtually no breakdown in front of relatively
weak side streams, because such streams are also
injected by the surrounding medium. 

Figure 2 shows the profiles of the longitudinal
velocity component Vy calculated for three cross sec-
tions in front of the injection hole in the case of a “thin”
boundary layer and for two cross sections in the case of
a “thick” boundary layer. The case of a thick boundary
layer is obtained by setting the appropriate initial veloc-
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Fig. 2. Profiles of the longitudinal velocity component Vy in
front of the injection hole calculated for three cross sections
Y/d = 1.5 (1), 2.4 (2), and 3 (3) in the case of a thin boundary
layer and for two cross sections Y/d = 1.5 (4) and 2.4 (5) in
the case of a thick boundary layer. The ordinate Z/d is the
dimensionless distance along the normal to the wall. 
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Fig. 3. Profiles of the screen efficiency θ averaged across
the side stream region for m = 1 and α = 90° (Y/d is the lon-
gitudinal dimensionless coordinate): (1) thin boundary
layer; (2) thick boundary layer; (3) theoretical calculation
for the central flow region (no boundary layer). 
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ity profile in the entrance cross section. The velocity
profiles are presented for three cross sections (Y/d =
1.5, 2.4, and 3) in the flow symmetry plane X/d = 1.5.
As can be seen from the data in Fig. 2, the profile of the
longitudinal velocity component attains a level
1.5 times as low as that for a thin boundary layer. This
is related to a deeper penetration of a side stream into
the main flow, which leads to the flow drag. In addition,
the side stream is significantly heated and produces no
cooling action on returning to the wall. 

The results of our calculations showed that, as the
boundary layer thickness increases, the cooling screen
efficiency θ decreases and the screen occupies a nar-
rower layer behind the injection hole. Figure 3 shows
the screen efficiency profiles averaged across the side
stream. In these plots, the Y/d coordinate is measured
from the rear edge of the injection hole. For compari-
son, we also present the screen efficiency profile calcu-
lated using a semiempirical method [4] assuming that
the boundary layer is completely absent in front of the
injected stream. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the absence
of the boundary layer results in the maximum screen
efficiency (curve 3). The presence of even a thin bound-
ary layer significantly decreases the efficiency (curve 1),
while a thick boundary layer leads to a further drop
(curve 2). Note that the three profiles are approximately
equidistant with respect to each other. 

Conclusion. The fields of the physical quantities
obtained in our numerical experiments reveal the rea-
son for a strong dependence of the cooling gas screen
efficiency on the parameters of a boundary layer
formed at the protected wall. A decrease in the screen
efficiency with increasing boundary layer thickness is
explained by the fact that the injected stream falls within
a flow possessing a lower specific momentum (ρV2) as
compared to that in the main flow far from the wall

(ρ0 ). As a result, the stream deviates from the wall
toward the main flow and the wall temperature grows. 
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Abstract—A phase diagram of the (Na,Li,K)NbO3 ternary system in the NaNbO3 region was constructed using
the experimental X-ray diffraction data. Various physical properties of solid solutions were studied in a broad
range of component concentrations. Promising compositions for the high- and medium-frequency piezotrans-
ducers are determined. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
This paper represents a continuation of the study of
ternary systems of the (Na,Li,A')NbO3 type (A' = Pb0.5,
Sr0.5 , Cd0.5) reported in [1–5]. Here, the object of inves-
tigation was the xNaNbO3–yLiNbO3–zKNbO3 system.
The samples of solid solutions were prepared by two-
stage solid-state synthesis (1123 K, 1.8 × 104 s; 1173 K,
1.44 × 104 s). This was followed by hot molding
(19.6 MPa, 2.4 × 103 s, 1223–1473 K, depending on the
composition), ensuring a sufficiently high relative den-
sity of the samples (ρ1 = 0.985).* 

The boundaries of single-phase regions in the
(Na,Li,K)NbO3 ternary system, the kinetics and mech-
anisms of interaction of the initial components, and the
sequence of reactions involved in the solid-state syn-
thesis of solid solutions were previously studied by
Freœdenfel’d et al. [6]. The system was considered as
representing quasibinary compositions of the type
(1 − y)(NaxK1 – x)NbO3–yLiNbO3 (0 ≤ y ≤ 0.20, 0.45 ≤
x ≤ 0.50). The content of NaNbO3 was varied within the
limits providing for the best piezoelectric properties [7].

We have studied solid solutions belonging to six
z-sections corresponding to the compositions with
2.5−15.0 mol % KNbO3. Each of these sections was
represented by a series of samples containing
1.0−15.0 mol % LiNbO3. The upper limit of these
y-sections was selected so as to restrict the series of
continuous solid solutions in the (Na,Li)NbO3 binary
system to 14.5 mol % LiNbO3 [8]. The upper limit of
the z-sections was determined by the condition that a
single-phase orthorhombic structure (R = RII) [9]),
analogous to that realized in the (Na,Li)NbO3 system
with 0.032 ≤ x ≤ 0.118 [10] and complicated by the
phase transitions known in the (Na,K)NbO3 system
with x > 0.15 [7], would exist almost in the entire range

*ρ1 = ρ/ρ2, where ρ is the density and ρ2 is the X-ray density.
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20083
of the component concentrations studied (except for a
very narrow region close to NaNbO3). This orthorhom-
bic structure is characterized by a monoclinic (M2) per-
ovskite subcell with the parameters a0 = c0, b0, and
β ≠ 90° related to those of the unit R-cell by the relation-
ships A = 2a0cosβ/2, B = 2b0, and C = 2a0sinβ/2. It was
of interest to study (as was done previously [1–5])
only a part of the phase diagram in the NaNbO3 region,
where the solid solutions retain certain special pro-
perties [11] related to the proximity to this very com-
position.

The phase diagram of the system studied (Fig. 1)
was determined by the diagrams of the component
binary systems (Na,Li)NbO3 and (Na,K)NbO3) for the
corresponding component concentrations. The
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Fig. 1. The NaNbO3 corner of a phase diagram of the
(Na,Li,K)NbO3 ternary system.
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NaNbO3 region is occupied by the R(M4) phase (with
B = 4b0), which is characteristic of this compound at
room temperature [12] and transforms in both systems
into the R(M2) phase through a morphotropic region
containing R-structures of various multiplicity [13]. As
the z value increases, the field occupied by the R(M2)
phase exhibits sharp narrowing. At the same time, the
boundaries of coexistence of the orthorhombic R(M2)
and rhombohedral (Rh) phases expand to form a region
with a maximum width of ~10 mol % (with respect
to y), which is much greater as compared to ~1 mol %
in the (Na,Li)NbO3 system [8]. The Rh phase region
also significantly expands. The right-hand boundary of
the adjacent morphotropic region featuring the coexist-
ing Rh + R(M2) phases is conditionally indicated by a
dashed line, since a more precise determination in this
narrow concentration range is difficult. The width of the
next R(M2) phase region is virtually the same for all z.

An increase in the LiNbO3 concentration above
12.0−14.5 mol % (for various z) leads to the formation
of an insignificant amount (1.0–8.0 mol %) of the
impurity phase: LiNbO3 for z < 2.5 mol % and
(Na,K)Nb3O8 for z > 2.5 mol % (the greater the KNbO3

content in the system, the earlier the onset of the impurity
formation). This result is consistent with the data [6]
concerning a decrease in the solubility of LiNbO3 in
(Na,K)NbO3 and is indicative of limitations in the
solid-state synthesis of solid solutions in the system
with sufficiently large KNbO3 content. Note that, since
no Rh phases appear in the (Na,K)NbO3 system [7], the
T

regions of R(M2) + Rh, Rh, and Rh + R(M2) will prob-
ably be closed for large KNbO3 concentrations.

Figure 2 shows the plots of various physical charac-
teristics versus composition, including data for the rel-
ative permittivity of samples before (ε/ε0) and after

( /ε0) polarization, planar electromechanical cou-
pling coefficient (Kp), piezoelectric modulus (d31),
mechanical figure of merit (QM), sound velocity (VR),

Young’s modulus , and sintering temperature (T)
for the solid solutions with z = 2.5–10 mol %. Table 1
gives analogous characteristics for the solid solutions
with z = 12.5–15.0 mol %. The observed nonmonotonic
behavior is obviously related to the complicated shape
of the phase diagram of this ternary system, featuring a
large number of interphase boundaries. Inside the mor-
photropic region, this behavior is probably related to a
change in the phase relationships involved in the com-
position variations accompanied by a nonmonotonic
change in the structural parameters.

Table 2 indicates the main characteristics of some
solid solutions of the (Na,Li,K)NbO3 ternary system
promising from the standpoint of practical (piezoelec-
tric) applications. Compositions 1 and 2 are character-

ized by a very low value of /ε0 and very high VR in

combination with sufficiently large (for these /ε0) Kp

and d31 and moderate QM . The VR and /ε0 values are
advantageous for a high-frequency operation range of

ε33
T

Y11
E

ε33
T

ε33
T

ε33
T
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Table 1.  Compositions, physical characteristics, and sintering temperatures of the (Na,Li,K)NbO3 solid solutions with z =
12.5 and 15 mol %

Composition T, K ρ,
g/cm3 Tc , K ε/ε0 /ε0

ρv , Ω m 
(373 K) Kp

d31,
pC/N QM

VR,
km/s

 × 10–11,

N/m2

K0.125Na0.865Li0.01NbO3 1398 4.346 553 299 179 1.5 × 1010 0.232 15.4 242 5.73 1.36

K0.125Na0.850Li0.025NbO3 1313 4.409 573 272 165 4.2 × 108 0.229 14.6 303 5.71 1.37

K0.125Na0.835Li0.040NbO3 1298 4.397 520 273 168 0.7 × 1010 0.229 15.2 248 5.50 1.26

K0.125Na0.815Li0.06NbO3 1303 4.368 537 245 173 2.7 × 109 0.224 15.3 146 5.39 1.19

K0.125Na0.785Li0.09NbO3 1373 4.425 536 210 141 2.6 × 109 0.274 16.2 205 5.50 1.22

K0.125Na0.7875Li0.0875NbO3 1373 4.475 558 236 170 1.0 × 109 0.186 11.8 409 5.68 1.34

K0.125Na0.7788Li0.0962NbO3 1353 4.54 563 219 169 0.6 × 1010 0.134 9.0 251 5.31 1.19

K0.125Na0.7656Li0.1094NbO3 1273 4.319 532 184 145 2.8 × 109 0.206 15.2 67 4.67 0.90

K0.125Na0.7613Li0.11370NbO3 1273 4.320 553 740 710 2.5 × 109 0.254 17.4 164 5.06 1.0

K0.125Na0.7545Li0.1205NbO3 1223 4.410 548 1070 980 0.4 × 1010 0.206 18.0 253 5.18 1.11

K0.150Na0.800Li0.05NbO3 1418 4.357 608 250 190 1.5 × 109 0.170 11.4 235 5.72 1.33

K0.150Na0.780Li0.07NbO3 1363 4.486 563 258 168 1.3 × 109 0.226 14.2 183 5.65 1.35

K0.150Na0.7650Li0.085NbO3 1388 4.333 505 223 154 0.8 × 1010 0.268 16.9 222 5.47 1.19

K0.150Na0.7665Li0.0935NbO3 1353 4.500 553 184 133 2.5 × 109 0.236 16.0 190 4.66 0.90

K0.150Na0.74380Li0.1062NbO3 1373 4.451 546 353 258 1.6 × 1010 0.129 10.1 447 5.68 1.33

K0.150Na0.7895Li0.1105NbO3 1273 4.327 547 269 143 9.1 × 108 0.202 13.7 141 4.82 0.92

K0.150Na0.7295Li0.1205NbO3 1253 4.452 548 650 420 0.4 × 1010 0.240 14.2 170 5.34 1.15

Notes:Tc is the Curie temperature; ρv  is the bulk resistivity (at 373 K).

ε33
T Y11

E

Table 2.  Compositions, physical characteristics, sintering temperatures, and densities of (Na,Li,K)NbO3 solid solutions
promising for the piezoelectric applications

No. Composition T, K /ε0 Kp(Kt)
d31, pC/N

(d33, pC/N) QM
VR,

km/s
 × 10–11,

N/m2
Tc , K

ρ,
g/cm3

1 K0.025Na0.965Li0.07NbO3 1333 126 0.214 11.7 473 5.28 0.88 613 4.416

2 K0.025Na0.885Li0.09NbO3 1373 101 0.210 11.3 121 5.25 1.07 653 4.243

3 K0.05Na0.8625Li0.1235NbO3 1273 906 0.135 20.7 77 5.51 1.23 520 4.435

4 K0.075Na0.8047Li0.1202NbO3 1313 725 0.266 39.5 77 5.02 1.06 560 4.477

5 K0.075Na0.8094Li0.1156NbO3 1313 161 0.055 3.3 1093 5.71 1.4 577 4.566

(0.352) (21.1)

Note: Kt is the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the transverse oscillation mode.

ε33
T Y11

E

piezotransducers based on these compositions. In addi-
tion, the large VR value allows a preset frequency to be
obtained using thinner piezoelectric plates, which sim-
plifies the manufacturing technology (by increasing the
resonance size of devices). Another advantage is a
decrease in the transducer capacitance. Finally, a low

/ε0 value facilitates matching of the transducer to
both generator and load. The Kp and d31 values provide
for a sufficiently high efficiency of the piezotransducer,

ε33
T
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while the moderate QM accounts for a sufficiently uni-
form amplitude–frequency characteristic and allows
the use of short pulses. A low material density leads to
a significant decrease in the device weight (a decisive
factor in applications such as the aerospace technolo-
gies) and in the acoustic impedance (which is also
important for proper matching to the acoustic load). The
high Curie temperatures Tc of these materials increase
the working temperature range of the transducers.
2
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Compositions 3 and 4 (Table 2) possessing moder-

ate /ε0 values in combination with high d31 and VR

can be used as a base for the active piezoelectric mate-
rials operating in the medium frequency range. The
high VR values allow medium-frequency piezotrans-
ducers to be obtained that are capable of exciting metal
resonators with high sound velocities. Composition 5,

which possesses a low /ε0 at a high QM , exhibits
increased anisotropy of the piezoelectric properties
(Kt/Kp and d33/d31 ≥ 6), which favors suppression of the
spurious oscillations. Such a material can be employed
in the transducers for ultrasonic defect detectors, accel-
eration sensors, thickness meters, and in the high-fre-
quency instrumentation for nondestructive material
monitoring and medical diagnostics.
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The Effect of Turbulent Mixing on the Dynamics 
of a Liquid Layer Accelerated by a Compressed Air Flow
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Abstract—The influence of a turbulent mixing (TM), developed at the unstable boundary of a liquid layer
accelerated by a hot compressed gas flow, on the efficiency of the subsequent energy transfer from the acceler-
ated liquid layer to a gas layer compressed by the liquid was experimentally studied. It was found that the TM
development may significantly decrease the energy takeoff by the accelerated liquid layer, which is explained
by cooling of the hot compressed gas as a result of the increased heat transfer from gas to liquid in the TM zone.
The experimental data indicate that the gas energy losses can reach several tens percent. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Zababakhin [1] demonstrated the possibility of an
infinite energy accumulation for a shock wave propa-
gating in a planar self-similar layered system compris-
ing alternating bands of heavy and light substances. If
the density of a substance in the light layers is very
small, these layers are strongly compressed on moving
between the neighboring heavy layers and the system
motion resembles a series of collisions between heavy
bands separated by elastic spacers. The results of our
experiments described below showed that turbulent
mixing (TM), developed as a result of the acceleration
of boundaries between differential density regions in
these cumulative band systems, may significantly influ-
ence the process of energy accumulation.

Previously [2], we reported on the experimental
investigation of the TM effect upon the dynamics of a
liquid layer accelerated by a compressed gas flow. The
gas–liquid boundary in this system is unstable, featur-
ing the Rayleigh–Taylor instability development [3],
which leads to the formation and development of a TM
zone. In the experiments described in [2], the flow was
studied in a planar system comprising a hard wall, a
compressed gas layer 1, a liquid layer, and a gas layer 2
(air at normal pressure and room temperature). The gas
in layer 1 (accelerating the liquid layer) represented
either compressed helium at room temperature (“cold”
gas) or strongly heated products of the explosion of an
acetylene–oxygen mixture (“hot” gas). The liquid layer
dynamics was compared for the samples containing
equal amounts (by mass) of either water, or an aqueous
gelatin solution (jelly) with a small concentration (C =
4/4%) and low strength (effective stress at break, σ ≈

† Deceased.
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20087
0.005 MPa),* or a high-density jelly (C = 35%) in
which the mixing is fully suppressed (“stabilized” lay-
ers) by an increasing strength (σ ≈ 0.2 MPa). 

The system studied in [2] exhibited a relative
increase in the velocity of water and jelly (C = 4.4%)
driven with a cold gas and jelly (C = 4.4%) driven with
a hot gas in comparison with stabilized layers, which
was related to a decrease in the effective thickness of
the liquid layer destroyed by the TM zone in the course
of acceleration. In the experiments with water acceler-
ated by the hot gas, the relative velocity of the liquid
layer decreased as a result of the intensive heat transfer
from gas to liquid in the TM zone.

Below we describe the results of experiments with a
planar system comprising the first hard wall, a com-
pressed gas layer 1, a liquid layer 3, a compressible gas
layer 2, and the second hard wall (Fig. 1). In our exper-
iments, gas 1 represented the products of the explosion
of an acetylene–oxygen mixture and gas 2 was the air
at normal pressure and room temperature. The liquid
layer was either water or jelly with C = 4.4% (for the
comparison, the experiments were also performed with
stabilized layers of a high-density jelly).

The layer of a condensed substance (water, jelly, or
a stabilized layer) with a thickness of 1.8 cm was placed
into a transparent vertical container (cup), which was
accelerated in a transparent cylindrical channel with a
diameter of 5 cm under the action of the products of an

* A characteristic pressure of the products of the explosion of an
oxygen–acetylene mixture (P ~ 1 MPa) is far in excess of this
strength level and, as a result, the low-density jelly behaves as a
liquid layer. However, even this low strength significantly influ-
ences the structure of the TM zone at the unstable layer boundary
and decreases the TM zone penetration into the gas [2]. The depth
of the TM zone penetration for water and jelly was the same.
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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explosion of a stoichiometric oxygen–acetylene mix-
ture (C2H2 + 2.5O2, P ~ 1 MPa). The total weight of the
cup with a liquid layer was 60 g. In all experiments, the
scatter of the liquid weight, container–wall friction
force, and accelerating gas pressure did not exceed
0.1−0.2%. Each system was studied in several experi-
mental runs. The process of the cup acceleration and
stopping was monitored by a high-speed video camera.

A piezoelectric transducer mounted in the hard wall
at the end of the channel monitored the pressure of the
air (initially occurring under normal conditions) com-
pressed by the moving cup. In addition, the air pressure
was estimated using the S(t) diagram of the cup motion
determined by processing the record assuming that the
gas compression proceeds under adiabatic conditions.
The experimental procedure was thoroughly elabo-
rated, and the results of the S(t) determination were
reproducible to within 1–2%.

Thus, in the first stage of our experiment, the energy
of accelerating gas was converted into the energy of an
accelerated liquid layer; in the stage of air compression
by the moving cup, this energy was converted into the
internal energy of the gas. Figure 2 shows the output
signal of the piezoelectric transducer measuring the
pressure of the air compressed by the cup carrying the
accelerated layer of water, jelly, or a stabilized medium.

20

0 1

P, atm

t, ms

40
60

100
80

120
140
160
180

2 3

Fig. 2. Time variation of the output signals P(t) of a pressure
transducer in the experiments with stabilized layer (solid
curve), low-density jelly (dashed curve), and water (solid
curve with black circles). 

1 2

3

4 5

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experiment on the air
compression by a condensed layer accelerated by a hot
compressed gas flow: (1) compressed gas; (2) compressible
gas (air); (3) accelerated layer; (4) unstable gas–liquid
boundary; (5) a layer with suppressed instability. Acceler-
ated by the hot products of explosion of an acetylene–oxy-
gen mixture, the container carrying the liquid layer com-
presses air in a closed channel.
TE
For liquid layers of the same type, the P(t) curves
obtained by different methods are close. The maximum
degrees of compression achieved with various liquids
are different. The highest compression (Pmax ≈ 180 atm)
was obtained with a stabilized layer; a somewhat lower
compression level (Pmax ≈ 140 atm) was achieved with
jelly, and the minimum air compression (Pmax ≈ 60 atm)
was provided by water. In addition, the time required
for the maximum air compression by water was
approximately 25% longer as compared to the values
for the jelly and stabilized layers.

Let us estimate the energy transferred by an acceler-
ated liquid layer to the compressed air. The relative
energy gain is

(1)

where Em and E0 are the final and initial energies of the
compressed air, respectively. Considering air as the
ideal gas, assuming the process to be adiabatic (γ = 1.4),
and taking into account that

we can express k as follows:

(2)

where P0 is the initial air pressure.
The difference in the energy takeoff from the accel-

erating gas between the liquid layers featuring TM and
the stabilized layer can be characterized by the factor δe
showing the relative increase in the energy gained by
the compressed air:

(3)

This quantity describes the relative energy “losses”
as a result of the TM development. Here, the angle
brackets denote averaging over experimental runs in the
same system. The subscripts 1–3 refer to the results
obtained in the experiments with different layers: stabi-
lized layer, water, and jelly, respectively. In terms of
this characteristic, the relative energy losses in our
experiments with jelly and water layers were δe =
0.17 ± 0.1 and 0.34 ± 0.1, respectively. Similar to δe ,
we can determine a relative decrease in the amount of
work performed by water and jelly on the compressed
air (δA) and a relative decrease in the intensity of pres-
sure pulses (δi). Calculated using our experimental
data, these characteristics were δA = 0.22 ± 0.13, δi =
0.3 ± 0.1 for jelly and δA = 0.39 ± 0.15, δi = 0.4 ± 0.1
for water.

The results of our experiments showed that the
intensive heat transfer from the hot gas to the dispersed
liquid layer in the TM zone, as well as a reduction of the
effective liquid layer thickness, lead to a significant

k Em E0–( )/E0,=

E PV / γ 1–( ) and PVγ const,= =

k Pmax/P0( ) γ 1–( )/γ= 1,–

δe k〈 〉 1 k〈 〉 2/3–( )/ k〈 〉 1.=
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decrease in the energy subsequently transferred to the
compressed air. Considerably greater losses observed
for the water layer as compared to the jelly layer can be
related to a higher degree of water dispersion: in the
jelly, a minimum particle size in the TM zone, albeit
very small, is still limited by a finite strength.

The whole body of the experimentally determined
parameters indicates that turbulent mixing may signifi-
cantly decrease the efficiency of the energy transfer in
the chain (potential energy of a compressed hot
gas)  (kinetic energy of a liquid layer)  (internal
energy of a compressed gas). This decrease is related
both to a decrease in the effective mass of the acceler-
ated liquid layer and to a heat transfer from hot gas to
liquid particles in the zone of turbulent mixing.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
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Abstract—The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a dielectric medium is described in terms of the
Schrödinger equation with a logarithmic nonlinearity, and a single-soliton solution to this equation is found. It
is shown that an envelope of the electromagnetic wave momentum varies according to the Gauss law. The wave
momentum is calculated for certain values of the dielectric medium and the incident wave parameters. © 2002
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Let us consider the one-dimensional problem
whereby the electromagnetic field interacts with a
dielectric medium characterized by a certain number
density n of centrosymmetric atoms (oscillators). A
wave equation for the electric field component E can be
written as

(1)

Here, P is the polarization vector of a single atom, V
is the phase velocity in the medium, ε0 is the dielectric
constant, X is the coordinate measured in the direction
of wave propagation, and t is the current time.

According to Newton’s second law for the oscillator
motion [1],

(2)

where e and m are the electron charge and mass, respec-
tively; N is the probability of excitation of the atom; and
ω0 is the fundamental frequency of the oscillator. Sub-
stituting the polarization derivative from (2) into (1),
we obtain

(3)

where χ =  is the dielectric susceptibility.

∂2E

∂X2
---------

1

V2
------∂2E

∂t2
---------–

n

ε0V2
-----------∂2P

∂t2
---------.=

∂2P

∂t2
--------- ω0

2P+
e2

m
----NE,=

∂2E

∂X2
---------

1

V2
------∂2E

∂t2
---------–

ne2

ε0mV2
---------------NE

nω0
2P

ε0V2
-------------–=

=  
1

V2
------ ne2

ε0m
---------N ω0

2χ– 
  E,

nP
ε0E
--------
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Let us describe the electric field strength transfor-
mation by the formula

(4)

where the function Φ(X, t ) varies with time slower
than does the field strength E(X, t). Substituting
expression (4) into Eq. (3) and ignoring small terms on
the order of 1/V2, we arrive at

(5)

where ε = 1 + χ is the relative dielectric permittivity
(the quantity ω0 is on the order of V, ω0 ~ V).

When an electromagnetic wave is incident on the
surface of a substance, the interaction of this wave with
the medium obeys the Bouguer law

(6)

where α is the index describing the wave attenuation in
the substance, l is the characteristic interaction length,
and I0 is the incident wave intensity. The electromag-
netic wave absorption in the form of energy dissipation
in the substance will be ignored: the wave is attenuated
only due to the energy reradiation by atoms of the
medium.

Since the wave intensity is proportional to the
squared electric field strength, I ~ E2, Eq. (6) can be
written as

(7)

The interaction index can be expressed as α = σn,
where σ is the effective cross section of the wave–oscil-

E X t,( ) Φ X t,( ) iω0t–( ),exp=

2i
ω0

V2
------∂Φ

∂t
------- ∂2Φ

∂X2
----------+

εω0
2

V2
---------

ne2

ε0mV2
---------------N–

 
 
 

Φ,–=

I I0 α l–( ),exp=

E E0
α
2
---l– 

  .exp=
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lator interaction. This yields

(8)

where Vef is the effective interaction volume. In deriv-
ing formula (8), we divided and multiplied the right-
hand part by the geometric volume V containing M par-
ticles interacting with the wave. Then we took into

account that  = N, since the ratio of the effective

interaction volume to the geometric volume character-
izes the probability of interaction of the electromag-
netic wave with particles in this volume, that is, the
excitation probability.

Using relationships (4) and (7), we obtain

(9)

where E0 = exp(–iω0t). Since the polarization vec-
tor P in Eq. (1) refers to a single atom, we take M = 1.

Formula (9) requires some consideration. For E < E0
(which reflects the process of wave absorption by an
atom), we obtain N > 0 and the classical description of
the electromagnetic wave interaction with the atom is
acceptable. The case of E > E0 implies reradiation of the
wave, whereby N < 0 and this quantity can no longer be
interpreted as the atomic excitation probability. The lat-
ter case requires a quantum-mechanical description of
the process of wave interaction with a two-level atomic
energy system. Here, the quantity N, called the average
occupation number (since electrons are fermions, –1 <
N < 1), serves as a measure of inversion of the system
of radiating atoms [2]. For N = –1, all charges are in the
ground state [1].

Substituting formula (9) into Eq. (5) and taking into
account that εa = εε0 is the absolute permittivity of the
medium, we obtain

(10)

Introducing the notation

(11)

we arrive at the equation

(12)

α l σnl nV ef nV
V ef

V
------- M

V ef

V
------- MN ,= = = = =

V ef

V
-------

N
2
M
----- E

E0
-----ln–

2
M
----- Φ

Φ0*
------- ,ln–= =

Φ0*

2i
ω0

V2
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∂t
------- ∂2Φ

∂X2
----------+

εω0
2

V2
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2εne2

εamV2
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Φ0*
-------ln+

 
 
 

– Φ.=
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2 2ne2

εam
-----------,=

iβ∂Φ
∂t
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Vn

k
------∂2Φ

∂X2
----------+ ω Φ

Φ0
------ln 

  Φ,–=
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where β = 2 , r, and δ are constant quantities; Vn = 

is the group velocity of the wave packet; |Φ0| = |γ |;

and γ = exp .

A solution to Eq. (12) can be found in the following
form [3]:

(13)

Substituting (13) into (12) and accomplishing sim-
ple transformations, we obtain

(14)

Solution (14) describes a solitary wave with an
envelope described by the Gauss law and the system
parameters obeying the relationships

The simplest form of solution (14) corresponds to
Vn ≈ V ≈ c, where c is the velocity of light in vacuum.
This is valid for a rarefied dielectric medium where

ε ≈ 1. In this case, r = , ω∗  = ω, and  = . Tak-

ing into account that |Φ0| = |γ | and using the defi-
nition (4), we obtain

(15)

For the filling wave and the whole wave packet

propagating at the velocity c, the relationship r = 

yields δ = 0. Then formula (15) simplifies to

(16)

Let us consider some numerical estimates. Modern
lasers are capable of generating pulses with the dura-
tions T from 10–9 to 10–12 s [2, 4] and the corresponding
cyclic frequencies ranging within ω = 2π/T =
6.28(109−1012) s–1. Taking into account the definitions
ω∗  = ω and (11), we can estimate the corresponding
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number density as n = 6.2(1015–1021) m–3. For the air
under normal conditions, the number density of mole-
cules is 2.7 × 1025 m–3 and, hence, the assumption of a
rarefied dielectric medium is satisfied.

The estimated number density of atoms indicates
that we may ignore the backscattering of electromag-
netic waves (this is possible for n < 1024 m–3 [2]).
Therefore, Eq. (16) may describe a soliton appearing in
the case of a self-induced transparency. For the calcula-
tion, we take ω = 6.28 × 1012 s–1, which corresponds to
a wave packet length of λ = 3 × 10–4 m. The filling wave

2

1

0

–1

–2
–3 × 10–4 0 3 × 10–4

E/|E0|

X, m

Figure.
TE
period is taken equal to T = 10–13 s, which corresponds
to a cyclic frequency of ω0 = 6.28 × 1013 s–1; the corre-

sponding wavenumbers are k =  = 2.1 × 104 m–1 and

r =  = 2.1 × 105 m–1. The plot of E(X)/|E0| calculated

using formula (16) for the above constant parameters at
t = 0 is presented in the figure.

The solutions (14)–(16) exhibit a soliton character.
Unfortunately, a two-soliton solution to Eq. (12) is
unknown. However, our recent numerical analysis [5]
of the interaction of solitary waves described by
Eq. (12) showed that the waves behave as solitons.
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Abstract—The effect of a change in the electron subsystem of a single crystal, caused by the electric-field-
assisted transfer of impurity atoms, on the features of electroplastic deformation in silicon was studied. The new
method of action upon the motion of dislocations revealed a considerable decrease in the yield point and an
increase in the general plasticity as compared to those observed in the material deformed by traditional
methods. Possible mechanisms explaining the observed effects are considered. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interpe-
riodica”.
The physical properties of a crystal in a preset direc-
tion can be modified only under nonequilibrium condi-
tions, in particular, using various methods of plastic
deformation [1]. Subject to various excitation factors, a
plastically deformed crystal featuring mass and charge
transfer represents a complicated self-organizing sys-
tem [2].

Silicon belongs to the class of substances possessing
maximum possible values of the theoretical tensile and
shear strength, which is explained by a high degree of
orientation of the covalent bonds between atoms. This
factor accounts for a high resistance of the crystal lat-
tice to the dislocation slippage even in the Si(111)
plane. However, practical use of the high strength prop-
erties of atomic semiconductors is limited by low-tem-
perature brittleness [3]. In connection with this, the
development of methods for increasing the low-temper-
ature plasticity and the study of the structure–property
relationships of such crystals are important from the
standpoint of both basic knowledge and practical appli-
cations. However, the separate study of diffusion,
deformation, and dislocation motion phenomena in var-
ious crystals did not answer many questions encoun-
tered in the analysis of the structure-sensitive properties
of these materials [4–6].

Using a technological approach, called electroplas-
tic deformation [7], it is possible to combine the afore-
mentioned physical phenomena in one experiment per-
formed on a common setup. Recently [8], we have
established that a new approach to crystal structuring
can be even more informative and provide for a broader
spectrum of influence on the physical properties of
crystals as compared to the traditional methods, albeit
at the expense of a rather complicated experimental
technique.

As is known, an increase in the number of parame-
ters acting on a deformed crystal leads to the formation
of a greater number of defect structures possessing dif-
ferent properties [9]. An important factor in the genera-
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20093
tion of dislocations by means of electron bond breaking is
the possibility of significantly reducing the temperature
of deformation. Indeed, no paramagnetic centers were
observed in silicon crystals strained at T > 800 K [10].

We have studied p-type silicon single crystals pos-
sessing a rectangular shape with dimensions 15 × 10 ×
5 mm, the edges of which coincided with the crystallo-

graphic directions [110], [ ], and [112] deviating by
10° from the axis of deformation. The crystal was cut
along the narrow side into two halves, anode and cath-
ode, after which a diffusant (indium) was deposited
onto the cleaned, cut, wide faces by thermal evapora-
tion in high vacuum. Then the two halves with the dif-
fusant layers were pressed against each other between
plungers of a pressing deformation machine to form a
diffusion source of the infinitely thin layer type. The
electric-field-assisted diffusion was conducted in the
[110] direction coinciding with the axis of compres-
sion. The current density in the sample varied, depend-
ing on the temperature of deformation, from 1.0 × 108

to 1.5 × 108 A/m2, which corresponded to a voltage
drop of 1.0−0.6 V. The current power dissipated in the
sample reached up to 100 W.

The essence of a new method of plastic deformation
of semiconductor crystals, called electrodiffusion-plas-
tic deformation (EDPD), is as follows. Heating a sam-
ple by a high-density dc current and the electric field
created in the sample lead to the electrodiffusion of
impurity atoms along the field. In the case of the elec-
troplastic deformation (EPD), the diffusion of the
impurity proceeds from the side surface along the pre-
ferred dislocation yield direction, that is, across the
applied electric field. The EDPD profess can be per-
formed in either dynamic or static mode, with the
parameters monitored using a two-coordinate recorder.
The load is measured using a tensodynamometric trans-
ducer, while the displacements are measured with an
inductive transducer.
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Figure 1 shows typical curves of the shear deforma-
tion as a function of time ε(t) measured in a sample
deformed in three different modes: thermoplastic
(TPD), electroplastic (EPD), and electrodiffusion-plas-
tic deformation (EDPD). The TPD data were obtained
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Fig. 1. Time variation of the deformation ε(t) in silicon
crystals loaded to τ = 30 MPa at T = 750°C in the (1) TPD,
(2) EPD, and (3) EDPD modes.
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Fig. 2. The stress–strain plots σ(ε) for silicon crystals
loaded at T = 750°C in the (1) TPD, (2) EPD, (3) EDPD
(cathode), and (4) EDPD (anode) modes. 
T

using a sample deformed at a temperature of TD =
800°C because the crystal heated to lower temperatures
could not be deformed to any significant extent for the
loads and times employed in the EDPD mode.

The initial linear portions regions of all ε(t) curves
describe the regime of loading in the course of defor-
mation. The end points of these portions characterize
the difference between various deformation modes. As
can be seen from Fig. 1 (cf. curves 1–3), the EDPD
mode differs from the other regimes both by a greater
deformation rate on loading and by the higher deforma-
tion level reached under otherwise equal experimental
conditions. After the first five minutes of loading, all
curves attain the state of stationary creep. The slope of
curves 1–3 in Fig. 1 is evidence of the incomplete plas-
tic flow in the samples studied.

In view of a considerable advantage of the EDPD
mode over the other deformation regimes, it was of
interest to study separately the contributions to plastic-
ity in the anode and cathode parts of the loaded sam-
ples. For this purpose, the ε(t) monitoring in the creep
state of a sample deformed in the EDPD mode was
accompanied by determination of the plasticity in the
anode and cathode parts using the formula

(1)

where ∆L is the difference between the sample lengths
before and after deformation and L is the initial length
of the sample. Data on the relative deformations of the
anode and cathode parts calculated by formula (1) for
the silicon crystals deformed in the EPD and EDPD
modes are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the stress–strain σ(ε) plots con-
structed using several averaged points for various
deformation modes. The process of deformation in the
applied electric field accompanied by the electric-field-
assisted diffusion of impurity (indium) atoms, which is
much more effective as compared to the other regimes,
is worthy of special attention. Note that each point in
the σ(ε) curves was determined upon deforming the
sample for 30 min at a constant load. As can be seen
from Fig. 1 (curves 1–3), attaining the stationary creep
state is characterized by different jumps and rates of the
deformation. Note a difference in the behavior of σ(ε)
curves plotted for the anode and cathode parts of the

ε ∆L
L

------- 100%,×=
Table 1.  Comparative data on the deformation of the anode and cathode parts of silicon crystals

No. Deformation 
mode

Deformation 
temperature T, °C Load, MPa

Relative deformation

total anode cathode

1 EPD 750 15 2.25 2.4 2.1

2 EPD 750 20 3.30 3.54 3.06

3 EDPD 750 25 4.35 4.66 4.04

4 EDPD 750 30 5.30 5.80 4.80
ECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
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Table 2.  The results of analysis of the experimental data in terms of formula (2)

No. Deformation mode Deformation
temperature T, °C

Compliance coeffi-
cient K Deformation ε* Load interval, MPa

1 TPD 800 0.4 –0.6 15–30

2 EPD 750 1.66 –0.98 10–30

3 EDPD (anode) 750 2.3 –1.10 10–30

4 EDPD (cathode) 750 2.0 –0.90 10–30
samples. The anode part is deformed much more effec-
tively than the cathode part.

An analysis of the linear plots 1–4 in Fig. 2 shows
that the stress–strain relationship can be described by
the formula

(2)

where K is compliance coefficient and ε* is the effec-
tive deformation. By comparing the K and ε* values
determined by fitting the experimental data to for-
mula (2), we may trace a difference in the variation of
plasticity. The results of this analysis of the experimen-
tal data are summarized in Table 2. As can be seen, the
K value for the EDPD mode is large in comparison to
the analogous parameters determined for the other
regimes. Another interesting feature is the presence of
large negative ε* values. In our opinion, the features in
the plasticity behavior observed in silicon crystals
deformed in the EDPD mode can be explained as
follows.

When a crystal is deformed in the applied electric
field, the charged dislocations are subject, besides the
mechanical stresses, to an additional force e*E, where
e* is the effective dislocation charge and E is the elec-
tric field strength [11]. Under the aforementioned
experimental EDPD conditions, the following situation
may take place: (i) the dislocations are charged and
move in the preferred direction with a higher mobility
as compared to that of the neutral dislocations [12];
(ii) the impurity ions may be redistributed in the vicin-
ity of dislocations and act upon the latter as a result of
the predominant diffusion toward the anode [13]. It
should be also noted that all structural units involved in
the diffusion-deformation process—including intrinsic
and impurity atoms, charged carriers (holes), and the
dislocations generated simultaneously with the holes—
may interact with each other in the dynamic flow in a
certain preferred direction.

Thus, a silicon crystal deformation in the EDPD
mode is facilitated by an additional factor (electrodiffu-
sion) perturbing the dislocation system. At a high cur-
rent density stimulating the motion of charged defects
in the samples, the deformation may be accelerated as
observed in our experiments. Provided there is a certain
level of the energy and mass flux intensity (doping
impurity), the EDPD-deformed silicon crystals may
feature processes maintaining the active regimes of

ε Kσ ε*,+=
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      200
self-consistent autocatalytic and coherent collective
motions [14].

We believe that the proposed method of a multipara-
metric action upon the electron subsystem of a
deformed crystal is a convenient means of controlling
the structure and properties of semiconductor crystals.
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Abstract—The effect of charge transfer processes, induced by an SHF electric field in solid-state layer hetero-
structures of the metal–polycrystalline silicon–dielectric–semiconductor type, on the frequency characteristics
of related charge-coupled devices (CCDs) was studied. Using the experimental plots of charge transfer ineffi-
ciency versus charging characteristics of the solid-state structures studied, it is possible to judge the ability of
CCDs to operate in the SHF and EHF frequency range. Factors determining the low-frequency boundary of the
working range of CCDs were not studied. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) based on layer het-
erostructures [in our case, of the metal (Al)–polycrys-
talline silicon (Si*)–dielectric (SiO2)–semiconductor
(Si) type] represent a periodic sequence of such layers
to which phase-shifted pulses of the electric field are
applied so as to transfer the charge packets [1]. For
CCDs operating in a high-frequency range, it is neces-
sary to provide for the needed frequency of signals
transferring the charge packets and to ensure the cor-
responding rate of charging processes in the hetero-
structure.

It was established [1] that the high-frequency prop-
erties of CCDs are determined by the following physi-
cal mechanisms. For relatively small charge packets,
the dominating charge transfer mechanism is thermal
diffusion. In this case, the total charge exponentially
decreases with a time constant of τ = 4L2/π2Dn , where
L is the transfer electrode length and Dn is the coeffi-
cient of diffusion of the minority charge carriers.

The transfer of relatively large charge packets pro-
ceeds by self-induced drift in a longitudinal electric
field proportional to the gradient of the signal charge
surface density. However, even in the absence of a sig-
nal charge, there exists a longitudinal (edge) electric
field at the dielectric boundary under the transfer elec-
trode. This field favors accelerated charge transport in
the last transfer stage, when the self-induced field
strength is smaller than that of the edge field [2–4].

Thus, the high-frequency characteristics of CCDs
can be improved by reducing the gate length L or by
using semiconductors with maximum charge carrier
mobility, the best of which is gallium arsenide. The
GaAs-based CCDs are capable of operating at a fre-
quency of up to 500 MHz for the charge transfer ineffi-
ciency of εss ≈ 10–4. It was demonstrated [2] that, by
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 0096
enhancing the edge electric field, it is possible to
increase the working frequency range up to 1 GHz. The
possibility of further increasing the CCD operation rate
was not studied. Assuming that the CCD structures at
extremely high frequencies possess the properties of
microstrip (coplanar [5]) lines and using the electrody-
namic properties of such systems, we can significantly
enhance the effect of the edge fields on the charge
packet transfer in the longitudinal direction and, hence,
increase the CCD operation rate. However, this is only
possible provided that the influence of charging pro-
cesses in the allowed states of monoenergetic levels in
the forbidden band of the semiconductor is minimized.

Figure 1 presents data on the charge packet transfer
inefficiency εss (experimentally determined as

10–4

1

εss

Nss(E), 

10–2

10–3

10 100

10 10 eV–1 cm–2

Fig. 1. Charge packet transfer inefficiency εss versus the
average density Nss(E) of surface states in the linear CCDs
studied: (solid curve) experiment; (dashed curve) theory.
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described in [1]) for the linear CCDs studied. The εss
value is plotted versus the average density Nss(E) of
surface states in the semiconductor at the boundary
with the dielectric. Here, the best and worst charge
transfer inefficiencies are observed for the maximum
and minimum average Nss(E) values, respectively. The
Nss(E) values were determined at a constant clock fre-
quency (f = 105 Hz) used for the formation of charge
transfer pulses and at a constant number of charge
packets (n = 32) transferred in the CCD array. It was
found that CCDs satisfactorily operate in the regime of
image signal formation up to a boundary value of the
charge transfer inefficiency on the order of εss1 = 5 ×
10−3. In Fig. 1, the εss1 value corresponds to an average
density Nss(E) of surface states in the CCD heterostruc-
tures studied Nss1(E) = 6.5 × 1011 eV–1 cm–2. In the log-
ical signal processing mode, the CCDs can operate up
to ε2 = 2 × 10–2, which corresponds to Nss2(E) = 1.1 ×
1012 eV–1 cm–2.

The corresponding theoretical relationship is as fol-
lows [2]:

(1)

where q is the elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the absolute temperature, CdVg is the sur-
face density of the signal charge, and p is the number of
CCD phases. In our case, the theoretical curve calcu-
lated for Cd ≈ 110 pF, Vg = 10 V, and p = 3 is depicted
by the dashed line in Fig. 1. Some discrepancy between
the experimental and theoretical curves is explained by
certain methodological uncertainties related to the use
of relationship (1).

The charge packet transfer inefficiency related to the
presence of surface states in the semiconductor at the
boundary with the dielectric decreases with increasing
clock frequency. Figure 2 shows the experimental plots
of εss versus f for various densities of the surface states.
The decrease in the charge transfer inefficiency is
explained by the fact that an increase in f leads to a
decrease in the relative concentration of active traps.
The shapes of the experimental curves in Fig. 2 indi-
cates that the higher the Nss value, the greater the rate of
εss decrease with increasing clock frequency; above
107 Hz, the variation of εss is very weak.

At still higher frequencies, only charging processes
related to the presence of monoenergetic levels in the
near-surface region of the semiconductor are signifi-
cant. For these, the frequency factor can take a value
above 107 Hz (and may even reach 1012 Hz [5]). Fig-
ure 3 shows the experimental curves of εss versus f for
various values of the effective frequency factor ωe (the
order of kinetics m in all cases is close to unity). As can
be seen from these data, an increase in f in the micro-

εss qkT Nss/CdVg( ) p 1+( ),ln=
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wave range is accompanied by a certain increase in εss

(due to the monoenergetic levels with ωe > 107 Hz),
which detrimentally affects the CCD performance. For
smaller ωe values, a growth in the charge transfer inef-
ficiency takes place at lower frequencies and vice versa.
This is explained by the fact that a part of the trapped
charge cannot leave traps during the charge transfer
pulse action. The higher the clock frequency, the lower
the probability of charge emission from the traps. This
is manifested by an increase in εss .

The character of the experimental curves is well
consistent with the empirical relationships derived
using the following considerations. Let the charge
packet transfer inefficiency be determined by the ratio
of the residual trapped charge to the total charge in the
packet. The maximum of the thermostimulated depo-
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Fig. 2. Experimental curves of the charge transfer ineffi-
ciency εss related to the surface states at the dielectric–semi-
conductor interface versus clock frequency f for Nss = 5 ×
1010 (1), 8 × 1010 (2), and 3 × 1011 eV–1 cm–2 (3).
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Fig. 3. Experimental curves of the charge transfer ineffi-
ciency εss related to the surface states at the dielectric–semi-
conductor interface versus clock frequency f for various val-
ues of the effective frequency factor ωe = 108 (1), 109 (2),

and 1010 s–1 (3). 
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larization (TSD) current I(T) for a given monoenergetic
level at m = 1 is given by the expression [5]

(2)

where r is the thickness of the space charge localization
region; L0 is the sample thickness; nt0 s the initial con-
centration of charge carriers localized on traps; β is the
sample heating rate; Et is the activation energy of the
monoenergetic level; T0 and T are the initial and current
temperatures, respectively; and T ' is the integration
parameter.

Using formula (2) and taking into account the num-
ber of charge packet transfers, the charge transfer inef-
ficiency can be determined as follows:

where Tm and Tk are the temperature positions of the
TSD current peak maximum and end; Et is the activa-
tion energy of traps on the given monoenergetic level.

The frequency characteristics were determined for
CCDs based on the heterostructures possessing a max-
imum effective frequency factor of ωe = 1010 s–1, which
is by no means a limiting value. Therefore, an increase
in ωe will probably further expand the CCD frequency
range. When the clock frequency increases above the
ωe value, we may expect a decrease in the activity of
traps related to the given monoenergetic level.

As can be seen from the obtained frequency depen-
dences of the characteristics determining the charged

I T( ) qωer
2/2L0( ) 1 r/L0–( )nt0–=

× Et/kT– ωe/β( ) Et/kT '–( )exp T 'd

T0

T

∫– ,exp

εss n kTm I T( )/β td

T0

Tk

∫   E t C d V g 1 f / ω e ( ) ln– [ ] exp { } , ≈
TE
state of the heterostructures and the related CCDs, the
influence of the surface states is significant up to a fre-
quency on the order of a few megahertz. At still higher
frequencies, the role of these states is negligibly small.
In the microwave range, the frequency properties of
CCDs are influenced only by the presence of monoen-
ergetic levels. CCD operation deteriorates because of
the monoenergetic levels possessing smaller effective
frequency factors ωe . At the same time, the presence of
levels with higher ωe values may produce virtually no
effect on CCD operation. It should be noted that CCD
performance at a higher charge transfer frequency
increases with the decreasing order of kinetics, that is,
with less pronounced retrapping of the charge carriers.

The above results indicate that CCDs poorly operat-
ing at lower frequencies may offer high performance in
the microwave range. This circumstance is especially
important for creating CCDs intended for the operation
in volume integrated circuits for the SHF/EHF range [3].
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Abstract—Free charge carrier production in an ionic crystal (KBr) under the action of an external pulsed elec-
tric field with a strength of ~4.6 × 104 V/cm is studied. Under these conditions, the color centers (F-centers)
appear at the positively charged electrode. It is suggested that the free electrons are produced due to the Auger
transition cascades in the valence band of the dielectric crystal. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
The phenomenon of F-center production in KBr
crystals was studied in samples exposed to a pulsed
sub-breakdown electric field. The experiments were
performed with KBr single crystals grown from a melt
of special-purity grade salt. A strong electric field was
induced by a pulsed beam of accelerated electrons pos-
sessing a maximum energy of ~0.3 MeV, a full width at
half-maximum of ti ~ 18 ns, and a beam current density
of J ~ 100 A/cm2, which served simultaneously as the
source of X-ray radiation. The X-ray radiation was gen-
erated in a 1-mm-thick Al target with a diameter of
17 mm. A crystal sample was situated between the Al
plate and a grounded electrode to form a capacitor in
which a negative charge was accumulated in the bottom
Al electrode and an induced positive charge in the top
electrode. In order to eliminate the charge leak, the Al
disk was mounted in an insulating support. The sample
1063-7850/02/2802- $22.00 © 20099
assembly was irradiated in vacuum (0.13 Pa) at room
temperature.

The electric field strength in a dielectric crystal was
determined using a method based on the linear elec-
trooptical effect. The electrooptical crystal was repre-
sented by a high-resistivity cubic ZnSe crystal plate
with a thickness of d1 = 6 mm and a cross section of
10 × 15 mm [1]. The setup had a threshold sensitivity of
~2 × 103 V/cm and a time resolution of ~3 ns. The max-
imum field strength E1 in ZnSe varied rather slightly
with the beam current density (from 1.8 × 104 V/cm for
J = 1.4 A/cm2 to 2.3 × 104 V/cm for J = 100 A/cm2),
while the leading front steepness of the field pulse sig-
nificantly increased. A maximum rate of the field
strength buildup, ~1013 V/(cm s), was observed for J =
100 A/cm2. Figure 1a shows the typical kinetics of the
1
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Fig. 1. (a) Typical kinetics of (1) the electric field strength E and (2) the X-ray-induced luminescence IL in a ZnSe crystal;
(b, c) oscillograms of the optical transmission at a wavelength of 0.63 µm in an X-ray-irradiated KBr crystal (b) on the negative
electrode side in the absence of an electric field and (c) on the positive electrode side in the presence of the field. Electron beam
current density ~100 A/cm2.
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electric field strength E (curve 1) and the X-ray-
induced luminescence IL (curve 2) in the ZnSe crystal.

In the quasistationary approximation, a relationship
between the charge Q accumulated in the capacitor
electrodes and the beam current density can be
described as Q = Jτ, where τ = RC is the charge relax-
ation time, R is the leak current, C = εε0s/d2 is the
capacitance of a sample assembly with electrodes, s is
the electrode area, d2 is the KBr sample thickness, and
εε0 is the absolute permittivity. The quasistationary
approximation is valid under the condition ti > τ, which
is satisfied in the experiment. Taking into account that
Q = εε0E, the average volume field strength E2 in the
crystal studied can be evaluated as E2 = E1d1/d2.

An incomplete breakdown (with a breakdown chan-
nel length below the sample thickness) was observed in
KBr crystals with d2 ~ 2 mm, which corresponded to a
field strength of E2 ~ 6.9 × 104 V/cm.

In order to provide for a sub-breakdown regime, the
optical absorption of the field-induced color centers was
studied in a KBr plate with a thickness of d2 ~ 3 mm (for
E2 = 4.6 × 104 V/cm). Under these conditions, no
incomplete breakdown channels were observed in the
samples. The electric field effect on the F-center
absorption band (F-band) was determined in two
regimes: (i) in the absence of the field, whereby the Al
electrode was grounded, and (ii) with the applied field.
In both cases, the X-ray radiation intensity was deter-
mined by the accelerated electron beam current density
(with a scatter between pulses not exceeding 5–7%).

The optical absorption due to the F-centers formed
in the sample volume was probed by a He-Ne laser. In
the absence of the field, almost no absorption in the
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Fig. 2. Optical absorption spectra of the F-centers in a KBr
crystal observed (1) in the absence and (2) in the presence
of an induced electric field.
TE
F-band was observed at the positive electrode; the
region of maximum absorption was situated near the
negative electrode (Fig. 1b). In contrast, the maximum
electric-field-induced absorption was observed near the
edge of the positively charged top electrode, amounting
to /I) ≈ 0.033 at a depth of 0.5–0.7 mm from the
upper face of the sample (Fig. 1c). A comparison of the
initial stages of the kinetics (cf. Figs. 1b and 1c) shows
that the optical absorption intensity under X-ray irradi-
ation increases during the whole pulse, whereas in the
presence of an applied electric field, the growth in the
F-center concentration is restricted to a time period of
~10 ns. The time constants of relaxation of the induced
absorption in the two cases are close.

The absorption spectrum of F-centers was also stud-
ied in the KBr samples probed with light over the whole
volume. Figure 2 shows the relative absorption spectra
measured at the instant of the pulsed electron beam
action in the absence (curve 1) and in the presence of
the field (curve 2). As can be seen, application of the
electric field with a strength of ~4.6 × 104 V/cm
increases the absorption intensity by a factor of 1.22.
The absorption band peaked at 1.98 eV agrees in both
spectral position and halfwidth with the published data
on the optical absorption of F-centers in KBr [2]. No
changes in the optical absorption outside the F-band
were observed. The total concentration of the X-ray-
radiation-induced F-centers calculated using the optical
absorption data by the Smakula formula was ~1014 cm–3,
and that in the vicinity of the positive electrode was
nF ≈ 2 × 1013 cm–3.

The main mechanism of the F-center production in
alkali-halide crystals is via the nonradiative decay of
localized excitons. The excitons are generated when
free conduction electrons are trapped in the free states
of localized holes [3]. Therefore, the observed effect of
F-center production is most probably related to the
electric-field-induced electron–hole pairs.

Taking into account the above results and consider-
ations, the process of the free carrier production in the
electric field has the following specific features:

(i) A high electric field strength: E > 105 V/cm. This
is indicated by the region of intense carrier production
being close to the electrode edges and by a carrier pro-
duction time limited by the width of the field strength
maximum (Fig. 1a).

(ii) A relatively high average carrier concentration:
nFη–1 ≈ 2 × 1014 cm–3, where η = 0.093 is the yield of
F-centers per electron–hole pair in KBr [2]. This elec-
tron concentration can provide for a current density of
~1.6 A/cm2 for E = 104 V/cm.

(iii) A rather short characteristic time of the carrier
production process: <10–9 s. As can be seen from
Fig. 1c, the F-centers are formed within a time period
shorter than the field pulse width (3 × 10–8 s). Some
estimates can be obtained by considering the charge

(I0log
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carrier production as an initial stage of the breakdown
channel formation. It was reported [4] that the onset of
the optical emission from discharge plasma in the
breakdown channel coincides (to within the experimen-
tal time resolution) with the moment of field applica-
tion. In [5], the breakdown channel with a length of
~9.5 cm was obtained in a KCl sample upon application
of a voltage pulse with a duration of ~5 ns.

The appearance of free charge carriers in the con-
duction band of a dielectric can be related to the Zener
effect, the carrier generation by impact [6]. Probably,
the electron–hole pairs are formed by mechanism of the
Auger transition cascades in the valence band of the
dielectric crystal, with the electrons excited to the con-
duction band [7]. This mechanism can account for the
anodic and crystallographic orientation of the breakdown
development. According to [7], the energy band bending
over the interatomic distance must be not less than the
bandgap width, which corresponds to E ~ 108 V/cm.
A high rate of the field strength buildup excludes a
shunting effect of the surface currents, so that the field
strength near the electrode edges can be significantly
greater than the average field value in the bulk. This is
confirmed by the data reported in [5], where breakdown
in the KCl and NaCl samples was observed for a volt-
age of 2.5 × 105 V at a voltage growth rate of ~1015 V/s,
while the average field strength did not exceed
(2.6−3.8) × 104 V/cm.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS LETTERS      Vol. 28      No. 2      2002
Thus, the pulsed electric field with a strength of
~5 × 104 V/cm and a leading front steepness of
~1013 V/(cm s) produces F-centers in KBr crystals.
F-center formation in a sub-breakdown electric field is
indicative of the existence of an effective mechanism of
primary electron production. These electrons are neces-
sary for the impact ionization process involved in the
breakdown of solid dielectrics.
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